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THE INVESTIGATION
The

pur~ose

The

~ethod

of the present study
of investigation

An inductive study of the urmarcan theory
A definition of Urmarcus
The picture of Our Lord in the resultant
document.
The significance of this un-dognatical, non
~pologetical

historical presentation.

I
TEE PROBLEM OF £:ARt\.

Accepted conclusions of scholars regarding
Its

.
literary priority

l.la'rk •

The date
The author • .lohn i.lark of Jerusa.lem
The

signific~nce

The

~uestion

of

1~rk's equi~ment

for his task

of genuineness of our GOspel

II
EVIDElJCE FOR UIDDURCUS
Certain Patristic and Critical consider&tions
seem to indicate a prior docmnent underly
ing our Gospel, which may be called Urmarcus.
~le

evidence from

T~pias

The evidence from Justin Martyr
The a.rgument from the "Greet Omissions ll
The argument

fro~, !~rcan

matter omitted from Mt and

~k

The argument from consentient differences of rrt and Lk
lhe argument from the Little Apocalypse
The argument from linguistic co-incidences
The cngumen t from Luke's Prefac e
The argument from the present literary structure
The argument from the Aramaisms in Mark
The argument from internal criticism
The arguL1ent from Form Criticism
'rhe a;rgumen t from "doubles II
The argurnen t from theological peculiari ti es

1

THE

INVESTIGATION

This study does not contemplate the work of a
oommentary on the Gospel according to Mark.

The

exegesis. explanation. and exposition of the text of
the Second Evangelist is therefore excluded from this
consideration.

.,

Nor doe$ the study purport to be 'a Life of Jesus,
even with the res~rietion, "According to Mark." nor
yet, "according to Urmarcus."

Hence psychological,

environmental. and other factors necessarily entering
into a study of the Life are included but incidentally.
The purpose of' the investigation is to discover
the picture of Jesus which was

present~d

by the first

Gospel to the first conTerts.

That Gospe_l does not contain

a complete portrait. but is rather a study of our Lord's
career with a definite objective before

it~

That object

ive is the presentation of Jesus as the divine Son of
God.

That this was the object does not

militate

a~inst

i~

the least

the historicity of the narrative. but

it does destroy the possibility of drawing a portrait or
recounting the "life" from this single source.

Our task

is to uncover the picture thus presented in "Urmarcus." or
the document which lies back of our present Second Gospel.
Since

80

little agreement as to the scope of Urmarcus

3

THE PROBLEM OF J4ARK

!he literar,y priority of the Gospel according
to Mark is at present generally accepted by critics
of the Synoptics.

BPocon points out that the use of

the .Marcan outline of the chronology of the life of
Jesus b,y the first and third Gospels necessitates
the conclusion that Mark was held as -quasi-canonical
I

authori ty" when _tthew and Luke were written -.
Jewish apologist

~ontefiore

The

is constrained to admit

that .....rk is not only the oldest Gospel. but the first
2

Gospel.-

~

this statement. however. he does not

mean to infer that no literary sources were used in
the composition of ark.•
Further unanimi ty of opinion today tends to push
back the date of _rk to early days of the Christian
movenent.

Baaon alone of the more recent critics

assigns to it a date so late as AD. 80.

3

on

the

whole. the tendency is to assign its composition to a
date more nearly approximating that aSBigned by the
Paeahal Chronicle. AD 40.

5
~e

commonly accepted

date is. however. shortly before AD 70.

6

This makes

the date not more than 40. and perhaps less than 15.
of JeJ5us.
yeat.s afterGothe
'!he
spe Ide~.
oT-ark.
p.;:>.
2. The Synoptic Gospels, vol.I, p.xxvii.
3. Ibid, p.309·3l6.
4. the Four Gospels. p. 150.
5. RED, III. p.26l. col.2.
6. ~offatt- Introduction to the NT. xxi.

5

1

na.ked from the arrest.
All of these incidents end references show that Mark
had an unusual opportunity of knowing the whole

~erusalem

situation from the last week thru to the dissolution of
the church there following the persecution of

ste~en.

The events of the last week would be known to the adolescent
youth in Mar.y's home, who would be profoundly influenced
by the strange events centering in a way around his home.
He would be privileged to listen to the discussions of the
women mo had followed J'e·sus from Ge.lilee, and who made
Mary's home their headquarters during the Passover.

He

would know at first hand from his mother of the resurrection
day events.

No place could have been more favorably

located for one to gain primary evidence for a Gospel.
Moreover, the

~erusalem

center of the Apostles during

the ten days prior to the ba.ptism of the Holy Spirit was
this same home.

2

These would be days filled wi th sto.ries

relating to the Galilean ministr,y.

There was ample time

for )!ark to attach himself to Peter with a boy's loyal
admiration.

The beginning of the Petrine Tradition of

Mark may well have begun in these days.
Eat Bark's information was not exclusively Petrine.
Indeed, his first work outside

~erusalem

was as companion

of PaUl and Blrnabas when they returned to Antioch after a

ilk. 14 :51
2. - AtJ. 1.13

1.

6
I

visit to Jerusalem.

He is not listed among those who

preached, but as Paul says later was "useful for minister
2
ing."
This journey gave YBrk ample opportunity to become
acquainted with Faul and his Gospel, for which the APostle
3

claimed revelation from the Lord.

While Faul refused to

carr.y Mark further after this one trip, Barnabas, his
4
cousin, worked with him in Crete.
Beyond this, little is known of Mark.

His relation

Ship to Peter was close, as we learn from 1 Peter 5:13,
where Peter

~alls

him "his son."

From this same epistle

we know that Mark was familiar wi th the churches in Asia.
He was also known to the church in Rome, for Faul calls
~or

his services during the imprisonment in the Capital.

The epistle of Peter indicates an acquaintance with Baby
lon, the far east, Where Peter ministered.

5

.

Thus Mark's opportunity to gather facts about the
ministry and person of our Lord was extremely varied.
He knew probably all the Apostles during boyhood in Jerusalem.
He knew Peter intimately.

He knew Paul almost as well.

He knew the churches in Palestine, Italy, Asia, end the far
East; tradition adds Egypt to this list.

It is probable

that he knew John, for tha.t Apsotle lived in Ephesus.
1-;

~-

}J:-.12 :25

2.
2 Tim.4:11
3.
1 Cor.15:3; 0&1.1:12
4.
Col.4 :10
5.
Moorehead, in ISBE, IV.p.2352. So Stanley, Sermons
and Essays on the Apostolic Age, p.68,. Also Weiss. Opposing
views, zahn, Introduc tion. II, 19f.

7.

This wide acquaintanoe

qualified him for writing a

Gospel quito as well, if not better, than would have
been possible had he been a personal disciple of the Lord.
That it was this John Mark who wrote our Gospel is
confirmed by the fact

t}~t

the earliest MSS bear the title

"kata Markon," whioh exprossion signifies the author, rather
than the source of information.
the expression "kata Petron."
sunmari~es

The lntterwould require
This patristic ,judgment

the external and non-Marean Biblioal evidenoe.

While the Gospel is anonymous, certain internal
evidenoe oonfirming this external evidenoe has been produoed
1
which overcomes all doubt.
Zahn holds that the description of
John as the brother of James is an unoonscious revelation that
the author's own name was John.

Mk 14:17 describes the approach

of the Twelve to the house for the Passover, from the point of view
of one seeing them oome.

~~ereas,

both Matthew and Luke describe

the same event from the viewpoint of members of the approaohihg
party.
The view of the ancients that Mark's Gospel is the
record of Peter's proaching is oonfir.med by modern oriticism.
The Gospel contains vivid details and frequent use of the
2
oharaoteristio of the relation
historical present tense,
of an eye-witness.

The Gospel is impressionable rather

than reflective, emotional rather than logical, thus suiting
3
The scope of the Gospel, moreover,
Peter's character~

1.
2.
3.

Introduction to the NT,II #51
Allen, Comm. on Mark, Intr., pp. 12-26
Burton, Short Introduction'to the Synoptic Gospels

8

1

corresponds to Peter's sermon as recorded in Acts 10.
2
A certain ·unecclesiastical unconventionality"! shown in
Mark's bald realism, relating candidly the obtuseness and
failures of the Apostles, likewise argues for both the
early date and the Apostolic source of the Gospel.

In

3

short, in spite of ]acon's attempt

to relegate the Gospel

to a late, non-Apostolio origin, the literary priority
4

and Apostolic tradition of Mark is generally conceded.
Blt, do we have the Gospel which Mark, the widely
known companion of Peter and Paul, the child of the central
home among the earliest Christians in the earliest Church,
wrote?

Is the

rk of Papias our Mark?

may we deduce the existence of an "-

On what evidence

a~marcus?·

l.---Farmer, ISS, III! 1991.
2.
Eurkitt, The Gospel History, p.59f.
3. : Jones, The NT in the Twentieth Century, 194.

II
EVIDENCE FOR . '(JR)(;.ARCUS

In opposition to the theory of an oral transmission

1

of the Gospel,

modern criticism is agreed that Matthew and
2

Luke used Ji4&rk in some form.

or

3

are used by Mt and Lk together.
maintain the priority

~f ~t

the 660 TV in Mk, 610
4

Only JBdham

5

and zahn

in the face of the present

tendency.
Certain facts as to such use, however, give rise to
the question of the nature of the Marcan document before
the first and third Evangelists when they wrote.

That the

document was not our Gospel is thought to be indicated in
the following arguments.
1.

The argument from Papias:

~pias,

Bishop of Hierapolls,

~rygia,

writing

6

c. 140-150,

produced a work in five volumns"

"Exegesis of the Lord's Teachings."
Exegesis).

the

(Lagion KUriakon

This Eusebius quotes:

"And this the Elder (John the PreSbyter) said:
_
'Mark, who had been (become) the interpreter of Peter,
wrote down accurately Whatever things he (Peter) re
lated, yet not in order, of the things said or done
b,y the Christ.' For he neither heard the Lord nor
followed Mim, but afterwards, as I said, with Peter,
who ,gave teachinlSs according as they were necessary
(to his converts), but not as setting out a connected
system of the Lord's words. So that nark made no
mistake, writing down some things thus as he remembered
them. For he gave attention to but one thing, not
to leave out anything that he heard or to say anything
false among what (he gave)." (H. E., i1i.39.)

1. Advocated by Westcott, in his Tntr. to the 'Study of Gospels.
2. Stanton, The Gospels as Historical Documents, II, p.30-44.
3. B,ymes, Evotution of the NT, p.206.
4. St Mark's Indebtedness to St Matthew.
5. Introduction to the NT, II, 509f.
6. Montefiore, The Synoptic Gospels, I, xxxvi; Streeter
gives the dates 130-160 (The Four C~spels, 340): while zahn,
Intr. to NT, II, 436, gives c.125.

Here we note that Papias is quoting the Elder John
to the effect that Mark did not write "in order".
would seem to be, then, attempting to show why

Bapias

~rkts

Gospel, in the form in which it was then known, was not
-in order-, presumably while the others known were in
order.

Fapias' defense of Markts Gospel is that mark

wrote it in disorder.
However, our present

rk is decidedly written in an

orderly fashion.';-· Its construction is defini te, logical,
progressive in

and reaches a climax.

~ovement,

~

It bears

no resemblance to, a collection of sermons, like the Clem
entine Homilies.
Therefore, it is concluded, Papias had before him a
different

~rk

1

by Moffatt,

than ours.

Scholton,

6

Wendling,

2
7

Wel1hausen,

s.

This is the conclusion reached
3

Davidson,

Wendt,

4

5

von Soden,

8

Reuss,

and others.

This conclusion is strengthened
~t:

-

b,y

Papias' remarks on

-Matthew wrote the -oracles" (logia) in the Hebrew, and

everyone interpreted them (aorist tense, i.e •• the inter
pretation had ceased by Papias' own day) as he oould."
r.~1ntroduction to

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

the ~T. p.19lf.
Het Oudste Evangelie
An Introduction to the ~T, 2nd ed •• p.54l
Das Lehre Jesu
History of Early Christian Literature, p.142f.
(Jrmarcu8
Einleltung. 53-57; and 1COmm• .eaarCUB.
Histor,y of the NT. p.l84-l87
»lsebius, H.E. lil. 39.

9

11

Thus. while our Mt and Mk

res~able

each other, it is evident

that the Mt of Bapias was a collection of sayings.

Thus

it is held that the Uk of Fapias was essentially a collection
1

of the deeds of Jesus.
2.

Argument from Justin Martyr.

Justin Martyr likewise is called to witness for Ur
marcus, on the ground that he quotes the Gospels quite ex
tensively, but constantly in words differing widely from
those of the canonical texts.
cidents not in our

ca~onical

Further, he mentions in
Gospels. such as the birth of

Christ in a cave, and the origin of the Magi as Arabia.
Therefore, it is argued, the texts Which he had before him
2
were different from those of our Gospels.
3.

The Argument from the "Great Omission."

While Lk does not always follow

, yet he usually

substitutes for the omission another for.m of the same in
cident or saying.

But a striking fact is the total omission

of the whole section of Uk.6:45-8:26. containing some 77
consecutive verses.
How can this omission be explained except on the ground
that the section was not in the Gospel which Lk used in pre
3

paring his own work'

It cannot be that Lk would not be

interested in the contents-- rather the contrary.

FOr the

section contains the account of the Syrophoenician woman,

1. Renan. Life of Jesus

2. Haclear, in HDCG, art 6n Mark.
3. Holdsworth, Gospel Origins, p.155

considerable teaching on ceremonial defilement.

8~d

criticigm of Pharisaical teaching, all of which is parI

Nor can the omission be due
2
~r
to Luke's aversion to doublets. for he is not.

tioularly Luken in tone.

does it seem probable that Lk accidentally overlooked
a passage of such significance.
Moreover, it is noted that the section contains cer
:;

tain internal evidence of· being an interpolation.
duplication of matter given but once in the .

or a

i~marcu6.

end repeated by the insertion of some parallel document.

!S.con. indeed, finds the whole section to be due largely
to R, a late Redactor who is writing for the Church. and
takes accasion to call the attention of the community to
i

the Breaking of Bread on two separate occasions. to em
4

phaBize the importance of the ecclesiastical Eucharist.
4. The argument from the Marean matter omitted by Jlt and Lk
It is strange that both Mt and Lk should fix upon the
same omissions. if the following were in Yark in the form
5
.
in which they possessed it : ( 1 ) The word "Gospel- would
sca,reely be omi tted from Lk. who uses the verbal
ly.

50

frequent

(2) If' the phrase "for all nations" found in Mk.ll :17

had stood anywhere in Uk originally. surely Mt with his
regard for the OTt or
used it.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

~

with his universality. would have

(3) Mk.2:27, "The sabbath was'made for man". is

Ho1ssworth. The Christ of the Gospels. p.60
Plumm~r. Comm. on St Luke. XXViii.
streeter. the Four Gospels. p.173
]Bcon, Beginnings of Gospel story. pp.67-9·9
Holsdworth. Ope cit •• p.62,63.

13

a striking saying, not likely to be ignored by both Mt and
Lk, if it appeared originally in Uk.

(4) Mk notes many

names; e.g., tnat of Simon, who carried the Cross.
should Mt and Lk have failed to copy these names?
these

detai~s

Why

BIt if

should have been added later, by local

interpolation because of some special interest, then we
may conclude that ,UPmarcus was less vivid and detailed
than has usually been supposed.
5.

Argument from consentient differences of Mt and
1

Lk from Mk.
There are some minor agreements of Mt and Lk against
Mk in Marcan contests.

Sometimes the same or similar words

are assigned to different speakers; sometimes the same words
are used

~th

different application; and sometimes one

Gospel will represent in the for.m of speech what another
2

gives as narrative.

These, it is held, indicate that our
3

Mark was not before the first and third Evangelists.
6.

Argument from evidences of redaction in Mark.

This argument is presented in various forms by several
4
scholars. Williams defines th~ee recensions: (1)' F~rcus,
our present Gospel, minus the Great Interpolation
8:26); and the little Aposalypse.

(Mk.6:45~

(2) Our Mark, minus the

Great Interpolation, but containing Lk's for.m of the Little

1. B.
2.
3.
4.

Weiss, Das Earcus-evangelium, pp.49.50,133,400 & c.
San day , in OXford Studies in the Synoptic Problem. p.6f.

Stanton, The Gospels as Historical Documents, II, 139-152
in Oxford Studies, pp 421ff.

Apocalypse.

(3) OUr Gospel. in its present form, which

was used by Mt.

A detailed exposition of this theory is

given by Holdsworth:

1

(1) A Falestinain Gospel, written

at Caesarea by J"ohn Mark;

(2) which was revised by 1iS.rk

during his visit to Egypt, for the Church there;

(3) and

our }[ark, written at Rome for the Gentile-J"ewish Church
there, on

th~

basis of the earlier work.

edition, and Mt the second.

Lk used the first

Mk is secondary to Mt and

Lk in those places where the Gospels have a common origin.
2

A third for.m of this theory is advocated b.Y Sanday.

He

suggests that the variations may be due to the apologetic
aims of the different wri terse

In another place, he seems

to think them due to external circumstances, such as the
3

overlapping of documents and the use of MBS rolls.

SChmiedel

argues that several sentences and phrases could not have
4
belonged to the original Mark.
He finds, e.g., that Mk.3:28
"Son of Man"

has substituted "sons of men" for the

,~~rcan

which is now preserved in .t.12:31f.

Again, he thinks the

phrase in IDc.9:1, "the Kingdom of God come in with power" is
a revision of the earlier phrase now in Mt.16:28, "the Son of
coming into his Kingdom.·, Other examples are given at
5
length. 8abday has perhaps phrase~ this theory best When

Man

he says:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

"Mark is at once the oldest and youngest of the
B.ynoptics: the oldest as giving most nearly the very
words in which the Apostolic traditions were deliver
ed; the youngest as to the present framework."

Gospel Origins, pp.109-l29
OXford StUdies, pp.11-22
The Gospels in the Second Century
Art. "Mark" in Encyclopedia Biblia.
Introduction, Lect.IX. p5f.

15

7.

The argument from the Little Apocalypse.

It is thought that Mk.13 was an independent document
whi~h

was incorporated into Uk either b,y himself or some

la.ter edi tor. The expression "let him that res.deth under
1
2
stand", is commonly thought to prove this fact. Fleiderer
presents the argument extensively:
into two parts:

He divides the whole

(a). consi sting of 13: 5-6; 9-13; 21-23; and

28-37. may well be genuine logie of Jesus.

(b). 13:7-8;

14-20; and 24-27. comprises three sections. the Beginnings.
of Sufferings, the Distress, and the End.

This wes an original

Jewi sh Apocalypse inspi red by the growing fee.r for the Temple,
and was composed between 60 and 70.

~e

cosmic catastrophy

of TV 24-28 is sufficiently explained in Dnl 7:13; for. had
•

the writer been a Christian, he would have said that the
coming Son of Man was the crucified Jesus coming again. This
Jewish Apocalypse necessitated a Christian apologetic to
meet it.

SO. the Christians interpolated into it a number

of hortator.y sayings. endeavoring to show that the real doom
of impending disaster would rest upon the Jews.

'£hen. in

course of time. this document was placed in .Mark's Gospel.
3

streeter likewise argues

that the document was a mixture of

an early Christian Apocalypse and genuine logia.

He places

the origin of it well before 52, and known to Paul.

1. llk.13:14
2.
3.

Primitive Christianity. II, 63-69
The Four Gos~els. p.491-494

8.

The argument from the

close~incidents of

language in the synoptics.
This argument, somewhat older than the foregoing,
1

is ably reviewed by Gloag,

who, however, d.oes not accept

n

t.

it.

The leading

~glish

advocate of the theory is

:3

Abbott

who holds that the matter common to all three is
4,

the original Gospel, which he calls the Tripple Tradition.
This original Gospel was in the for.m of shorthand notes,
Which the &ynoptists used independently, thus giving rise

to our Synoptic Gospels.

The theor,y is further elabor

5

ated by Resch,

who halds that this orig-inal was in Ara.rn.aic,

and contained chiefly "sayings· or logia.
known by Paul also.
of the

,

I

kale problem.

lie thinks it was

This is perhaps the simplest statement
It is

em~loyed

in various forma by

a large number of critics.
9.

!be argument fran Luke 'a, preface.

That Luke gives e. hint as to the manner in which all the
6

Gospels were constructed,

is the argument of a number of
?

scholars, fOllo,wing the lead of Reus·s.

he holds that this

statement of Lk indicates the existence of JlaDy Gospels,
in both Greek and Aramaic, older than our Four.

In this

he is followed b.Y the lastest exhaustive study of textual
criticism.

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

The argument for an .

~arcu8

on this basis is

Introduction to the Synoptic Problem.
Ibid., p.e6

»:lcycl. Bri t. t 11th ed., a,rt. on uGo spels II.
Abbott & Rushbrooke, The Common Tradition of the S,ynoptics
The Agraphs.
Lk.l:1-4
history of the NT, p.181
streeter, ihe Four GOspels, Ch.rI.

that Mk as we have it is too elaborate and logioally oon
struoted to be one of the original loose groups of logia
of oolleotions of deeds.
10.

The argument from the present literar.y struoture.
1

Carre

analyses our Mark into five parts.

1~ese

are

an Introduotion, Five inoidents of Popularity, Five inoidents
of Opposition, 'fbirteen inoidents showing how

~esus

tried to

avoid the Consequenoes of the Two oontrary POrces, and a
Conclusion containing the ministry to the '!'We1ve to prepare
them~for

the Cross.

'ihe .hole thus reflects a church which

was suffering at the moment but hoped to be ultimately suo
cessful by means of adhering to conVictions ,set in motion
by its hero, .Jesus.

SUch a situation is, of ,course, much

too late to think of ak as the original story of the Life.
Easton, in an article in the same volume,
the work of Bacon

3

supports

in trying to relegate our Mark to the

Gentile Church after the Fall of Jerusalem.
de~e1oping

2

He finds in

this theme that the present structure of Uk is

due to the dual controversy with the Jewish religious lead

_rs, on the nature of Jesus t authority, and on the current
beliefs and practices of the time.

He admits, however, that

the Petrine series Rcontains none the less a true recollection
not only of the general teaching but of certain definite
4

events in the life of Jesus.-

1.•_ in Studies in Early Christianity, Case, ed., art.
2.
3.
4.

Literary Structure of the Gospel of Mark."
Ibid., ftAPrimitive Tradition in Mark. R
The Gospel of ,Mark.
Ope cit., p.IOl

"The

Presumably, then, Urmarcus would consist of a document
bearing -true recollections" in a more elementary for.m
than our Mark.
11."

The argument from Aramaisms in Mark.

OUr Gospel of Mark contains a number of "Aramaiciams·,
of Greek phrases which have an Aramaio syntax, besides a

number of sayings of Jesus which are given in Aramaic, and
then translated.

Examples are seen in the Agony in Geth

ae.mane, and in the voices on the Cross.

This fact, oom

bined with the supposition that the first Gospel would
naturally be expected to appear in the mother tongue of
the disciples and the Master, has induoed the hypothesis
that the original of Mark was Ara..'l1aio.
1

of Abbott.

Resh,

This is the thesis

:3

2

Wellhausen,

4

and Allen.

It is not

5

generally accepted, however.
The argument from the internal struoture.

12.

It is sometimes held that our Mark is a colorless com
poeite work produced from a number of conflicting early
sources, none of whioh may be properly an 'JIJIomarcus.
6

Wendling

~

Thus,

finds three prior documents represented, the Poet,
?

the Historian and the Theologian., ]Bcon

finds four primary

and as many secondary sources, none of which seem dominant
in our Gospel.

Any matter carrying a Petrine cast of

thought is thus held to come from a different document than
tha.t considlted Pauline in theology.
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Common Tradition of the Synoptic Gospels
The Agrapha
E1nleitung in die drei ersten Evangelien
Comm. on lat.
Blass has perhaps the most cogent argument here.
The Belinnings of Gospels of Gospel story, p.xii.

13.

The

Closely

argu~ent

a~lied

from Formgesohiohte.

to the foregoing is the recent de

velopment in Germany of -FOrm- critioism, which follows
the lead of Wellhausen and others in dealing with the
OT narratives.

The method is also qUite similar to that
I

of :Paoon's oriticism.

Debelius,· for example, divides

the narratives of the NT into paradigms, novels, exhortations,
and myths.

He thinks that the trustworthiness of the

traditions oan be determined

b,y

formgeschichte.

Thus, an

Urmarcus would be the sum of the paradigms found in

~rk,

While other types of literary struoture indicate later
additions to the text. less authentio.

Its advooates,

moreove'r, olaim that by means of formgeschichte we are able
to go behind even an Urmarous, to the isolated documents
out of which even this primitive document was formed.

2

3

Rawlinson

thinks that these forms were adopted beoauseof

the cateohetlcal needs of the early converts.
14.

The argument from -doubles-.

A speoial form of this oritioism is that adopted by
4

Eduard Meyer,

in making the -Great Interpolation- the point

of departure in his aocount of the early church.

The

doublet indicates, to him, that Mk was a

of older

oo~piler

documents, who did not attempt to weave conflicting stories
into a whole, but merely copied them verbatum into his t,ext.
1.-vfe-j'ormesohiohte des Evangeliums
2. Case, Jesus, a New Biography.
3. Art. -Gospels- in Encyc. Brit., 14th ed., vol.IO.
4. ursprung and Anfange des Christentlms

15.

The argument from theological classification.

It has long been recognized that the

Gos~el

of Mark

contains much matter that is Petrine, but also other matter
1

equally Pauline, with perhaps other due to neither.

This

sUbjective classification of theological distinctions in
2

mark was developed by Parsons.

In some respects it has

close affinity to formgeschicbte; but it is not necessary
3

to tie the two inseparably together.

stanton

recognizes

these theological strains, without, however, admitting
that any of them cannot be reasonably traced to Mk.

If

the principle be recognized as admissible, then an _'Unnarous
may easily be distinguished.
4
E. Meyer, largely on this hypothesis, divides the
strata in

~

into six groups -- Petrine Reminiscences and

the Disciples;
Logia,

or~;

the
the

l~elve-source;

~tthew-source;

the Lukan-source;

and £k.13.

the

But he

places the Petrine source as earlist, altho avoiding the
term ·Urmarcus."

And his conclusion is that ilark is a

most valuable historical record, since his sources go back
to the earliest days.
While some critics have combined two or more of the
above types of argument, none of them have employed all of
them.

Usually each individual critic urges reasons for

ignoring some of them.

But somewhere among these arguments

all find room for. indeed, necessity for. an ,;

I.

·2.

~:

t~rcus

••

Bacon, Beginnings of Gospel story
A historical Examination of Some non-Marcan Elements in Lk
Gospe~s as Historical Documents, II p 174-8.
Ope clt. vOlrl.

A REVIEYI OF UR1f.ARCAN SPECULATION

Early speculations on

~ospel

construction

Abbott and the "tripple tradi ti on. ,;
lTIe Aramaic school
Resch and the "original Gospel"
Elass
Reuss
salmon
Davidson
Rawlinson
B9.u r

an d Renan

lio I t 7..man n
Wellhausen and Loisy
Vei ss. Johannes
Von Soden
Schmi edel
Viendling
Eacon
"leiss, E.
Stanton
lioldsworth
\'{right
]aston
Lleyer

J

~.

Estimates of the success of the work reviewed.

III
A REVIEW OF . _tliU!ARCAN

SP~ULATION

The hint of Luke 1:1-3 that there existed in his day
a number of Gospels from whioh he drew his information
regarding the ministry of our Lord, gives an adequate
reason for an attempt to disoover if possible the earliest
of theBe Gospels.

And while Markls Gospel is reoognized

as the earliest extant Gospel, yet it is legitimate to
attempt to go baok of Mark, and see if there were 'not
documents before he wrote, whioh, indeed, he mignt have
u'sed.
It 1s frequently noted that LeClerc first suggested
this possibility in 1716. However, the first attempt to
,
1
work out the hypothesis was that of ltlchhorn in 1794.
~ot

long afterward, Miohaelis elaborated the attempt, with

Bp. Marsh following in an extensive re-working of the same

thesis.

2

!he general tenor of this treatment may be in

dicated as follows.

An original Aramaio dooument was trans

lated by three different Greek authors, each of whom employ
ed a different colleotion of logia.

Henoe our S,ynoptios.

Yfuile this elaborate hypothesis is no longer aooepted,
yet it has oertain affinities with even the most reoent
attempts at reoonstruotion of mark's souroes.
3

SChleiermaoher,

writing in 1817, holds no brief for an

Urmarcus, altho he is universally quoted as one of the pre-

i.

2.
3.

Efnleitung in das :NT, I. 1f 78-88.
Marsh, Miohaelis, vol.V.
Commentary on st Luke, E.T., Intr.

cursors of the theory.

Rather, he holds that there were

several sources, more in the nature of shorthand ,notes,
which were current thruout the Christian coramunity.
To this number of early critics of the subject we should
add the name of Lessing,

VIDO

postulated an original "Gospel

of the Nazarenes", in Aramaic, from Which all three Synoptics
drew material.
A variation of this Urmarcan speculation may be said
1

to begin with H. Ewald,

who discovers, employing the

technique of OT cri ticism, nine different sources or elements
in the composition of the Synoptics.

The earliest, a brief

Gospel of the events from the Baptism to the death, he

at~

tributes to Philip the deacon, and holds it known to Paul.
2

A renewed interest in Urmarcus vms created by Abbott,
who revived the essential features of Eichhorn.
Tradition",

~r

The t1Tripple

the matter common to all three Synoptica, he

finds aa the original Gospel.

This Urmarcus had no account

of the geneology, incarnation, or infancy.

It stressed the

relation of John the Paptist and J"esus. - It contained but
few parables.

It had no extended discourses, except an ab

ridged account of the Second Coming.

It sets forth fUlly the

disputes between J"esus a.nd the Pharisees. concerning the Babbath
fasting, exorcism, the baptism of John. tribute to Caesar.
Christ as the son of .vid, and the dialogue with the Sadl.---nle drei ersten Evangelien
2. Art. "Gospel" in Encycl. Brit., 9th ed., ~nd with
Rushbrooke, Common Tradition of the Synoptic Gospels,
and a later ~olume, Oorrections of St Mark.
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duces on the resurrection, together with the dialogue
with the rich young ruler.

The document also sets out

the teachings peculia! to Jesus, such as His attitude
toward the Law, His instruction on entering the Kingdom
as a little child, His demand for utter devotion to Him
self, His confidence in His resurrection, His instruction
regarding forgiveness,

F~s

prediction of the Fall of the

Temple, and the institution of the Supper.

Further, the

Ur.marcus contained several miracles, including those of
healing, exorcism, stilling the storm, the Feeding of the
multitude, and the Transfiguration.

The document was

confused at the close, due to the presence of so many
living witnesses when it was written.
This hypothesis may be criticised on two grounds.

In

1

the first place, as Salmon points out,

the value of the

"original document" is less than that of our present Gospels,
for certainly everything in it not erroneous would be
eliminated in these later documents.

Further, this Tripple

Tradition does not mean a tripple attestation, but a single
attest6.tion.

Therefore, the matter in this "Urmarcus" is

not that most abundantly, but least abundantly,
It rests upon but one authority.

~ttested.

And this one authority

when sifted down, eventually becomes the Petrine tradition,
which everyone admits to be in Mark.

In

the second place,

the evidence sul:mitted looks toward the conclusion that

1.

Introduction to the NT,

p.150-3.

Mt and Lk were indebted to Mk, rather than that all three
used a similar aource.

Indeed, it becomes increasingly

clear that the only requirement for an Urmarcus is to be
found in the passages in which

~t

and Lk agree against
1

Mk.

This is clear from such reasoning as that of Burkitt
2

as well as of Stanton

3

and Streeter.

Several attempts have been made to discover an Aramaic
4

Urmarcus.

Among these we may mention that of smitll,

who

thinks that Matthew, Peter, and John all WTote accounts of
the life of Jesus in Aramaic.

Matthew then drew up a Gos

pel from these notes, in both Greek and Hebrew.

Luke then

wrote his Gospel, using, besides the witness of eye-witness
es, Peter's Hebrew Memoir and Matthew's Greek Gospel.

Then

finally Mark translated this Hebrew Memoir of Peter's into
Greek, which gives us our lik.

This theory is supphrted Qy

a parallel type of historical writing in modern times, using
the histories of the Peninsular War Qy Suchet, Napier,
Alison.

a~d

The co-incidents of the Gospels are strikingly

paralleled by the parallels of the three moderns.

Were

it not for the absence of both traditional or textual

6UP

porting arguments, this thesis would prove of great value.
However, it is too purely SUbjective and literary to be
widely acoepted.

the thesis that an original Aramaic Gospel, written so
early as to be of use to Baul in writing his earliest
epistles, lies at the basis of our Synoptics.
this an ·Ur-Evangelium·.

He calls

Variations in the words and

clauses of the Synoptics are accounted for on the basis
of different translations given to the same Aramaic words.
Much detail is shown, particularly in illustrating how
the omission of vowel points might easily give rise to
misunderstandings by different translators.

lIIarshal1

1

gives an elaborate review of this work, together with
numerous, contributions of hi sown.
Another form of this theory is supported by Blass

2

in an ingenius reconstruction of early Apostolic history.
On

this basis and that of philology, he finds that Mk is

a tramsletion of an original Aramaic.

Traces of this

are still to be discerned in our Gospel.

3

And since it

might well be that several Greek versions of Mark's
original Aramaic were made, the variations between the
Synoptics are easily accounted for.

Luke's omissions are

to be explained on the ground that Lk selected only the
groundwork from 1& for his story, presupposing an aequaint
ance of his readers with Mark.
Objections to these theories are much the same as
those proposed against the work of Smith.

Of the three,

Blass has the advantage of writing without theological bias
1.
2.
3.

In the "Expositor" for 1890.
Philology of the Gospels, 207-216.
Ibid, p.197-203

and with a probably superior philological basis.

How

ever, it may be noted specifically that the majority of
Blass' ttAramaicisms- are found in the logia, ju.st where we
should expect to find preserved the mother-tongue of our
Lord.

This does not point so nuch to an Urmarcus, as to

a careful notation by the author of the exact logia as
preserved in the

m~ories

and notes of the apostles and

disciples.
A

less convincing statement of this theory, altho

possessing numerou8 .suggestive lines of thought, is that
1

of Petrie,

who finds a "Gospel nucleus" which each of

the S,ynoptists worked over in his own way, preserTing
nevertheless many individual characteristics.
Another Urmarcan school may be discerned by grouping
2

the writings of Reuss, Salmon, and Davidson.

Reuss

begins

with an analysis of Papias, who, he says, is concerned to
establish the credibility of

l~

by connecting him with

Peter; but who, while accurate in reporting the logia, was
not concerned about its chronological order; so that

JJ~

cannot be called a systematic history, as Mt qualifies.
He then notes that Eusebius is vague with regard to the
for.ma.tion of the

And finally he arrives at the

r~spels.

conclusion that Proto Mark, as he calls it, is our

l~rk

less the Introduction (1 :1-20); and wi thout the Grea.t
Interpolation (6:45-8:26).
1.

2.
3.

~

Deducting these, aeuss finds

The Growth of the r~spels
Histor.y of the NT, E.T., 1884
Ibid., p.18?ff.

that Urmarcus was a work without aversion to Jewish
Christiani ty, and yet without aversion to the Gentiles.
Particularly his exegesis in lik.7:27 shows him to hage
been without any part prejudice at all.
1
salmon begins with accepting Reuss' analysis of the
synoptics into 47 sections common to all.

These, he says.

are the contents of the original primary document used

b,y

2

all the evangelists.

However, having gone this far, he sud

denly announces that this is not an UrmarcuB, end attempts
to show that this document was almost identical with our
:3
present Mark.
4

RaWlinson,

follows somewhat the same method to arrive

at a deduction of four sections from our
find an Urmarcus:

Mk.4:26-29;

8:22-26;

besides the usual omission of 16:9ff.
short interpolations, none of any
Samuel Davidson

5

~rk

in order to

and 14:51.52;

He finds other

gre~t

significance.

holdS that J'ohn UiB.rk did not wri te

our Gospel, but probably did write a nucleus from which
6

a later author oonstructed the canonical Mk

using as one

7

of his sources our Mt.

He nevertheless finds the
8

original catholic, undoctrinal, and neutral.
It is to be noted that all these critics arrive at a
ver.y conservative position about the content of the Ur-

I.
2.
:3 •

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

Introduction to the ~T
Ibid, p.l:37
Ibi d , p .140
Art. -Hark" in Encyc. Brit., 14th ed.
An Introduction to the NT, 2nd ed.
Ibid, p.54l-2.
Ibid, p.:355
Ibid, p.564
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marcus.

This being the case, it is difficult to see why

we need to postulate any editor of the original.
With the foregoing may be coupled the names of Baur
1

and Renan.

who

al~o

held that the original ur.marcus was

very different from our 1'lark.

Like .uavidson, 116

1eve3

that the original Mark was combined with the Gospel of
peter, which apocrybhal Gospel bequeathed to our canonical
Mark its connection with the Apostle.
2

The name of tloltzmann

is perhaps the greatest in

~f

criticism during the last half of the 19th century, aid
early 20th.

tle treats the subject with great care, and

comes eventually to the conclusion that the original

~rk

was Aramaic, but that it was written Qy two authors--one
by .John .kiark, e.nd another anonymously, which was used by
Mt and Lk.

This latter tended to fallout of use, being

superceded by the first and third evangelists; while our
3

mark is a late revision of the recension by .John liark.
4
To this general view wendt also accedds. The whole argu
ment is based upon the assumption that £k is acquainted
with .Mt. thus accounting for the agreements of these two
5

as against

L~.

It is difficult to see how Holtzmann's usually acute
discernment has become so confused on this question of an
Ur.marcus.

The

theo~

is neither consistent or of value

theologically for his general position.
1.
2.

3.
4.

LIfe of Jesus
Die Synoptiker; for hi~ later views, Einleitung in
das NT, p.350ff.
The Life of Jesus
Perhaps first advocated by Simons: Hat der dritte
Evangelist den kanonischen Matthaus benuntzt?
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Certain of the ori tics have disoerned in }lark a.
series of tradition not of first historioal importance.
1
2
Among these are Wellhausen and Loisy who have not attempt
ed to distinguish an Urmarous, but who have tabulated
some of the sections of the Gospel as of little historioal
value.

The for.mer has indeed advocated an original

Aramaio souroe, but he does so on general terms, and the
instances to whioh he points may be explained on simpler
grounds than his.

Loisy gives a list of inoidents whioh

he thinks were interpolated into the text of Mark.

The

besis of determination of these interpolations seems to
be his subjeotive perception of what ought to be in the
original •• It is difficult to take either of these two
authors seriously on this sUbject.
3
J. Weiss holds that in the instances in Mt where
that Gospel parallels Uk but is more conoise, the former
is following an original Urmarous whioh Mk has amplified
from Peter's reminisoenoes.

These Petrine narratives form

the major portion of Urmarcus.

To them, however, are added

a colleotion of "school-discussions" (2:23-28; 7:1-23;
10:1-12; 12:18-27) and a large number of logia, besides
some narrative from

~

and a few other traditions of inferior

historical reliability.

Of

his Petrine narratives we shall

have occasion to speak a little later.

The criticism

which may be presented in general is that ·the method em
1.
2.
3.

Elnleitung in die drei ersten Evangelien
Lea Evangelis Synoptioue, quoted by Stanton, p.137
Das alteste .Evange1i~~,.P.156f. 198

ployed to distinguish the various parts is too com
plicated.

The factors noticed may be explained on

much more simple grounds.
I

Von Soden

thinks that

~1k.1:14-4:34

is Petrine.

This section is the criterion for measuring all other
Petrine elements, which together form Urmarcus.

In

general, these sections are more concise, are less con
cerned with logia, as such, and contain few accessory
features.

The section from 4:35-5:43 are non-petrine,

apparantly due to Mark.
mixture of these two.

The rest of the Gospel is a
But this argument is wholly from

stylistic differences, which is notoriously inadequate.
The style of any writer changes with his subject.

And

the introduction of details is not at all indicative of
a later narrative.

Indeed, the opposite opinion might

well be held.
The following is .on Soden's analysis of Urmarcus:
John the Baptist and the Baptism of Jesus; a Sabbath at
Capernaum;

the offense of the Jews at Jesus' forgiving

of sins, breaking the Sabbath, and the fact that his
disciples do not fast;
Jesus;

how the dews attempted to take

How Jesus met the general situation;

parables

about the

~ingdom;

the question of who shall enter the

kingdom;

the development of the apostolic circle;

and

glimpses of the future.
2
Schmiedel argues for an Urmarcus on the ground that
1. -RliStory of Early Christian Literature, E.T.
2. Art. on Gospels in Ency. Biblia.

the Matthaean parallels of Marcan matter show that
when Mt wrote certain details now in Mk were not there,
but on the contra.ry have been added by a later editor.
Thus. he points out that the expression
first be fed" in

1~~.7:27

~let

the children

is an insertion by the editor

who thus displays his aversion to Jewish particularism.
iiilt in his parallel account does not use the words in
question.

l~e

same objection may be urged here.

Schmeidel is not proceding on the basis of any tradition,
or upon any textual basis, but upon subjective criticism.
~his

alone cannot be held adequate.
Perhaps the most famous of all attempts has been
1

that of Wendling.

tie first picks out certain references

Which seem to come from an editor. and then proceeds to
find similar stylistic characteristics in other passages.
~hen

he separates the remainder into two sources,

~1,

an Aramaic source, comprising J:'eter's Memoirs. which
was translated intp Greek by

~2,

who added certain

poetical touches of his own to show Jesus as a super
natural Messiah, the bon of

llano

~hese

two were united

by a Redactor, .lJ.v. (Evangelist). who had a theological
interest in the writing.

1~e

original urmarcus, then,

comprises the following 212 verses:

1:16-34a, 35-39a,

40-44; 2:1-15a, 16b-17, 18b, 19a, 21-3:5, 20, 31-4:9,

26-29,33; 4:02-34; 8:27-30a, 33b, 36, 37; 10:1, 13-23,
25,

31-32a~

i.

urmarcus

35-37, 41-44; 11:15-17, 27b-12:1, 14a, 14c-31,

32
34b-37; 13:1-2, 28-29, 33-36; 14:1-7, 10 II, 22-25,
43-46, 48-50, 65; 15:1-15, 21, 22, 24a, 26-27, 31-32,
~4_,

~7.

~he

tests by which this most elaborate and minute

division of sources is made seems untrustworthy.

l!'or

it would be hard to find an author of any history who
does not have at various points all the characteristics
of historian, poet, and theologian.

~oreover,

an ex

1

amination of
of

th~

l~wkins'

style of

~rk,

results in his careful investigation
shows that all of the sections thus

divided by wendling have about the same number of special
peculiarities.

Thus on his own initial basis, the theory

falls to the ground.
Another extremely elaborate analysis is found in
2

Bacon's work.
ly combined.

Here three primitive documents are supposed
They are p. the primitive Petrine tradition,

the character of which may be defined by Acts 10:37,38;
and Q, the Logia; and X, an unknoun source.
R, is a radical anti-Jewish Paulinist.

The Redactor,

Eacon assigns

every possible passage to R, whose work thus dominates the
whole Gospel.

l

:&It it is difficult to see just where he

draws the distinction between Q and X.

Were the content

of Q more generally agreed upon, the distinction would be
more abvious.

]urthermore, the influence of Pauline thought

is entirely consistent with Marean authorship.

:3

This enphasis on Pauline thought as a criterion for
l~~Horae

2.
3.

Synopticae
Beginnings of Gospel story
Gospels as Historical Documents,p.175
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1

detecting a later strata in Mark is also used by Memzies
2

and by J. Weiss.

The

arglli~ents

need not be traced in

detail to give a general view of the question.

The

Gospel, it is said, has traces of the earliest age.

In

particular, the time-worn Petrine emphases are restated.
Peter occupies a central position.
the Messiahship.

He first confesses

He is the leader of the inner circle.

Events in which he figures are more clearly draml than
others.

And so on.

BIt, Pau.l does not use the favori te

Marean expression "Son of Uan."

The prominance given

the miracles is hardly Pauline.

The Pauline Christology

is not present.

rlor are the references to the Cross

particUlarly the property of Paul.

If the Redactor was

really a Paulinist, he failed signally to recast the
Urmareus in the interests of the Apostle to the Gentiles.
3

Nor is the attempt of B. Weiss

to find" an "Oldest"

or 'Apostolic" source more successful.

Here the argument

reverts to the "Aramaisms" of the Gospel, which we have
treated above .... In addition to this, however, Weiss
attempts to show the existence of Urmareus from the co,n
sentient diffeTenees between llT and Lk together against
Mk, in Marean contests.
ably refuted by Burkitt

4

This position is, however,
who shows that all the divergences,

mostly of a secondary nature, can be explained on the
1:2.
3.
4.

The Earliest Gospel,p,38f
Das alteste Evangelium,9.42f
Das ME,rcus Evangelium,p.?2 &c
Gospel History and its Transmission,p.42f

bases of special and obvious cases, when each special
one, some 20 in all, are considered separately.

Burkitt

1

also shows

that the larger proof of the non-existent

nature of this Urmarcus is that it presupposes an interest
in the life of Christ which did not arise until too late
for such a document to be written.
It remains to notice in this connection another
assumption on the part of Menzies and Holtzmann, to men
tion the two leaders of many critics of the same opinion,
that it was the Church and its interests who secured this
supposed revision of Mark.

The same position is assumed
2

in another field by Case in recent discussion.

Here the

argument is that as the community enlarged, various in
stitutional motives caused a revision of the earlier
reverence in M1ich Jesus was held. and a heightening of
the natural events into miraculous happenings.

Another

and most complete instance of the same teaching is in the
3

work of O. Holtzmann.
However, on these grounds. it is difficult to see
why Mark ever became a part of the canon at all.

it would

have been far easier to suppress it altogether, as in the
case of the apocryphal -Gospel of Peter".

The only con

clusion which we may reach Is, that by the time these
supposed -institutional interests- came into being, this
Gospel was already received as canonical

1.
2.
3.

GOspel Histor,y.p60
Case, Jesus: a New BiograPhY
Life of Jesus

b,y

the church.

stanton, in an illuminating and exhaustive work
on the whole synoptic problem, comes eventually to the
conclusion that we have the Gospel of Mark as it was
originally composed, when certain interpolations have
1

been

But these interpolations are words and

removed~

phrases, which do not materially affect the whole.

tie

finds Mark on the whole reliant upon Peter, altho not by
any means exclusively

60.

And he finds that Lk used

Mk practically, if not Wholly. in the form which we now
possess.

The

~jority

of interpolations are in the

nature of Logia, which do not always stand in historical
connection with the context to which Mk assigns them.
Here we have some editing, but no urmarcus.
2

About the same time Holdsworth

put forth his clear

and scholarly work advocating a tripple edition of an or
iginal urmarcus.

In this work he adopts and expands

Wright's thesis of three editions of the Gospel, all by
3

John nark himself.

The first edition of

~

was an account

of Peter's work up to the conversion of Cornelius.
sermon of Peter at Caesarea
narrative.

i~

The

an epitome of the iolarcan

This earlieetedition was used by J....k.

Then

while .r.iik was in Alexandria he made a revision for the church
there, c. 62 AD. during hi s episcopate.

In this edi tion ne

omi tte,d incidents not of interest t,o Egypt, and added
1.
2.
3.

Gospels as Historical DOcuments,p.202
The Christ of the Gospels
Some NT Problems; and, Introduction to the 5ynoptics.

other material likely to interest foreigners, and explaining
Pales~inian

references.

Thus, in the

~rcan

narrative

incorporated in Et, we have the Flight of the Holy Family
to Egypt, the explanation of such words as "Golgotha", and
the incident of the

~yrophoenician

woman.

This material is

not found in Lk, the assumption being that it was not in
the first edition.

fhen the third edition of the Gospel

was made at Rome, to which Bark came in 62.

Here he met

Peter again, and revised his work from that Apostle's
vivid reminiscences.
These three editions, Hold8Worth maintains, represent
Bark's attempt by three efforts to record "faithfUlly, but
not in order," what he had heard from Peter.
is justified in his estimate of Mark.
would be the matter common to

~t

ThuB Papias

The UrmarcuB, then,

and Lk, minus the vivid

Petrine touches.
Here again we have a brilliant speculation, with some
greater historical insight than that displayed by the
general critic of the texts.

The

who~e

is not incompatible

with the work of stanton or Sanday , perhaps the two most
discerning critics until the present decade.

Nevertheless,

he bases too much of his argument on the Great omission of
Luke, which stanton, __ noted above, has shown cannot be due
to the fact that it was not in the original

~.

1

Easton

has presented lately another attempt to dis·

cover the primitive narrative of llark.

1.

rie does not venture

Chpter:"A Primitive Tradition in Mark", in Case
Studies in Early Christianity, 1928.

to name it an urmarcus, but indicates that he thinl{s it
the original nucleUs.

tie finds in disputes revolving

around certain beliefs and practices of the age the trace,s
of this primitive tradition.
in the following sections:

tie discovers this tradition
2:13-17, on sinners; 2:18-22,

the neglect of fasting; 2:23-28, disregard for Sabbath
traditions;

3:1-6, healings on the Babbath;

12:13-17, the

legality of tribute; and 12:18-27, on the resurrection.
That they are of COnTIIon origin he maintains is proved by
the fact that they are of the sar.J.e length; they ea.ch

st[~te

the situation briefly; the dissenters are named only by
their party, not individually; their objection is put
interrogatively;

Jesus' reply is a single logion or group

of logia; and with Jesus' words the controversy ends.

lie

then finds certain internel agreements indicating an original
organic connection between the sections.

To which he

aeds the statement that the content of these sections would
na.turallY be of significance to the eQ.rliest Palestinian
community, distinguishing as they do the "Way" from the
Jewish "Ways".

Then he excinds certain expressions which

he thinks Uk may have added, and the result is a very
primitive tradition.

~

We may well question, however, that. this serie.s,
granting all that is said about its structure, was of any
more significance to the Palestinian cornmuntty than the
controversial sections not included in this selection.
For instance, it is hard to see why the question of divorce

should be omitted, except for the fact that it does not
fi.t into his scheme as a 1i tera.ry cog.

And tbe discussion

on true purity in 7:1-23 is surely of primary Jewish
interest.

Indeed, he frankly admits that it is not included

because it is "much too long.• "

So on the ground that

SUbjective reasons cannot be a&nitted as the sole criteria
of historics·l matter, we must reject this interesting theory.
Eduard Meyer, a secular scholar, h8.s l:;.tely pUblished
1

a work

Which unfortunately I have not been able to secure.
2

Of numerous reviews of it, perhaps that of Lowther Clarke
is the best.

Meyer assigns to Mark six sources: the

original Petrine Reminiscences and the Disciples source;
the Twelve source;

and Mark13; the Lukan source;

Logia; and the J.f;atthew source.
gree of historical credibility.

the

He finds 15k of a high de
It may be doubted, however,

if we may accurately distinguish between the :Disciples and
the Tvvelve sources.

But the significa.nt fee,ture of his

work is his theory that the Apostles kept notes on what
our Lord said thruout His ministry.

This much, I think.

is of permanent value.
Finally, we nay note the work of the For.mgeschichte
3

schooL

This is most ably presented in English by Easton

but has thus far not attempted to reconstruct the original
Mark by its method.

However, we may say in criticism of

i.-=Ursprung und Anfange des Christentums, 3 vol.
2. Clarke, New Testaments Problems P.118-l3l.
3. The Gospel before the Gospels.

the method that it is not historical in procedure,
but entirely literary.

As we have remarked before,

I

the historian cannot accept this method when it is not
carefully supported by textual or traditional corellaries.
However, form-criticism may perform a service in call
ing attention to certain irreducable paragraphs, or units
of tradi tion ,. back of the Gospel of Mark.
do not produce sayings.

For t communi ti es

The controversies recorded in

the Gospels were not current when they were written.

The

sUbjects of them had been settled in the first generation
of Christia.ns.

Their recording can therefore

one thing, that they are historical.

me~n

but

This is not the con-

elusion of form-criticism, but of historians on the basis
of fo-rm-criticism investigations.
even miracles.

So with cures, and

These supernatural events would not have

been first set forth in the second generation.

Their

very presence indicates a substantial basis in fEct.
to "myths" and "legends", they prove too much.

As

For instance,

a standard illustration of how "legends" grew in the Syn
optics is the relation of

~.1:29-39

and parallels.

In

llark thestory is simple, in Lk more complex, but in

~t

assumes the initiative, without waiting to be

to

heal the woman,

whi~h

~sked

He does without much contact.

Jesus

Now,

1

form-criticism, as e,g. in Kloseterman,

insists that there

is no development in the three versions, but that lfr must
be understood as Lk or Mt records the incident.
well be true.
1.

l~tthausJ

~hich

rut in so proving, form-criticism proves
quoted by Easton,p.146.

may

that mk had inherited his phraseology
stage of the tradition.

fro~

the first

And when we see that Bark is

not afraid to speak as tho Jesus' power to heal were
limited, then. it wopld seem evident that the passage
has not been retouched in the effort to "heighten" the
su~ernatural

in Jesus, but that the whole account is that

of an eye-witness, and hence historical.
But all this elaborate criticism is too refined.
It has too much tne appearance of hypercriticism.
harks back to the OT

doc~~entary

cannot be applied to the

l\jT.

~t

criticism, whose methods

'the time elapsing between

the composition of the earliest accounts and that of the
canonical Gospels is too short for any such process.

~he

failure of Keirn and strauss forecasts the fate of tilis
method of criticism.
To conclude, a survey of 80 years of urmarcan specula
tion, with an observance of the decreasing efforts to main
tain any urmarcus in the last decade. leads to the jUd&,went
that any

u~arcus

radically different from our kark is out
1

of the question.

Patton remarks:

"In other words, if urmarcus differed from our
only in t~ose words and phrases in vnlich uattnew
and Luke agree against our Mark, then u~rcus was at
the most not a different Mark from ours, but only a
different copy or text of our Mark."
u~rk

2

Similar judgment is expressed by Sir John Hawkins:
"On the whole it

t.

2.

S€ID~S

to me that such an examina

Sources of the Synoptic Gospels,p.92
Horae Synopticae,p.122
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tion of the Uarcan peculiarities &s has now been attempted
supplies results whichare l~rGely in favor
of the view that the Petrine source used by the two
later Synoptists was not en~arcus. but St i~rk's
Gospel almost as we have it now."

And Swete, at the conclusion of an exhaustive r-tudy of
l
the Gospel. says:

"The present vrri ter has ri sen from hi s study
of the Gospel with a strong sense of the ur.ity of
the work, and can echo the "requiesc",t Urm.arcus lt
which ends a recent discussion. But he is not
prepared to express an opinion as to the nature
and extent of the editorial revision which St l~rk's
original has undergone."
And Streeter. in his monumental work on the Gospels,
2
rests with these words:
"Renounce once and for ell the chase of the
phantom .. Ui"marcus, e.. nd the study of the minor
agreements (of lIt and. Lk VB Inc) becomes the high
way to the recovery of the purest text of the
C-ospels. It
Wi th these hints and conclusions ,·ve may now turn to

a definition of Urmarcus, in final preparation for our

earliest pieture of Jesus of Nazareth.

r:--st.
~.

•

Mark. p.lxv. n .1.
The Four Gospels,p.331

IV
A SUGGESTED DEFINITION OF URllARCUS
The Earlie8t

)~e

of the Church

The work of the Apostles
Collecting the logia
The scattering of the Apostles
The denands of the Churches for instruction
The fitness of mark for writing a Gospel
'l'he purpose of .i.:ark
The Unnarcus, or first edition of the e&rliest Gospel
Lack of literary polish
The retention of the Great Omission
The Omission of the Introduction
The Omission of the Fate of the Baptist
The Omission of the Little Apocalypse
The Addition of certain Appearances

IV

A S1JGG:CSTJ:D DEFUn'l'IOI" OF URl,:A.TICUS

In order to reach a rea-sone,ble vievl of Urmarcus,
it is essential that we think our way back into the
beginnings of the Church in Palestine.

Shortly after

the Aasension, the Church is founded on the day of
Pentecost, A.D.30. according to the comuonly accepted
I

reckoning.

The problem is to determine about how

long after this a demand for a Gospel would arise in
the newly established community.
In the difficult field of NT chronology, no part
is quite so confused as that of the first few years after
Pentecost.

We have virtually no records of the sequence

of events, the record in Acts being obviously a highly
condensed narrative.

However, without entering into a

discussion of the chronological problem in detail, several
facts are fairly clear.
In the first pIece, the fact that Peter -continues in

and near the city for several years seems evident.

We

hear of him in Jerusalem as .a leader in evangelizing until
the perse-cution under Herod Agrippa, after which he seems
~

G

to have left the Holy City.

He remains near enough,
3
however, to be present at the Council.
After this he
appears at Antioch) the great center of Christianity in
4
Asia Minor.
In the meantime, an agreement has been
1.

2.
3.
4.

Cf. Moffatt, Intr. to NT. pp.62,63.
Acts 12
Acts 15
Gal.2 :11-!4

reached by himself and Paul asto a division of territory,
not of race, whereby Paul goes to the West, and Peter to
1

the East.

However, since Asia v.ms the hotbed of the

fight against the Church, both labor there for a while.
Evidence of this is seen in the subsequent letters of both,
2

in which each

w~ites

to these churches.

IU the yeF..,r 50. therefore, there is a.strong group
of churches not only in JUdaea, but in Samaria, and in
Asia lllnor.

And this is the result of the work of only

two of the Apostles, Peter and Baul.
idle.

The others were not

Where they worked is not told us.

But that they

remained in Jerusa.lem until the Herodian persecution is
evident

f~om

the account of the Council in Ac.15.

It is

reasonable to suppose, however, that they would have done
work at least

~artly

as fruitful as that of the two whose

work we have partially recorded.

In

addition to tbe work

of the Apostles, it should be noted also that

th~

vast

number of converts at Pentecost, many of whom were visitors
in Jerusalem, very likely remained for a period of in
3

struction, and returned to their homes to found churches.
A glance at the map showing the wide diffusion of

these churches founded in the first two decades after
Pentecost will suffice to show that it was from practically
the beginning impossible for the Apostles adequately to
testify to the Gospel b.Y personal
1-.---Qal.2:9
2. Faul, in Gal., Eph.
3. Ac • 2 : 9-11

t

Col.

t

&

vi~itation.

Of course,

other references.

there were many who could testify to the resurrection
who had not been with the Lord during His earthly min
1

istry. 1 But

f~om

the first there would be an over

whelming desire to know the teachings and the deeds of
our Lord during the "days of His flesh."
2

From Luke we

such desire had early fruit.
3
We know also that there were many "householn churches",
which

natu~ally

lea~n

th~t

would serve as centers for collecting the

logia and deeds of the

l~ster.

The synagogues regularly

had archives for their Scriptures.

It would be unreasonable

to suppose that the churches would not cherish the sketches
of Christ available to them.

Further. we know that the

practice of letter-writing was quite

cor~~on

during the

4

first century of our era.
rolls were not UnCODImOn.

Even papyrus books

insteac~

of

It is natural therefore to sup

pose that an extensive correspondence between Christians
in Jerusa.lem and those in distant ci ties Vlould pascs, the
subject of which was the logia. and deeds of the Lord.
Moffatt shows that the speeches of the time of the
5

Gracchi Vlere ca.refully preserved.

It is hardly to be

supposed that some notes were not kept by some of the
Apostles of the speeches of Christ, especially after their
conviction of Ius Person at Caeearea Philipi.
The above will be sufficient to denote the demand for
Gospels, and the sources of the BUPTly.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Perhaps no small

i Cor.15:6
Lk.l:1-3
Col.4:3
Grenfell & Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus Bapyri, 11,1-3
1ntr. to NT •• p.43.

part of the

la~ors

of the Jerusalem Church was thatof

corresponding with Christians scattered in distant parts.
The fact that we do not know who founded the churches of
Rome, Alexandria, Carthage, and many other cities, argues
for a host of unknown missionaries who would constantly
require documentary evidence of what they taught, from
1

the scene of the events of 'which they testified.
Now, of all the Apostles, who would most fittingly
supply the needs thus indicated?

A little reflection will

indicate that_ none of the Twelve could be spared from
actual preaching to gather the scattered notes into shape
for publication.

Their lives were filled with danger.

They knew from the experience of Stephen and James that
their lives might be required of them at any moment.
They must therefore hasten to reach as many people as
possible befrore this. imminent fate.
Moreover, they were becoming scattered.

Never do

we hear of them all in Jerusalem after the Council, about
A.D.44.

The advantage of several memories working to

gether was not now possible.
1.
.,..

:MoRatt points out that according to Justin lviartyr,
the Gospels were regularly used in all the churches
in the worship, even before the iq)istles. Intr.,p.53.

However, there wes one man who was admirably
fitted to do this work.

This was John Mark, the son

1

of Mary of Jerusalem,

a widow, probably, of wealth.

Her house was large, her Greek slave is casually men
tioned, and her brother-in-law Barnabas

evidentl~

a

2

man of some Deans.
church.

Here was the center of the first

Peter naturally comes there after his escape
:3

from jail.

Here he found a large number praying.

It was shortly after this that Mark was chosen to

ac~

company Paul and Barnabas to Antioch, and thence with
them on their first missionary journey.
This was somewhere around A.D.44.

As we pointed

I

out above, Bark's home was probably Jesus' city

he~d~

quarters While in Jerusalem during the last week, and
4

Mark was the young man who fled naked.

he must have

been somewhere around 14 or 15 years old at the time.
In all probability he was one of those who witnessed the

trial.

The account he gives of it is vivid, as tho of an

eye-witness.
an adult.

Yet it is not so extensive as to be

t~4t

of

He could mingle unsuspected in the crowd, gain

their general sentiment, store in his memory certain words
spoken, and thus be qualified to recount

an

angle of that

trial otherwise lost to us.
From that time onward he would remain the faithful
protege of Peter, the outspoken, the impulsive, the warm
hearted, and Peter would become his hero.

r;- - Ac-.12 :12
2. Ac. 4 :36

3.

4.

In all

Ac.12:l1-14
Mk.14:51-52
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I

probability Peter baptized him.

It is not un

ree-done.ble to suppose that he was PetE r' s traveling com
panion on the latter '8 journey to Sanw.ria after the
2

work of Philip the Evangelist had begun,
similar journey..

or on some

For some 14 years, then, Mark was in

the closest touch with

Peter.~

~hese

were most im

pressionable years, those of ad.olescence and early man
hood.

Gospel as preached by Yeter would during

~he

that time become almost perfectly fuark's own.
wt there were other sourc es of information for
.Mark during these years in .Jerusalem.,

The words of the

beloved disciple, the memories of Thomas, the recollection
of the women from Galilee, the presence of

1~ry

the Mother

of Jesus in the home of John, the visitors from every
quarter

WhO

would constantly be coming to tris center of

the Church, ma.de an acl."!lirl?ble atmosphere for collecting
data about the Life of J-esus.

It is incredi ble that

Mark would not keep a note book in which he treasured
the bits of information which would come to light und6r
the roof of his mother.
However, even this was not all of which
vantage.

~ark

had ad

J!'or a year it was hi.s privilege to be under the

memorable preaching of raul·, whose single gestur,e silenced
mobs, whose speeches are classics, whose letters have
illumined Christian life, ,vhose career altered the course
of the Roman Mmpire.
1. -rPe.5:13

2.

Ac.8:14

wt what did Paul know of the life

of our Lord?
man Jesus of

~uch

in every way.

~azareth

Iaul knew that this

was a man, that He had been arrest

ed, tri ed, and condemned, drucif'i ed, a..nd the. t .tie was
preached as risen from the dea.d.

.Paul was not less than

25, and probably more nea.rly 30, when Jesus

Vic.S

If he was the latter age, he was a member of the
when Jesus was before it.
that night.

tried.
~anhedrin

He could never have forgotten

D.tt even if he were not a member of the body

which condemned the Lord, it is without doubt probable
that he was present.

tie was about to enter his Pabbinic

career, and would of course have been in jerusalem,
especially as b.e belonged to the .pharisees, at the HlBsover.
He B,eems to have been a leader in thi s more or less secret
religious order.

He could not have been ignorant of the

events W1 ich culminated in the betrayal by Judas and
execution by the Roman a, dictated by his ovm party.
And yet this man Paul worshipped Jesus of Uazareth as
deity, surrendered to His will as Lord, gave up every
human advantage

~1d

reward, for the Gospel.

I

One of his

intellectual attainments does notcmne to eo radical a
change without cause.
~ere

man."

Such a one does not worship a

Were Imrk in his presence for a year only,

that time would suffice to teach him many things about
the divine personality of their comrnon Lord.

Baul may

not have known so much of the deeds and Logia of the Lord
in

~he

flesh, but none knew Him better as the Son of Man,

the messiah of Israel.

1.

2 Cor.ll:16-3~

Out of this rich experience, then, Dark began to con
struct his Gospel.

As catechizer of Peter's and of Paults

and of Barnabas' converts,
eyes of the Apostles.
Pete~'a

!~rk

instructed

th~n

under the

He taught in Jerusalem, he was

"interpreter" when letters came from distant

points to that Apostle, he instructed men and women who
had made the confession under Baul's preaching.

He

carried with him notes fran his Jerusalem days in the
mother church, he added to these notes as occasion was
presented.

He revised, condensed, classified, the

materials until h£ had developed a perfect system of in
struction "that they might believe."
We are now ready to define "Urmarcus."
ment is the earliest dra#t of our

~ark,

That docu

a Gospel written

to instruct converts in the Life of Christ.

It was

written to fortify them for the struggles they must en
gage in with unbelievers in the deity of the Lord.

It

was written to inspire men who had never seen the Lord to
live the Christ life.

It was written to give them the

words of Jesus with reference to burning questions of how
to act.
Ur.marcus was

~t

into shape from a desire to extend

the field of inatruc·tion beyond the limitations of his
own and the Apostles' physical limitations.

He had the

materials at hand, and the need had arisen, before
1

summoned him to Rome in the early 60s.
l~Z ~Trm.4 :11

Urmarcus,

may be judged to have been composed in the late 50s.
\fuat may we say, then, as to its
1.

~ontents?

Urmarcus did not have our present l{ark t s lit

erary finish.

Just which particular particles. words.

and phrases m.ust be omitted to restore Urmarcus cannot
now be determined.

But in any case. theyare of no

moment in the story of our Evangelist.
both toned down present Mark's style.
influence of the

~iatessaron

llt

and Lk have

And when the

is eliminated, we arrive at
1

probably an even more Aramaic tone to Markts Greek.
Or, Mk may have revised his own work at a later date,
bringing to the revision certain niceties of style which
make it seem that two docunents instead of one bore the
name of Mark.

Indeed. this might well be the case.

For

there was no way to recall the first edition.
This explains fully why certain variations between

t and Lk in the sections where they follow Mk are to be
seen in their Gospels.

The simple, obvious, reasonable

explanation is that each had a different edition of

~~rk,

2
va~ing

in style but not in matter.

But will this theory explain the minor agreements
of Mt and Lk against Mark?

There are relatively few.

and they occur usually in places where the later Evangelists
3

are correcting likts colloquial style.

The only con

clusion reasonable is that .ere Mt and Lk have used a
1.

2.
3.

Kenyon, Textual Criticism of the NT. 2ed, pp363-9,
ex~laining von Sodents theo~.
Sanday, OXford StUdies, p.2Iff.
HaWkins. Hora~ Synopticae, p.172
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second edition, which we do not now possess-- and it
therefore follows that we really have in our possession
an earlier edition than that used by them.
words,

that our

l~rk

In other

is nearer to Mk's original than

that possessed by either Mt or Lk.
Some other minor agreements have been shown conelusively to be the result of the influence of

~.

or of

1

textual corruption.

These details are not, of course,

relevant to our discussion here.
2.

Urma,rcus contained, contrary to mostof the in

vestigators, the omissions of Ut and Lk of lAarcan matter,
2

especially the "Great Omission ft of Lk.

As to Mt's

omissions, they total only 55 verses, 25 of which are in
Lk.

And of these remaining 30, the essential events are

given in another setting, showing that l.it was not omi tting,
3

but conflating, incidents in the

~rcan

narrative.

And

as to the "Great Onission". which is the chief difficulty
which has given rise to the Urmarcus theory in the first
place, a little study will reveal that it nust have been
in the original.
For, the vocabulary is essential Marean, hence it
must be credited to Mark by the rules of literary criticism
4
under which this argument is presented.
Again, it is
obvious that Lk the historian is not obliged to follow his
source in eVlery detail.

Lk was limi ted in space, not material.

He may therefore have deliberately omitted this section
1.
2.
3.
4.

Streeter, The FopI' Go spels, .PP.305-321
~.6:45-8:26

streeter, op.cit.,p15l
Fiawkins, OXford Studies, p.64f

densed, of little catechetical value, dealing with a
period of little interest to Mark, who was too young
to have heard of the Iaptist, and more or less formal,
I

can tra.ry to the usual l'.iJE.rcan style.

I

The real Gt) spel

begin"os wi th the Bapti SID of Jesus, which some of the
Twelve may have witnessed.

This is wholly in aocord

with Mark's plan, which does not recount the Virgin
birth, Announciation, Flight, or Infa.ncy.

'While IDe

assumes thruout the fact of the Incarnation, 'he treats
it as too well known to use.
This situation is best understood, perhaps, when
we recall that from the beginning the

Christ~as

cycle

of stories has been especially suitable for use with
children.

Mark was writing for adults lately confessed.

Their primary interest was pragmatic, ethical, and
polemical.

They wanted to know how Jesus proved Himself

to be the Son of God.

The Incarnation, however, is to

be understood 'by tnose born into the Christian society,
and by theologians.
A somewhat similar situation is involved in the
Herald.

lTIe Bapist was of interest to Jews, and to

children.

Rlt.mk is writing, according to universal

tradition, for Gentiles, and, as we have Shown above,
for adUlts.

They cared little for the Forerunner, great

as he we.s, and significant as he was to later ages.
~o,

1.

in after years, when Mk put out his authentic,

lioff-a tt, In tr.oduc tion to HT I p.220

revised edition, he added an introduction, serving some
what as a preface, with a style correspondingly different
from the main narrative.
Vie do. no t agree, however, wi th !:.offat t and

th ers

0

who extend this Introduction to the call of the first
disciples.

For from-v.8 on the style and matter is

typically vivid, striking, exact, just as in the remainder
of his Gosyel.

Indeed, we strongly suspect that had it

not been for the words attributed to God in v.ll. there
would n ever have been a suggestion that tl1i s sec tioD did
not belong essentially to the main body.

JJoctrinal sub

jectivism has no place in a historical study.
4.

Similarly,

u~narcus

omitted

~~.6:19-29,

panded account of the fate of the Baptist.

the ex

Had the

story stood in the original, there is no good reason uhy
lit should have abbreviated it as he does, nor why
have almost altogetner omitted it.

u{

should

lhat ii was added at

a later date by Lwrk seems sufficiently

ex~lained

as due

to the influence of Paul, with bis intense interest in
1

the historic connection of Christianity and Judaism.
this reason may be added the interest in the Baptist

To
sho~m

in the fact that he had many disciples expending well into
2

the Christian era • .

In any case, however, this passaGe adds nothing to
our understanding of Jesus as presentee in Urmarcus, and
could be permitted to stand, were we dominated by apologetic

i.
2.

Ro.!~

Ac.19:1-6

interests.

That the section is rarely numbered. e..rJong

the excinded 11asE\E.[es in Urmarcus is d.ue, it ma.,y be, to
just this fact-- that it serves no particular dogmatic
purpose to eliminate it.
5.

Urmarcus omitted the eschetologica,l discourse in

:tnc.13:3-36.

We s:re moved to make this concession to

our inductive study of Urmarcan speculation.

:Even

Streeter is not sure thc-,t this passage belongs to

'JI';k

at

1

a.ll, rejecting as he does any "phantom Urmarcus."
Objections to it commonly noted c.,re that it is e..
mixture of early Christian and Jewish Apocalypse, in
spired by a hatred of Rome.
However, we omi t i t on other grounds.

In the first

place, it is the Christians, not the Jews, who are the
persecuted people.

Hence it must have been even earlier

than just before 70, ra,ther, the whole flevor of it seems
to point to the time of Herod Agrippa.

The horror is,

that the ancient Israel of God is to lose the Temple, and
all that it stood for, if they continue to persecute the
new Israel of God, the Church of His First-born.
historic continuity will be broken.

The

A last ruin end dis

persion of the race of the Messiah will fall upon them
for their disobedience.

Hence, let the true Israel watch

and be ready to flee when the storm breaks.
The Little Apocalypse is therefore a leaf frOTIl Peter's
note-book, perhaps by his own pen, containing a record of
that memorable night conversation \'lith the Lord about the
I.-streeter, The Four Gospels, p.491-494.
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future of the Temple and the Church.
But why should it have been omitted. from l'1c's first
dra.ft?

Two reasons r.tay be assigned.

First, it

in

l~'s

possession until after his late work with Peter

in

~bylon

W8..S

not

after his return from Rome after seeing Paul

the prisoner executed.

That calamity, with the rumblings

of the Jewish War which he picked up on the return journey
East, caused Peter to remember the conversation, and
entrust his notes to liJc for a.n addi tion to

{~is

Gospel.

Second, and ne8.r to thi s, is the fac t tha t at fi rst
the Church was little concerned about the Second Coming.
Indeed, so Ii ttle did that enter the minds of the Apostles
that Paul had to write a special letter on the subject
to Thessalonika recalling to them his cursory but clear
tea.ching tb.a t the Second Advent was yet far in the fu ture.
The business of the Apostles was that of planting Churches,
end nurturing Christian life.

Vfuile the Second Coming was

naturally part of their teaching, yet they constantly
remembered the words of the
it,s date.

Lor~

that even He did not know

They had more practica.l things with which to

occupy their time.

Hence, not until the passage of too

many years for the inclusion of the Little Apoca.lypse in
Urmarcue, did interest in the subject seer-! to make it
necessary to revise the e6ition.
6.

The Urmarcus contained an account of a Galilean

resurrection appearance.

In spite of the contention of

1

Dean Burgon,
1.

the longer conclusion, as the last twelve

The· La.st Twelve Verses of Hark.

verses of Mark are commonly called, does not seem to
have been a part of IJrmarcus.

Three considers,tions

seem to make this conclusion inevitable.
not found in the oldest and best USS.
at all in the 1!Tarcan style.

First, it is

Second, it is not

Third, the promised Galilean

appearances are not forthcoming.
The shorter ending is not supported by the MSS. In
deed, in the MSS in whish it appears, the hiatus between
the "ephobounto gar"

and the succeeding words is so evident

as to make them rea.lly an argu!TI.ent against tris enciing.
Nor does the ending given by W clear the difficulty,
so we are forced to conclude as above.
Great ingenuity has been sbovm in attempting to
1Jlain the primitive loss of the ending.
that

1~

ex~

J3urkitt argues

was a neglected Gospel, and when interest in him
1

arose and end had already been lost.
Lk 'wrote, the loss had
though

~t

e~lready

But, when Nt and

been sustained.

For, aHl

recounts a Galelean appearance, his style is so

different from that he commonly employs in following
that we

ca~not

think he had Mk before him.

conjectured that

L~,

It is also

did not live to complete his Gospel,

which is hardly reasonable.

Or, it is said that the

original copy was mutilated before reaching its original
destination, which is also not in accord with the general
facts in the case.
2

Streeter

suggests that the origina.l ending of Mk is

pres€'rved in John 20 :11-18 and 21 ;1-23, not, indeed, verbatum,
1.

2.

Two Lectures on the Gospels, p.33
Four Gospels, p.351-360

but with characteristic Johannine freedom in detail.
This corresponds with what we have argued for an Asian
provenance for rJk,and with Fapias' and Ta tian t s use
and approval of

That Antioch is equally good with

1~.

1

Rome as the svurce for Mk is argued by Bacon.
longer ending was

v~itten

If the

in Rome, and the original Marcen

ending retained at Ephesus, but superceded by Jorill's
oospel, a ree.son for Tatian's use of it in the Diatessaron
is found.

That is, J.illc would fall into disuse in Ephesu6,

John's home.
Streeter presents five arguments for In.21 a.s the
Ur.marcan ending:

1.

w~.16:7

clearly demands an appearance

in Galilee to Peter or to the Apostles in which Peter is
prominently figured.

2.

If In.21 be read without the note

in 21 :14, tl1i s appearanc e would have see!!l:ed the first.
Lk.5:4-7 and Mt.14:29-30, the call of Peter and the

3.

~alking

on the Water, seem to be fragments of the oral tradition
containee in In.2l.

4.

The intimation that

Pete~

must

lead in Gentile missions suits a Roman provenance, such as
streeter assigns to

v.~.

5.

Since Streeter holds John to

have used Mk and Lk in writing his Gospel, he thinks that
he has here combined Lkts account of the appearance to liary
Magealene with the

}~rcan

account of the appearance to Peter

and the charge to "Feed my sheep', so the latter account
may well have stood in llarkts Gospel as read in Ephesus
about 90.

To this suramary, streeter adds an original

suggestion that
1.

also contained an appearance to Mary

Is Mark a Roman Go apel ?
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Magdalene.

lie argues this as follows: 1. In. shows no

trace of following lit in the Resurrec tion, except in this
appearance.

If, then, it stood originally in

source of both Mt and In is discovered.
to

~ry

tail.

~,

the

2. The appearance

in the Garden is trypicdlly llarcan in vivid de

3. oince In is combining

did not have the

J~~rcan

~

and Lk t and since Lk

ending, In must have secured this

appearance from Mk, (our Urmarcus.)

4. If Mk were

originally mutilated in a Roman police raid, the

ending

~t

is what we should expect from one mo took the mutilated
copy to Ephesus and endeavored to reconstruct it from
memory, which at then copied in his Uospel.

5. This

would also account for the opening words of the long end
ing, assu.'uing it to be wri tten at Rome: liRe a.ppeared
first to

~ry

gdalene."

6. Be.ul's account in 1 Cor.

and Llc's account confirm the impression that the fir st
appearance was to Peter.

The statement of the long end

ing that it was to JEary :F.Jagdalene is to be accounted for
only by the tradition at Rome, which in turn is to be
accoun ted for on the ground that it was so in iak I s
original ending.
Another recent effort to reconstruct the lost end of
1

Mk is made by Goodspeed.
co~pl ete,

it was when lit wro te.

is copying him faithfUlly.
1-:

he assumes that if fuk was ever
';ihen Iik breaks off, lCt

Ihe sequence of

Hew Solution of IT Problems, p.116-122

~.16:8

and

r.:t.28:9 is much better t.han thatof ldt.}:8:8 and ,i'it.28:9.
This is proof that he had before him a fuller

than ours,

i~

and continues to follow him, when our Ek disappears .from
sight.

The original of llk's end is, then, lit.28:9,lO,16-20.

bince the Galilean appearance is the distinguishing feature
of J,.lft among the synopt1sts, we cannot doubt that he got it
from Uk.

The reconstruction of the ending of

, is, then,

as follows:
"And Jesus met the.rn, saying "Hail! II And they ca.-rne
and took hold of his feet and worshi~ped him. And jesus
saith unto them, Be not afraid, go, tell my brethren to
depart in to Galil ee and there they shall see me. And
they departed with great joy and ran to tell his disciples.
And the eleven disciples went into Galilee to the
mountain where Jesus had appoillted them. And when they
saw him, they worshipkec1 him. And Jesus Callle to them
and spoke to them, saying, God and preach the Gospel
to all the nations. Behold,! am with you all the days
until the end. II
1

Blass

argues that the original ending of

~A

is now

preserved in the first pe,rt of Acts, whtch abounds in Ars.maisms,
while the latter section is free from them, showing that Lk
is depending on an Aramaic source for the first part of his
book.

tie supports this by the fact that in Tischendorf and

the lIi'estcott & Hort text, the Ascension in 1.1<: i,s omi tted.
-:I.e thinks that IJk wrote a con tinua ti on of Ek.16:8 J Yihich ineluded the resurrection appearances and the founding of the
church.

Lk then followed Mk's "continuation" in Acts •

.i:his accounts for the omission of the re.surrection appearances
in I:lk's Gospel.

He

quainted, and that
1.

thinks ctlso that I.11<: and Lk were ac
permitted his second part to be sup

Philology of the Gospels, p.141f.

planted by

~k's

history.

the wLole, we adopt 0treeter' s suggestion.

On

'l.'he

suggestion of Goodspeed is too mechanical, and the reconstruction
far too tame for We's pungeant style.
assumes that 1:t was earlier than
certain.

~k,

illoreover, it
which is by no means

And as to Blass' argwJent, it does not account

for the lack

cr

Galilean appearances, vmich is just the

difficulty in consideration.
On

the other hand, we do not see that streeter's

arguments based on a Roman provenance for
theory..i~tnl:L, ~4t~.c.indi:ng:'

hangs together better.

~~

help his

/

those arguments, tile wr101e

The charge to Peter in In 21

is wholly Asian, not Roman.

The first Gentile converts,

and the whole Judaizing propaganda, were largely Asain.
That ifr knew Peter and Paul to be at one on this

~uestion

would be evident from his close association with both.
As to the probability of rk's original Roman mutilation,
we rather think that the end was lost thru the careless
treatment of the Gospel in Ephesus, 'where John's work
superceded it.

Or, the mutilation :C15ght just

E;.S

ee·.slly

been due to Gnostic or police mutile.tion in Asia, after
l{~

left for Babylon, or on his journey to Rome, or

he

w~s

~hen

in Alexandrie.. if one prefers to assign him to

ancient church.

The fact that John xnew and used his

ending would satisfy Bk.
of authorship.

th~,t

The Apostles

h~d

little Fride

And as to Baul's account in 1 Cor., he

does not say that the appearance was first to Peter at all.

Hi 8

WO

rds are: "He appeared to Cepha.s, then to tl-::e triel ve,

then •...••

It

Po,ul is not giving a chrollologicE.l

of the appearances at all.

narrc~tive

It is not strenge that he would

ami t the purely personal and prelinil1ary c..ppe...:.r,:-:·.nce to
~ry

:rSagdalene.
Omitting, then, the Roman bias of Streeter, we accept

his outline of the end of
21:1-23, minus the

l~rk,

Joh&~ine

additions from the beloved

disciple's own rich memory.
as it stands, for
appearances thru

~~
Jor~

as including In. 20:11-18,

Or, if one choose, the whole

could as easily have known of the
as thru Peter.

We conclude, then, that Urm.arcus wa.s our Mark, wi th
the following limitations:
finish one may think too
The retention of

1. VfuatevEr of literary

~olished

1~.6:45-8:26.

4. The omission of

E~:..<:6:19-29.

6. The addi tion of

In.~)O

for a first edition.

2.

3. The omission of Fnc.l:1-8.
5. The onission of :r.1c.13:3-36.

:11-18, 21 :1-::3.

There remains before us the problem to which we set
ourselves, that of defining the picture of our Lord thus
presented in the earliest Gospel narrative.
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Ori ginal con tri bu ti on s.
Hot a reformer
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His ethical

te~ching

Anticipatory teaching
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Pedagogical devises
His succesS'
The Twelve
The disciples
Provision for continuation
Jesus

~s

an exrrQple

I

THE TE1\CHER

.resus is pres,ented in Urm.arcus e.s the
of all.

Tea.cr.~er

fi rst

(I'he Gospel introduces Him e.s entering Galilee
1

"preaching the Gospel of God..

n

As the \llords are used,

there is little difference between preaching and teach
ing.

The content of this teaching TIas three-fold.

was prophetic-"the Kingdom of God is a.t hand.
ethical-"repent yeti.
gospel."

II

It

It was

It was religious-"believe in the

Here we are introduced to what we are to ex

pect in the following pages.

.resus is c.., Teacher.

But

His teachings are not confined to prophetic, ethical, vv
religious phases of life; I'c:ther, He embraces e.1l these
in one comprehensive whole.
We are like\visc given to understanc5. the,t Jesus had
this whole scheme in His mind as He stEsts to teach. Urmarcus
gives no hint of a progressive development of His program
during His ministry.

He knows 'what this "Gospel" is, and

persistently renounces every temptation to change it, or
be false to it.

He knew Himself to be the Christ after

His baptism, and He knows what to do with this office.
Nor is Ills knowledge the result of a gradual experi
mental recognition of truth.
ession of truth and knovnedge.

Rather, He is in c.ctual

pOS6

He taught ,as one having

2

authority,

not as one who hQ'),s Ultimately arrived at

~uthority.

He is master of every situation, whether in the presence of
1.

2.

T!k.l :14
Mk.l:22

N. H. - -All future ref erenc es to Uk is given wi thou t deno ting
the Gospel.
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friends or of enenies.

He is never in doubt.

quotes any authority for His words.

He never

He presents His

Gospel, from the beginning, as Godts.
This produced an unquestioned recognition on the part
of the people that He was a Teacher.

This title is a9

plied with surprising universality to Him in

}~rk,

especially

in view of the usual view that Mark does not deal with Jesus
as "Teacher".

But in every chapter of the Gospel except

the 7th, 13th, 15th, and 16th, Jesus is specifically
c,alled "Teacher" or P.abbL

The 7th chapter gives t,he long

est teaching section in the Gospel, portraying Him as Teach
er without using the word.

The 13th we have eliminated

from Unnarcus, but is nevertheless as "teaching" chapter.
The account from 14:55 to the close deals with the trial
and death, followed by the resurrection, in which section
of course occasion to refer to Him as Teacher
occur.

Thus, the whole presentation of His

wo~ld

~ork

not

is with

1

the underste.nding that He is Teacher.

Jlloreover, if our

conjecture that Urmarcus is continued in the close of
John is correct, the stErtled recognition of

ry forces
~:.

to her lips the affectionate term,

"P~bboDi!'

An ane.1ysi s of the8e passages in wr:ich He is called

by this term Rabbi indicates that it was generally employed,
not by His disciples alone, but by the public at large.
1. The follOWing references to Jesus specifically BS
Teacher may be given: 1:14, 21,38; 2:, 8, 13, 17; 3:7-9;
4:38; 5:21; 6:2, 6, 34; 7:1-23; 8:14-21; 9:7, 17; 10:1.
17, 35, 51; 11:18, 21; 12:14, 19, 32, 38; 14:49; (13:3-37.)
2. In. 20 :16

His disciples naturally called Him Teacher, as when the
1

storm threatened then,

or 'when they hadspec.ial reQuests to

2

make,

or when they doubted the destructibility of the
3

Temple.

But He appeared as a

~ublic

Teacher in the

4

Synagogues of the land,

5

and in the temple.

Jii.l.rther, He
6

taught in the open to great crowds of people.
This latter fact makes it evident that altho He was
not learned in the usual methods of the Scribes, He never
theless employed the
used.

sa~e

system of instruction that they

The astonishment of the p'eople "lias not so much at
7

His method, e,s at His message and His euthority.
Thus, even
.
8
the authorities of the Jews were obliged to call Him Rabbi.
Whether this recognition was sincere or not does not matter.
It serves to show the universal respect which He comme.nded as
a Teacher.

Even had the Jeruss.lem authori ties not been

willing to recognize Ris right to be calleo Rabbi, yet they
were required to so address him in deference to the people.
Jesus in His teaching was to some degree expository.
He knew the OT, and quoted it freely.

He defends Himself

9

by its precedent.

He attacks the Pharisees by applyinG to
10

them e prophecy from Isaiah.

He sets forth TIis claims to

l';:easiahship by citing this same OT.

lie is the stone which

11

the builders rejected.

He is the Christ, the Son of God,
12

not the political son of David,
1.
2.
3.
4.

.

4:38
,
10:35
13:1
1:21-28; 6:2-6
r

5.
6.
7.
8.

as the JeWish thought

14:49
2:2; 3:7-9; 6:34;
1:22
12:14,19

10:~

9. 2:25
10 • 7:6,7
11. 12:10,11
12.12:36,7.

The teaching in the SynagoGues, to which we have
referred,

WES

natu2ally expository, a.ltho iJ<: gives no

examples of tt.i s \tlOr1c.

The custom of the Jews was to

permi t the exposi tion of the Law or the Prophets on any
Sabbath, by anyone present who had anything to say ger
maine to the subject.

...

The fact that He so held their

attention would suggest that Jesus was a master of this
rabbinic teaching.
But Jesus was more than an expositor of the OT.
was an original teacher as well.

He

This originality ie

seen in the first result of His public 'Work: What is this,
1

the people exclaimed; ·A new teaching?"

It was due in

part at leas t to Hi s imr:lediacy of knowl edge.

He spoke

a new message, without citing "authorities.

He placed

1I

His own word against the OT traditions, as regards the
2

eating of meats, for example.

he utterly disrega:::-ded

the traditions of the scribes, as those with reference to
3

fasting.

He appealed partly to reason in making these

original pronouncements, but not altogether.

He did not

ask the large body of Jews to accept these teachings dur

ing his own life-time, for He was not yet proved to have
the authori ty of God.

This was reserved for

m after liis

resurrection- when his word was enough.
It is for this reason that Jesus does not appear as
a reformer, nor as one who would establish a new religion
1-. 11. :27
2. 7:19
3. 3.18-22

to pupercede Judaism while He yet lived.
originality, He was yet a good Jew.

..lith all .his

He emphasized the

Law, giving absolute heed to its teachings, fitting him
self for

~rticipation

in the Passover, worship in the

Temple. and the like. thruout His life.
he linked up His originality with the true under
standing of the Law.

Thus, to be truly pious was to do

1

the will of God.
salem fharisee.

This was orthodox enough for any Jeru
But, to obey the LaW was to act according

to its spirit, regardless of ita concessionary teachings.
Thua. divorce is absolutely wrong; and it ia only permitted
2
Qy the LaW as a concession, which oULht now to be removed.
This part of His teaching was rather original, to say the
least.

It could not be answered, but was not welcome.

Furthermore. His originality did not involve a re
jection of the OT.

The answer to the 8adducees with

reference to the future life is an appeal to the peculiar
3

wording of the-Pentateuch.

No where does He imply that

the OT was wrong, or that it is not applicable to the age
in which hia auditors live.
lJerhaps His originality is no more strikingly shown
than in His distinction which He seens to make between the
spirit and the letter of the law.
which delights certain of

~iis

this is a distinction

cri tics who hope thereby to

loose certain duties reQuired by the Law.
1.
2.
3.

3 :!5
10 :5
1~2:26.2?

And this is in
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deed is the first result of His teacting.

Blt if this

position issues in a more liberal ceremonialism, as
in the question of fasting, at the same time it issues
1

also in a more rigid morality, as in the matter of divorce.
here is on'e of his most striking post tions as a teach
2

ere

~uick

to forgive, upon reading the

he~

t of men,

clear
3

in laying down condi tions of fO,rgiveness of men by God,
and liberal in providing that

ne~rly

every sin might be

4

forgiven,

yet at the same time He upholds the most

rigorous moral system, without admitting any compromise.
Jesus has no place for sin in His economy.
lie is reprenen ted in 1,Jk as an ethical teacher.
come to Him with problems to solve.

lIen

The question of the

Sadducees was intended to confuse ium on ethical
since they mew him to be an ethical teacher.

grou~ds,

Of course,

it can be argued that tie has absolutely nothing new in His
5

ethical scheme.

This is true, except that Jesus does not

pretend to draw up an ethical scheme apart from nis religion
which is BOOn to be inaugurl?,ted •.

'1'0

Him, the etLics of the

Kingdom were inseparably bound up with the
no ethical salvation to offer.

~tbics

~ng.

he had

are a part of the

K.ingdom, but tt...is religion has efficacy apart from etllicB.

i.

10:2-12

2.
3.
4.
5.

11:25
3:28

2:5

Jesus of Nazareth, p.284: " •• thruout the Gospels
there is not one tiem of ethical teaching which mannot be
~aralleled either in the O~, the Apocryhal, or in the
Talmudic and :Midrashic li terature of the period near to
the time of J esv.s ••,

~ausner-

Jesus is a tea,cber of the imminent !,-ingdom of God.
he does not profess to offer a nationalistic salvation, nor
an ethical salvation, which the Jews required of their
1

'Iaessiah lt •

lie teaches the introduction to .,he l\..ingdom.

he prepares men to enter the

r~ngdom

when it comes.

he

teaches men to know the lung, and to ue ready to surrender
to that 1mler.

But he does not teach in Ur.marcuB, nor in

deed, in the GOspels, what man must do in that Kingdom.
The only exception to this statement must be that He
does give some anticipatory teachings of the Kingdom.

He

found it necessary to anticipate somewhat, in order to show
men the desirability of the coming Kingdom.

Thus, He looses

His disciples from certain fastings to give an illustration
of the difference between the religion which He will build
and that of the Jews.

And, He anticipates a time when
2
fasting will be ap~ropriate, in His memory.
In this same
connection He indiastes that Christianity is too new to be
contained in the old wine-skins of Judaism.

But it is to be

noted that He-does not here denounce or invalidate Judaism.
That is to be done on the Cross.
The clearest anticipatory teaching of the Lord is that
of the Sermon on the gount.

But 11k did not include it, for

it is clearly Christian teaching, presuP90sing for success
a Christian Community.

Uk is writing only as much of this
I

anticipatory matter as may seem
I. -Klausner, op.cit.,p.390,391.

necess~ry.

This

l~

finds

1

in the section on ceremonial versus real defilement.
is the

he~rt

of Christian teaching.

Here

Jesus addresses it to

the multitudes as well as to the Pharisees, attempting to
show both that the spirit of the Law requires the completion
of the teaching on defilement and purity which He sets forth.
But this system of purity is not intended by Jesus to be put
into operation by the Jews.
Christian teaching-- He is
Resurrection.

It

This section is a aample of
anticip~ting

the -Gospel of the

The Jewish objection to the Sermon on the

Mount, as well as to this section on defilement, that the
principles laid dovm will not work, is correct-- until
Jesus' prerequi si tes are abserved, and one beco::nes a
m~"!1ber

of the Kingdom of God which He aWlounced.

So on the question on Divorce, to which we have re
ferred above, and on the question of greatness in the
2

Kingdom.

~~ile

Jesus calls attention to the fact tla-t

the Law never intended to condone divorce, and in spirit
condemns it, yet He at the same time admits that because
of "the hardness of your hearts" the ideal home could not
be built under the Law, but must await the founding of the
~ingdom,

in which there is to be no divorce.

And as to

greatness in the Kingdom, conscious search for it, ambition
as such, defeats its own end.
~ingdom

The only great ones in the

will be those who have no requisites for greatness.

r;--rr1-23
2. 10:42-44

HumilitYt and anxiety for other, without consciousness of
the reward to accrue to oneself, are the qualities which
God will recognize when He makes up liis list of nobles in
the Kingdom of God.
So also the institution of the Lord's Supper may be
1

called an anticipatory teaching.

Jesus dramatized the

event before it toolc place., gave its meaning to Eis
disciples before they could

b~

expected to understand it.

This was necessary because He intended the Supper to be
a permanent institution t but He could not tell Ris dis
cip1es of its meaning plainly, since they would not un
derstand that He actually intended to die.

So He an

ticipated their needs, land the teaching necessary for the
lungdom which was soon to be founded.
Closely connected with the idea of anticipatory teach
ing is the fact that Jesus taught without making a dis
tinction betwe,en "present" and

Itfutu~e"

Kingdon.

To His
2

mind, the Kingdom is at once social and eschatologicaL
3

It is to be inaugurated "in power".

This event was seen

by many standing by, when the first Penteco st 8,fter the
resurrection ca>ne.

To those in the Kingdom, from that

moment on, the Laws, prerogatives t salvation, pardon, and
personal relationship to God, are given.

~t

these things

are not extended to the whole race until some time remotely

1.

14:17-26

2.

Bartlett-HDCG, art Teaching of Jesus

3.

9:1

I

in the future, which even the Son does not know,

when the

Son of 1mn is to come in the glory of the Father with the
2

holy angels.

Jesus is providing a means of bridging the

gap between the temporal and the .eernal concepts.

One

who accepts the reign of God is elevated even in this
life above generally accepted limitations.
The whole account we have given of this anticipatory
teaching thus ,shows that Jesus maintained his role of
prophet thruout His career.
coming of the Kingdom of God.
forces Bim to use the

.rie begins by predicting the
His career as teacher

te~1inology

and imagry of His day.

He also is forced to deal with the Law.

But thru it all

lie remains faithful to His task, that of preparing men
to see and enter the Kingdom when it is founded.

To

foresee what essentials He must teach in an anticipatory
way required the most acute prophetic vision.

And to

blend Hi 5 ethical ~ prophetic, and religious Bpi ri t to
gether was a

~ask

finished only by virtue of His Person

ality, by virtue of

fUs

divine Sonship.

There remains to be mentione rl the methods by which
He accomplished this task of a Rabbi.
pedagogical met hods,
r::--l~:3~:32

2.

8:38

He was a master of

The tas k before Him was that of

proving Himself to be the Son of God, and procuring the
means of salvation for men, and then of secu1.'ing the
perpetui ty of this Gospel of God.

To accomplish this,

He had to train a group of men who would be able to see
the Yessiah as He was rather than as the Jews
Him to be.

~~pected

lie had to convince the multitude that there

was something in his claims, without arousing them to
rebellion against Rome.
coming l\.ingdom.

He had to interest men in the

lie had to build on the Law and yet

supercede the Law.

Surely to accomplish this task even

imperfectly would require almost perfect

pe~agogical

technique.
The most striking feature of His t eeching method was
mastery of the Socre.tic method.

Often a single pungeant

question silenced critics, convinced the open minded, and
comforted the disciples.

"Can the sons of the bridechamber
1

"18 it lawful

fast, while the bridegroom is with them?"
2

to do good on a sabbath day?"

These questions cannot be

answered in any other than that in which He intended.
:3

"Who are my brethren?"
for them.

This question He had to answer

But no one ever fortot the reply.

This manner

of teaching the universality of His relationship to men
is clear, whether accepted or not.

flWhy is a lamp

4

lighted?"

Disciples may not like to be placed lion a stand"

but our Lord has placed them there.
1.
.~

2-:19
~'4

G.

"'.

4.

4:21-25

3.

3:33-35

~here

is no escape

74

from His teaching.

Christians can not be hidden any more

than Jesus could be treated indifferently by fiis own gen
eration.
:;ihen the time for recogni tion of Hi s Person by the
disciples, tie used this metnod of te[J,ching them.

wVJ1'lom

1

say ye that I am?"

follows the leading question,

do men say that the Son of

is?'1

:I';mo

The answer is not

one that could be answered on the spur of the moment,
but was elioi ted because He had carefully pre]lared them
for it, and because He was skilled in the t>ocratic method
of drawing out all His disciples
l~or

kne~.

was He one to fall into tra.:ps set for Him by

this same method.

He saw thr)t attempts. to enta,ngle Him,

and answered the question "By what authority doest thou
these things?ll, by another, "The baptism of John, was it
2

fron heaven, or from men,?11

Here His ma"stery of the

method is clearly shO'lrm.
His method of teaching by example is no less striking.
he associated with sinners and publicans, Jesus

~hen

a lesson on saving men, and on individual worth,
the disciples

le~rned

to the total obliteration of

:3

the i r

J

ewi sh exc 1 u si ven e s s.

t;ihen He rej ec ted the To rah
4

fasts, by a concrete

ex~~ple,

He tave impetus to the

Christian conduct that made Christianity completely in
dependent of the Judaizers who were to torture the work of
1.
3.

8:27-31
11:27-33
:::::15-17

4.

:~::18-22

2.

tiis great Apostle to the Gentiles.

DO merely verbal

teaching of l1isindependence of death could have te.ken
the place of uis teaching by exa.-rnple, when .tie raised the
I

daughter of Jairus.

2

':then He fed the five thuusand,

iie

gave by eXaJn:91e lessons in His Person, in the Corn:nunion,
and in divine

~ovidence,

which were far more forceable

than a.ny amount of exposition could have been.
So also 'when lie walks on the water, and stills the
3

storm,

and when Tle frees a boy from an evil spirit 8..fter
4

the disciples have failed to do so,

rie drives hom this

lesson of His deity, as never could be done with any
theological method.

lie demonstrF'.tes the truth of his

'Jospel.
Likewise, in the sinless life lie lived, because of
v7hich all attempts to fasten sin upon flim at fiis trial
failed, Be demonstr&ted Ris right to Kingship, and riis
right to

cOllL~and.

hnve been acce:pted.

o mere ascertion of this

ri~ht

could

lie does not argue these points, ;,ut

teaches by example in such a ':;"lay that the conclusim1 to
which the Church must come is obvious •
.Lot the least forceful of Hi s tec=:chings by eXE'..mple
is the tender scene when He takes little chil~ren into
5
t'Ji S c9,rms as .!:~e l)lesses them.
Here is anexample tEuit
has led to Christian orphanages, the rig11ts, of childhood,

r:2.
3.
4.
5.

5 :-35-43
6:35-44
6:45-5~~

9:32
10 :1~-16
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a.nd. fami13r love ennobled by Christian u'·,derstG:.ncang.
Perhaps the most

stri~inb

scene of His life was

the drc:!.matic momelit when He overturned the tables of the
money changers in the Temple, and declared this build
1

in& to be a house of rrayer.

Had lie stood by

f).l1d

de

plored the desecration, he would have s'€cured an audience.
But by acting, and tee-ching thus by example, He so en
forc ed the lesson as to make i t a l:er:i. tage vlherever Hi Ii)
Gospel has gone.
In Jesus' method of te~.ching by rarE.ble, He sh.owed

imself COIDIllete master of trLis Orienkcl system.
~ar~bolic

teachers are pale beside liim.

but no relicious
:;:en nay

mind can forget the striking stories thus told.
not see

e~l

there is in any of them.

Other

But they

c~nnot

miss the essential truths He desired to have then re
member.

~ben

He speaks of bindi

a strong man to spoil

him of his soods, no one can ever again be in doubt about
Jesus' uurpos€ in coming to ec.rth to bind Satan.

\'lhen

He speaks of the Kingd.or.!. of God, He seeks to 1 eaY€ some
impressi on of its nature by c. la.rge nur:l.ber of parables,
of which lJk

g~ ves

mustard seed.

two I

l;'/hole

the seed growing secretly, and the
volumes might have been i'ui tten,

have been wri tten, indeed, on each thoug·ht.

What a !!l2_ster

ly tree",tmen t to conf ine these te6.cl:ings to a f e'Vw' bri llian t
1.- . Tl:15-l7
2. 3L24-27
3. 4:26-32

sentences!
Of all the devises Ee used to bring the Phre.isees

into linE; wi th the Kingdom, none Y,fC.;.S of such effect a.s
that of His para.ble of the Vineyard's heir.

'l'hat this

"-ms most effective is shovm by the sequence, Lfter His
dea.th, wr-en the

ne~

Church found that nany Pharisees
1

enlisted in the Kingdom.

This pcrable pierced the

con sc i enc e.
Hence, if we are to judge the teachinG office of
Jesus by its Oriental standa" d, TIe must accord chief
place to Him.
But He wus not less successful in His public preach
ing.

Above five thousand men, besides women and child

ren, listened to

F~m

for such length of time thc·t they
2

forgot to eat, thus giving rise to the Feedir.g miracle.
3

He hadto speak from a boat, lest "they throng him."
Again ands. gain the multitude is mentioned, seeking Him,
crowding about Him, listening to His teachings.

A sig

nificant phrase is given by our Evangelist when He says
4

that Jesus taught them "as was his YiOnt."

His posi tion

ase, popular prercher has never been successfully assc:dled,
by the most critical investigators of Hisc:areer.
The most difficult phase of Eis teaching was the
tre.ining of the

r;--as,e.g.,
2.
3.
4.

6 :35ff.
3:7-9
10:1

~nelve.

Paul

They were the ones who were to

carry' on His work to completion in founding the
l~ingdom

in po,,,,.er.

and worl{.

They were to v,Ti tness to His Person

So He selected them 'wi th core •. he cb.ose

from the number of all the fii sc i pIes fi rs t tb e Four,
1

Peter, Andrew, James,

~nd

JOhn.

These seem to have been

the ones most trusted, and to then He gav.e the choic est
bi ts of revels,tion.

To them lie added Levi, the publican,

discerning his

beneath the exterior of

~eart

gatherers' profession.

2

tax-

To these Ee then added seven
2

others I wl10 shoul d be wi t1:' PJ.:r,'lcontinual1y.
His tr&ining of the Twelve was intensive and extensive.
To them He revealed His Person, trusting them with tne
3
secret vnlich they did not yet underst~nd.
To them He
revealed the inner mecming of the f'E-rables, which the
4

crOWds di,d not understand.

Perhaps the '.':i:ielve did not

grasp their meaning at the time.

But following Eis

method of anticipatory tee,ching, he 1<:1:1ev[ 1-::e could trust
the~

to eventually see the truth in them.

To these Tielve
5

5e first declared the Gospel of the
almost too much for their faith.
f18.t denial of

~:my

c~oss,

which

~rdved

To them He made the

purpose to be cro,med an eErthly King,
6

tee.cting them that the IISon of 1:£.n must be deliveTed up."
Ie

1 :16-20

2.

Denied by Briggs, l;rew Light on the Life of Jesus, p.35f
who holds that Jesus kept only one or two ~ith fum at
anyone time.

3.
4.
5.
6.

8 :2'7- 30
4:10-20
8 :31-3'7
9:30-32

Here we m.o.y see the essential method which He em
ployed in founding the Kingdom-- that of instructing a
few in detail, and then of trusting them with the further
proclamation of His Gospel.
"illoreover, in training the 'l'welve, the Four were
somewhat closer to TUm than the others.

Sometimes it

is represented that the three, Peter, James and John,
were the most"intimate.

-Thus, they were the ones who
1

were present at the Transf.iguration.
structed to tell no man of this event.

They were in ..
It is doubtful

if they understood what it mean t , themselves.

J?urther,

it was these three who were taken farthest in to the Ge.rd en
2

at GethBemane.

To these limited friends, Jesus could

entrust the deeper implications of F..is teaching, which
the otbers could not apprehend until later.

Among them

the anticipatory tee-ching of the Lord evidently was more
fully revealed.
To the Twelve Jesus added others, altl':o :rJk does not
tell us the number.
froIn

~fr' s

Often it is difficult to understand

narrC'.ti ve wbet11er c erte..in te,whint;5 are $.ddressed

to the T"elve or to the larger number.

The women who

followed Him from Galilee were evidently of this larger
number of di.sciples.

Others must remain nameless.

but

many of them were alive when raul wrote to Corinth, and
L~2-13

2.

14 :3~

80

in Bll probability vmen
Gospel.

~K

wrote the first draft of his

From this group may well have come the nucleus of

the "apostolic men" of the early church.
In

all of this teadhing vlOrk, Jesus was confronted

with the difficult
at the

s~~e

tas~

of knowing how much to reveal and

time how much to conceal for a wl1ile.

must teach them by degrees.

He

His method is most cle",rly

revealed in rt.i s explanation of the parables.

In the

difficult passage in 4:l0ff, the meaning seems to be that
tbe parable is a means of gaining interest, and of re
vealing truth to those who want it.

Jesus knous that

it is dangerous for a man to learn the truth in an un
sympathetic mood.

And He sees the other half of this

tru th, that the rec eption of religious truth is morally
conditioned.

Thus the parable is admirably adapted to

reveal and at the same time conceal truth as and to the
degree that the hearer is able to bear its revelation.
Part of the training of the lwelve consisted in
1

sending them out on a preaching tour, in pairs.
Apparantly, they worked largely in

C~lilee

during this

trip.

This was not the Gospel, but it did prepare them
2
to preach the Gospel later.
On this journey they were
to go without extensive preparations, a.nd were to live on

the hospitality of the land.

This was excellent training

in conduct for the time when they would be forced to live
1.

6:7-12

2.

Cf. Bruce, The Training of the nvelve, p.99

in poverty and in exile, despised by their own

~eople,

and

hunted by others.
Jesus left His Gospel to men, after He had once
trained them.

7here is good ree,son to

su~r::ose

that

some form of the Great Commission was in TIark's close.

In whatever form this may be, it displays Jesus' absolute
trust in men.

This same committal of Eis Gospel is seen

in tee interview with Peter on the Lake as recorded
in John, which we have conjectured to have been included
1

in the Urmarcus.
"Yea, Lord ••• "

"Peter, lovest thou me more than these?"
"Feed my sheep."

stand this comraission.

Peter did not under

But, in accordance with the

principle of teaching which Jesus, as we have seen, univers
ally

e~ployed,

the teacbing was addressed to Peter because

he apprehended it most clearly of all of them.

The work

of the Teacher must be carried on after His death, by liia
body, the Church.
Such is the picture of Jesus the Teacher as presented in
Urmarcus.

He is a teacher of autbority.

As such He is

given universal recognition by people and religious leaders
alike.

HEis teaching was expository of the OT,

same time original.

a~d

at the

This originality inv-olved a acceptance

of the OT but a development of its spirit into a new re
1igion, and the announciation of the immanent Kingdom of God.
1.

In.21.

Prep2ratory to the Kingdom, Jesus gives certain anticipatory
teachings, or teachings to becone operative after the in
auguration of the rJngdom.

~his

prophetic teaching Jesus

blends with His ethical and religious Gospel into one
harmonious whole.

To do all this Jesus displayed the

utmost skill in pedagogy, employing the Socratic method,
teaching by example, by parable, and by public ministry
or preaching.

~urther,

He tactfully drew out the best
I

in all men whom He touched,

and revealed the truth to the

disciples-as rapidly as they were able to understand.

~hen

Be sent the 'rwelve out to gain practical experience, and
finally entrusted Ei.s Gospel to them shen .tie had reached
the Cross.

1.

As, e.g. J the Jerusalem scribe who :;;.sked about the
commandments. See i!k.12:28-34.
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II

TEACHHTG
We do not usually think of Mark as a Gospel of Teach
However, not less than one third of this book is

ing.

in the form of d1dactic sayings or discourses of our Lord.
It is our purpose in this chapter to examine these sayings,
with a view to determination of how much of the Gospel we
may find·here.
The doctrine of repentence.

1.

The prologue of the Gospel was the preaching of John
the Baptizer, whose doctrine was that of baptism of re
I

pentence unto remission of sins.

After John's arrest,

the evangelist represents Jesus as preaching in Galilee
that the" kingdom was now at hand, and that men should
2
the~efore

repent.

Here Jesus continues part of the work

of John, and that part is the preaching of repentence.
Jesus represents Himself during Ris first preaching
as a preacher rather than as a wonder-worker.

"To this

3

end

c~~e

I forth."

He insists to His disciples.

startle men, but to bring them to repentence.
pose was nearly wrecked by His healings.
ing in

Not to

This pur

The first heal

was not premeditated, but was forced upon
4
Him by the fearful demon.
His struggle thereafter is to
Caperna~~

make men understand that Ills primary message is not that of
curing the body, but healing the soul.
1.-1:4
2. 1:15

3.

1:38

4.

1 :23,24.

This teaching and preaching of repentence continued.
He sends His disciples on a preaching tour, giving them
power to cast out demons and heal the sick.

But their
1

chief business is to be that of preaching repentence.
He does not cease to call even the Pharisees to repentence,
2

indicting their hypocracy.

He makes a last effort to save
3

Judas, even just before the betrayal.

"'Woe unto that man

thru whom the Son of man is betrayedJ"

The

Kingdo~

is at

hand; but he who would enter must be repentent.
Jesus does not tell us just what this repentence may
be in Mark's Gospel.
repentence was.
the idea.

1~e

Jews understood very well what

;Jark's readers would be familiar with

Even if

I~rk

is a Roman Gospel, it would be

addressed to Romanized Jews first of all.

There'is no

need for Jesus to explain the significance of the term.
2.

The doctrine of forgiveness.

The first time Jesus COMes in contact with the Scribes,
while he is teaching in the house in Capernaum after that
notable Sabbath when He cast out the demon, He brings up
the doctrine of forgiveness.

Looking at the helpless

wreck who was brought to lum to be cured. He says: "Son,
4
they sins are forgiven."
TYpically of MB,rk, Jesus does not here propound a
doctrine, but acts a doctrine under
circumstance.

co~pulsion

Rere was a challenge to the Le.w.

a claim to deity.

of the
Here is

ltere is the statement of a fact.

is not propounding a doctrine of forgiveness. but is
1.
~?

6 :12
7:1-13

3. 14:21

4.

2:5.

Jesus

exercising a royal prerogative.

Hor when the Scribes

accuse Him of blasphemy on the ground that only God can
forgive sins, he calmly accepts their challenge, and still
assumes that the sins are forgiven.

The doctrine here

announced, is this: when Jesus chooses to forgive sins,
that is an end of those sins.
On

Nothing further is needed.

another occasion, He gives another pronouncement

upon this question of forgiveness.

~hen

some ascribed

tiis power over demons to Beelzebub, Jesus rebukes them,
on the ground th.at to ascribe good to an evil source con
I

stitutes an unpardonable sin.
sin is eternal.

here is the doctrine that

Hot as a mere abstract theory, but as

a distinct irradicable stain in human souls.

E~idently

there is only one way to get rid of sin, and that is by
forgiveness.

But this one' sin cannot be forgiven.

But what must be done in the cases of sin which can
be forgiven?

This is answered incidentally upon the

occasion of the first recorded parable.

Here Jesus says

2

that repentence brings forgiveness.
then their sin shall be

forg~ven

them.

If men will repent,
Repentence is man's

part t forgiveness is God's part, in getting rid of sin.
This law of repentence preceding forgiveness is general.
It applies to both sinners and Christians.

The procedure

may be different in the two cases, but the principle is
clear and basic.
BUt God's forgiveness is conditioned, in the case of
believers, by one more consideration.

The sinning believer

must pre.y for forgiveness, wi th a forgi va-ole he8 rt.

r:2.

3 :~28
4:12.

And

this means, that he must himself

To forgive

forg~ve.

our human enemies and those vnlo sin against us, then, is
1

an essential condition of God's forgiveness of our sins.
This doctrine makes forgiveness riloral rc:.ther than
in any way sacramente.l.
or of priestly rites.

iwthi.ng is said of sacrifices,
A man may determine his o"/n sto.te

by an analysi s of hi s own heart.

However, c..fter forgiving

his enemies, one must pray to God the

who then

]'~ther,

may forgive.
3.

The doctrine of sin.

J e sus doe s not g.i v e a defin i t ion

0f

sin in

lila. r k •

fie assumes here also that the readers are familiar with
tbe concept.

oin is transgression of divine law.

lio

people knew better than the Jews what sin was.
OUr Lord states, however, that the source of sin is
2

definitely knoYm.

Satan, lie

s~ys,

is that source.

Even in His own Clase, it is the Ci evil who brings the tempta
3
tion.
Sin is conduct belonging to the llingdom of Satan
as oppo sed to the Eingdom. of Cjod.
however, it is not necessary for man to remain in sin,
4
for every sin except one may be rorgiveB.
Only the sin
against the Holy opirit, which bligbts the vision and pre
vents desire for Godlidenes6, cannot be forgiven.
uin is heinous in its nature. lt springs out of
5
a defiled, lustful heart.
It is not so much ceremoniulisID,
6

as it is moral defection.

It is not that which goeth into

a man, but that which cometh out that defiles.

1. ~
2.

1.1 :25
4:15

3.
4.

1 :13
3:28-30

5.
6.

1 tis

'7:1-13
7:8,20.

the

pro due t of evil thouf)l ts, a produc t which tc.:<es
forms as human nature can "]Je corrupted into.

£,;,8

ffi&ny

Lust, lies,

murder, pride, fooli shness, are all the reE.ul t of the evil
mind within ffi&n.
The chief sin of the Pharisees

tbeir voiding of

\'l&S

1

the wo rd of God by stul tifying huma.n tracU tions.

In

this connection Jesus upbraiden their practice of Corben,
a devise by

\~1ich

they robbed God leBally.

Against this

casuistry and soprdstry He warns his discirles in strong
2

terms.

Peter rebelled against His proposed suffering

in Jerusalem, suggesting that the purpose of Hi s Advent
might be attained othervlise, only to receive a sco..thing
3

rebuke: "Get thee behJnd me,' Satan: n
sin to tamper with

G~d's

It is a dangerous

word.

Nor can legal procedure liberG.:.te one from. the gUilt
of sin.

ile

~oses

suffereL divorce, yet Jesus points

out that from the beginning God had intended the two con
tracting parties in

lli~rri2ge

to be joined in one fles
4

From this union, no freedom is possible.

To divorce a

:!:l8..rtner, and re-marry, is to c ormni t adul tery.

The marriage

re18.tion is not a mEtter of legal enactnent, but of divine
decree.

7fuile lioses premitted divorce, it was because of

the hard hearts of the people, not that God had ever intend
ed such practice to be permanent.
It is bad to sin; it is by

implic~tion

even worse to

cause others to sin, especially "one of these little ones."
Such an one TIere better off, had a "grest millstone been
1.
2.

7:8-13
8:15

3.
4.

1 :33
10 :2-12

1

hanged aboD. t hi s neck, and he w·ere d. ro\'med in the sec.:..

11

He carries eternal glJ.il t of another's soul e.round his
neck.

For, eVidently, such a man is doing voluntarilly

the Vlork of the devil, who nay be expected to cause men
to stumble.
Extt'eme care should be taken to avoid sin.
hand,

~r

If a

a foot, or an eye, causes offence, Jesus advises
,~

c:

the expulsion of that mecber from its place in the body.
This is not asceticism, but a sacrifice of the flesh to
srliritual advantage.

Asceticism finds the good in the

privation; Jesus finds the good in using if necessary the
mo st extreme measures to avoid sin.

So far from seeking

sin to conquer it, Jesus teaches a spirited effort to
avoid sin as an Oriental does the leprosy.
4.

The doctrine of Faith.

As repentence is an attitude of change from evil to
good, so fai th is 8,n

e~tti

tude of acceptan'Ce on our pe'.rt

of the person and religious authority of our Lord.

It

is nothing superno.tural, but is the resul t of the judgrnent
we exercise on the basis of the evidence He presents to us
as to Eis right to our obedience.

Such is fcdth as Jeeus

teEi.ches in Mark.
The healings wb.ich Jesus performed were usually the
result of faith.

It was faith, Jesus said, which cured
3

the blindness of Bartimaeus.
The leper had fgi th the.:. t
4
Jesus could cure him.
Jairus had faith in the power of
1.
2.

9:42
9:43-48

3.
4.

10:52
1:40

1

Jesus to heal his little daughter.

The friends of the
2

';7hen wo rd wa£ bro ught

paralyt i chad fe.i th in Hi s a. bi Ii ty.

to Jai ru s that Hi s daughter "ias dead. Jesus exr:.orted hin
3

to "Fear not; only believe"

and the SUbsequent raising

indicates that the ruler of the synagogue did.

The Greek

woman whose daughter was possessed had faith even after
4
discouregement.
To all these cases of faith. Jesus responds
with the desired favor.
Blt faith that enables the reception of favor is not
the only faith Jesus inculcates.

He teaches also of a

faith that accomplishes things.

He rebukes the disciples
5

who have failed to cure a demonie,s: tlO faithless generation!"
6

SufIicient faith may remove mountains.

Indeed, "all things

7

are possible to him that believeth."
are to be understood literally or

Whether these words

figu~atively,

it is evident

that a lack of this effective faith is characteristic both
then and now.
But faith is etill something more-- and perhaps more
easily grasped.

Jesus says qui te catagorically: "Have

8
grip~ing

faith in God."

Here is the

religious life.

Such a faith enables the believer to

approach God confidently.

principle of the

The promise of our Lord is

that God will grant to the believer whatever he may ask
9

for in faith.
Finally. faith is to be likwwise in Jesus Himself.
10

"It is I; be not afrEdd.
I.
2.

3.
4.
5.

--5:23
2:5
5:36
7:29
9:19

n

This fed th is induced by what
6.

11:22

7.
8.
9.

9:23
9:22
9:24

10. 6 :50

the disciples have observed of His deeds and understood
of His teachings.

rrhe judgment at Caesarea Philippi

was deliberate exercise of the power to weigh evidence.
This is evidence evailable not only to His

iD~ediate

disciples, but to all who live subsequently.

l~rk

is

one of the original documents preserving this evidence.
It is to be noted, however, that Jesus never askec
the disciples to believe that He would rise f rom the
dead.

This was to be His

sup~eme

proof, and He prepared

1

them for its introduction.

lilt Re did not ask them to

believe without demonstration.

And of course,

~fter

the

demonstration, tlhe resurrection was no longer a matter of
fai,th, but of knowledge.
5.

lhe Doctrine of

C~d.

The doctrine of Jesus about God is not differant
from that understood by the Jewish faith, in particular
2

emphasis.

God is the RMost Eigh God,"

a familiar concept.

3

He is likewise the Author of the Law.

He stands ready to

4

forgive sins,

5

for He is "your Father ir. heaven."

He is

especia.lly the Father of the Jews, a.ltho Jesus expects this
6

limitation to be immedia.tely extended.
Jesus is Himself the Son of God, in a special sense,
7
as lie admits underjoath to the High Priest.
This may
be part of the meaning of the cryan the Cross in which
8

He addresses God as His God, not as His Father.
He habitually identifies Himself with
1.
,-.

..•

~

3.
4.

8:3lf,et ale
1:7
7:10,13.
11:25

5.
6.
7.
8.

h~~anity,

ibid
7:27
14:62
15:34.

Forunder the

ti tle IISon of lIan," thus participating in the common
Fatherhood o_f God.

That ]-:is teaching on this subject

is not more complete is perhaps due to the
of 1:i:irk's readers with the Jewish doctrine.
str~.nge

that

f~~iliarity

Yet it is

rk reports nothing more of Jesus'

doctrine of God's Fatherhood than the one isolated and
incidental reference.

The explanation is only that

this doctrine must have oeen a commonplace to =ark's
ci rcle.
6.

The doctrine of the Son.

We reserve a more elaborate treatment of this doctrine
for

~'vnother

chapter.

.here it is sufficient to point out

that this doctrine is the heart of the took, and as well
the core of Jesus' teaching.
•

evidence that Jesus of

The Gospel of

~azareth

rk is the

is the Son of God.

Here we deem it sufficient to say. that He is so
1

recognized by demons,

that He is so acclaimed by God Him

2

self,

4

and that He is so named by men.

He claims God
5

as tUs' Father in cleansing the temple.
.1.essiahship in the Trimphial Entry.

He lays claim to

6

He admits this office
7

both before the religious and the cicil courts.
But altho He claims an equality with the Father in
9

8

certain matters,

yet He is distinct from the Father.

He

10

came forth into the world for a distinct purpose.

He

does not use the title Christ, prefering that of Son of Man,
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1 : 2 4; 2: 11 ; 5: 7f •
1:10,11; 9:2-8
8:29; 15:39
9:11-13; 10:18
11:17

1_1:1-10
14:62; 15:2
2:5
9. 13:32
10.1:38

6.
7.
8.

as a title

~essianic

but not openly subjecting Him to

arrest on the charge of blasphemy.
7.

The doctrine of the Kingdom of God.

The Kingdom is represented as being at hand in the
1

beginning of His prea.ching.

There is no account in the

text of the founding of the Kingdom.

When the book

closes, it is still to be realized.
The Kingdom is similar in its growth to a field of
grain.

First, the Sower scatters the seed, which is
2

the Word of the Gospel of God.

This Word falls upon

different types of soil, meaning different classes of
3
people who respond in various ways.
Some men hear the
Word, but pay it so little attention that Satan destroys
it.

Others accept it with enthusiasm but without will

ingness to endure persecution for it.

Others are op

pressed with diverse worldly cares, and so give the word
DO

,cuI ture, so that the young plant soon dies.

Others

hear the Word and accept it, and care for the growing
grain until it reaches a rich fruition.
But in any case, the growth of the Kingdom is to be
from sma.ll beginnings, even as small as a mustard seed.
But the promise is large.

4

Growth, however, is slow, often
5

so slow as to be imperceptible.

Nevertheless, it will

continue to grow, and eventually harvest will come.
The manner of receiving the Kingdom must be that of
a little child, humbly and obediently.

6

To begin in this

unpretentious manner, will eventually bring eminence to
1.
2.

1:14
4 :14

3.

4.

4 :15-20
4:30-32

5.
6.

4:26-29
10 :15

1

to the faitcful.

But this eminence is not like that

of the Gentiles. e.n eminence of aut!IOrity and rulership.

If is the

eminence of service in absolute self-

forgetfulness. that brings eminence to the Christian.
t!'Nhosoever woulCt be gree,t among you, shall be your
minister."
Citizenship in tbe l\.ingdom is to be exacting.

lt

~

may require the surrender of one=s wealth.

V;eal th at

any rate may weight down the strugsling disciple.

he

should accordingly give up the thing th&t hinders his
discipleship.

whether it be house.

~r

brethren, or

sisters, or mother or father. or children, or lands. or
3

hand.

foot or eye-- it must be surrendered if it checks

growth in the Kingdom.
4

Itldeed. those in the Kingdom must eXIJect persecution.
and hatred, even family treachery.

They must expect to

be arrested, cast out of the synagogue, delivered into
jails, put to death.

Flase prophets and false Christs

shall arise in the Kingdom.

The lot of the disciple is

one of suffering and endurance.
But the rewards of the Kingdom are correspondingly
great.

The faithful shall find new houses and lands and
5

Idnfolk.

6

If he endures to the end, he shall be saved.

He is to come into the Kingdom of God, naturally to be as
enduring as the Nost High.

1.

10:4"2-45

2.
3.

10:23
10:27-32

4.,
5.
6.

13':,9-12
10:29-31
13:13.

The Kingdom of God is to fill a
civilization.

gre<,~.t

function in

Believers are to be the salt of the

earth-- the savoring. preserving. seasoning element.
1

which is responsi ole for the progress of things.
Kingdom itself is spiritual. but its practical

The

applic~-

tion is to lie in society wherever and however constitut
ed.

Disciples are not therefore to lose their saltiness.

They are to guard jealously that within them which makes
them the vital element in civilization.
And, in order to be effective, they are to be at
2

peace among themselves.

They are not urged to be at

peace with the world. nor the Kingdom of Satan, with
evil things and purposes and men.
must be perpetual enmity.
~ingdom

of God.

With these there

But peace must reign in the

And that peace is the result of the

common obedience they have to their rJng.
The spirit of the Kingdom is revealed on the oc
casion of Jesus' discussion with the Scribe who approved
His controversies with the Pharisees and sadducees on
Tuesday of His last week.

When Jesus told him that the

essence of the Law lay in the dual comraand to love God
and one's neighbor, this man saw the point at once.

The

Law, he saw. is a moral. not a legal nor yet a sacramental,
3

system.

Jesus' answer to this observation reveals what

the spirit of the Kingdom is.

Such an understanding. He

informs the Scribe. places him not far from the Kingdom.
That this teaching on the Kingdom represents the most
exten si ve single doctrine in lfark i s natural.
1.9:29,50
2. 9:50c
3.

12:34.

Jesus is

laying the foundations for the Kingdom.
men to do this work.

~-le

is trcdning

Hence the devotion of so large

a portion of the work to it.
8.

The doctrine of the Old Testament.

Jesus quotes the aT in Mark on severa.l occasions,
1

using the

L~w,

the Prophets, and the Psalms.

In each

case He quotes in the usual fashion of His people, ac

aT

cepting the

as the revelation of God.

nere He does

not differ in His attitude nor His doctrine from the

Ee thus gives the tacit approval

Scribes of His day.
of His use to the

aT.

Moreover, Jesus specifically quotes Hoses t comJ:1.and
2

ments as the

co~ands

of God.

Indeed, he calls these

commandments, the Word of God.

In 10:6 He acc.epts the

fact of Gud's creation of man.

He quotes Moses as sus
-

3

taining the doctrine of the future life.

He quotes

4

Zech.13:7

as prophesying the dispersal of the disciples
The aT, to Jesus, contained the

upon the crucifixion.

commands, the revelation and tbe prophesies of God.
Yet He does not hesitate to alter the regulations
of

aT Law.

The sabbath question, and that of Divorce,
5

are cases in point.

However, as we

shal~

show in our

section on His relation to the Law, these were external
rather than internal changes.
9.

The doc trine of eschatology.

The doctrine of J-esus wi th reference to the last
things is wannly di sputed.
1.

,

'1 :6,' quoting Isaiah
7 :10, quoting Moses
12:10, quoting Psalms.

Some consider eschatology as
2.

3.
4 ..

7: 10. 13.
12 :26
14:27

5.

10:2-10;
2l.28.

1
the chi ef thing in Hi s teachings.
Others have di spu ted
2
this view.
The question is whether or not Jesus adopt

ed the cataclysmic view current among the Scribes, and
whether Be expected to return vdthin that generation.
Such is the view of many from 9:1 - "There are

so~e

here

of them that stand by, who shall in no wise taste of
death, till tl;ey see the lungdom of God come wi th power."
Did He mean the Transfiguration, Pentecost, the Destruction
of Jerusalem in 70 AD, or when did He think of the h.ingdom
of God as coming in?
To accuse Jesus of making an unfulfilled prophecy on
this point, is to ascribe to lam the very thing which He
said He did not possess - knowledge of the times and
3
seasons.
So far as the fulfillment of 9:1 is concerned,
Pentecost fits the needs fully.
founded and with power on that

The Kingdom was indeed
4
d~y.

As Jesus was teaching in Jerusalem, His disciples

from Galilee were impressed with the huge temple stones.
This leads Rim to predict the destruction of this Temple,
which actually did happen in AD 70.

1bey press

F~m

at

once for details, time, and signs of the destruction.
He begins His answer by warning them not to be led
5

astray.

Many shall claim to be the returned Jesus.

bevmre1

About the only certain thing about the whole

But

business is, that if anyone says "La, here is the Christ1 t1
6

His disciples are not to believe.
1.
<~

c.

3.
4.

For these claimants

Schweitzer: Quest of the Historical Jesus.
Sanday: The Life of Christ in Recent Research.
13:32
5. 13:6
Ac. 2:l-t;,2
6. 13:21.

1

will be false prophets.
iloreover, discinles are not to be disturbed by
cataclysmic disturbances.

\;iarS and rUL'lOrS of Viars
2
shall come, but "the end is not yet."
These are the

usual disasters of history.

Rot even when nation attacks

nation; nor yet when earthquakes sC8.tter over the land;
nor when :famines lay waste continents; not then is the end.
Again, the fai thful shall be subj ec ted to all mRl
3

treatment.

xhey shall be arrested, imprisoneo. beaten,

persecuted. for the name's sake.

They shall be cast out

of their families, and shall be bunted to the death.

But

the second coming is not yet.
'They shall become as the fil th of all things, as
Paul says of the Apostles in Corinttians.
not be anxious, however, for the noly
them what to say.

?hey shall

~pirit

will teach

Until the Gospel shall have been

preached unto all nations, the end is not yet.
~ot

even in the terrible days of the destruction of
4
the Holy City, will the end be.
In these times of hard
ship, it is well to beware, for men's nerves are strained,
and even the elect may be tempted.

Bu t sine e He has

warned them, they are to stand fast.
The Second Goming shall not be until the sun and the
moon sball hide their light.
"Dowers of the heavens tre:able.
5

stars shall fall, and the
Then shall the .iessiah

return the second tiTIe.

~his

1.
2.

13 :9-13

13:22
13:7

3.

may be highly figurative
4.

13 :14-23

5.

13:24-27

language.

Rlt one thing is clear: when the second

coming takes place, there will be no doubt about what
is happening.

Everyone knows what .it wOlJld be to see

One coming in the clouds.
of the

~econd

This perfect ofjectiveness

Coming is what is necnt.

The other definite thing about it, let it be
repeated, is, that no one, neither the angels nor the
Son, not one but the Father, knows when this will be.
Jesus' teaching about eschatology ends in a very
practical note.

~ince

the day of the return is not

1

known , "Watch. II
10.

the doctrine of ethics.

In addition to what has been said about the ethical
note in the lungdom of God, and the criterion of eminence
among Christians, it

~ay

be well to note the brief but

profound principle of Christian ethics taught in Bark.
In rejecting Peter's insistence

to

Jerusal~u

tha~

he neeG not go

to be killed, our Lord lays down the one

principle in His scheme of ethics for His ovm.

°ilhoever

would be a disciple, must take up and bear his Dvm cross,
2

in self denial.
self-realization.
one's self.

This self-denial is the only real
To seek to save one's self is to lose

There is no profit in gaining even the wLole
3

wb~ld

at the cost of losing self.

vhere the soul is

lost, everything is lost.
Jesus did not expect this doctrine to work in the
world at large, but only among those who followed
1.
2.
3.

13:37
8:34
8:35-38.

~im.

wor~{a-ble

It is a
On

rule, but only Yihen TIen are first in ii-im.

thi s doc trine hinges the villo le mo ral tes.chi:1g of Jesus.

Self-denial is not merely denying oneself the pleasures
and luxuries of the

wo~·ld.

' It is not even asceticism.

It

is whole self-surrender to a mighty cause and an absolute
Lord of Life.
uis same thouGht is expanded in the dispute soon
arising as to

_aceB of power in the 1\.in3dom. \9:30-50)

The tlfUe great ones are the se1;'vants-- slaves, of the
rest.

There are no rights in the Kingdom, only duties.
So wi th the question of the 11an wbo cc:.st out dem.ons
1

in His name, altbo not one of the disciple:::.
:nukes

E'~

cleE.. r cu.t distinction.

ground.

Here Ee

There is no middle

One is either for or against Jesus.

good, he is to be counted a friend.

If he does

It is conduct, not

formal alliance, that makes one a friend of Jesus.
The doctrine of the atonement.

11.

PropGrly- speaking, Jesus does not give Eny doctrine
of the atonement.

Ee nerely cmnOUnC€B the f5.ct.

r:

He says

that He must give His life as a rensom for many.
does not attenpt to explcoin this st2tement.
reason for it.

it, and

Ee gives no

From the days of the Greeks and Romans vho

found the doctrine foolish, and the
stlmlblin~

He

Je~s

who found it a

block, until today, men have sought a re2son for

fou~d

none.

~~con

denounces it as

i~noral.

3

But

Jesus announces it as a fact.
On

1.
3.

the occasion of the institution of the Co.rmnunion,

.

....
9:38f
,-;
10 :45·
ro.con : Beginnings of Gos!)el Story, in 1 oc.

Jesus

a~ain

te~ches

the doctrine, again without ezplaDution.

"This is my blood of the covencmt, which is

~oured

out for

1

mE.ny.

Theology nay suggest IDcmy weighty reesons for trii s

II

doctrine.

Faith merely ecce.pts tIle fact, VJithout attenpt

ing to explain what the Lord did not choose to illumine.
1'he doctrine of the future life.

12.

The question of the existence of a future life is
settled by Jesus teaching to the Sadducees
to Him their fe.mous

~chysical

I

wl:o yl'opound

objection to the doctrine.

n

,~

In this

~assBee,

Jesus

ex~lains

th2t the future life is

to be a spiritual plf'<Oe of eXistence, where me-rriage a,nd
other temporal consider2tions do not obtain.
the

f~.c t

And as to

itself, Ee says it is proved in EXodus 3: 6, where

the use of the present tense shows thc.t Abraham, Issac and
Je.c 0 bare s till living.

Thi sis the clearest ref erenc e to

the future life in the Pentl?teuch, which alone the
Sadducees eccepted e,s tIle Word of God.
As to the nature of this future life, Jesus divides
it into Heaven and Hell. Heaven is ~ place where God and
3
the angels are.
These angels are servan ts viho may be
4

sent on material missions even to men.

Hen are to be

resident there, but the places of distinction are not
5

disposed by our Lord.

It is a spiritual place, inhabit

eO. by spiritual beings, as He mentions in discussing its
nature with the sadducees.

1.

14: 24

2.

12:18.. 27

3.
4.

12:25: 13:32
16: 5

5. lC:35-40

1

This hee,venly stc::.te is tbat of "gl or y".

Jesus is

asKed to permit certain ones to be in ylaces of honor
"in thy glor'J".
glmry of the

He pror.'li ses to return to ea..rth in lithe

]~ther
~.

with the holy angels."

He is the

IlLord" of David's Fsaln whom Jeaovah :!)laces

His own

E~t

right hand.
The teaching with reference to Hell is even less
extensive.

It is the donain of the devil and the denons.

The consequence of sin is that it ce.sts the sinneT into
2

hell.

The sin destroys the soul.

A sinning soul fells

3

into fleternal sin".
phn;~ses

This is one of the most terrible

in the Scripture.

but to meke it eternal is

Sin is bad enough at any tirJe,
~unishment

indeed.

This per

manence is shown also in the expressions, "where the worm
4

dieth not and the fi re is not quenched."

The worm feeds

i-tself on its own :pollution, and the fire burns ·inwardly.
The two realms are contrasted as the Kingdom of
5

eternal life

6

over against that of eternal sin.

'l'he one

is a place for the liVing God, with all that life implies,
The other is eternal error, mistakes, confusion, rebellion.
But tnis is the extent of the doctrine.

liark is

content to relate these destinies as facts, inste2d of
describing or explaining them.
13.

The doctrine of salvation.

The casual question of the disciples, IlYv'ho then shall be
7
s~ved?"

shows that Jesus taught much on this doctrine.

l-Iark relates little of what He :ta.ught.
1.

10:37; 8:38; 12:36

2.
3.

9 :43-49
3 :29

4.

9 :48

Jesus in th.ie
5.
6.
7.

10:18
3:29
10 : 26,27.

Yet

pass<?,ge tells thenl that .i t i s difficult for c, weal thy
man to enter the Kingdom.
kno~ ~ho

can be saved.

They are sur-priseo, cmd v;ant to

This tells us that

~D

2e saved

and to en ter the Kingdom of God is one and the same thing.
'i'his same passe.ge reveals another thing about salvC),tiol1,
that it is a thing iIli"OOssi ble wi th men, but possi ble
with God.

Salvation is not earned, but a gift of God.

Tbe Kingdom is the reign of God in the human he[;.rt.
But it is a state in which a man must endure.

This

endurance must be "to the end", and such a man "sba.ll be
1

saveo • "

Here it is evident that salvation is a pro

cess of living in this life, which shall eventually, at
the end of an enduring life, be converted into a state
of assurance or security in "eternal 1H'e".
The only other passage in which the idea is pre
sented is the obscure passage in 13:20, wnich refers to
Jehovah's anxiety tlle,t some be saved.

Thi:;l passage re

fers to the "elect", but no teaching of who there may be
is given.
This lack of teaching may seem strange.
not so on a deeper examiijation.

But it is

Mark is not writing

a treatise on salvation, but is writing a cumulative
proof of the Lessiahship of Jesus.

The Acts are the

documents of salvation.
Conclusion.
Thus in Mark the most important doctrines of the
Christian system are taught in element, at least.
1.

13:13

One

phase of Jesus' teaching we have not mentioned here,
that of His controversies t since TIe treat them in the
chapter devoted to their exposition.

III

THE AUTHORITY OF THE

~STER

Moral Authority
Physical Authority
Religious Authority
ucity of Social Authority
Source of His Authority
Conclusion

III

THE AUTHORITY OF TIill LASTER
Yark is essentially a Gospel of Authority of the
Lord Jesus, the Son of Gid.

This discriptive phrase may

not belong to the Urmarcus, but the title

~iaS

not

ina~tly

chosen by that unknovm scholar who gave the book its
1

lasting head.

If Mark is a Roman Gospel,

accepted, then this appeal to Authority.

as is commonly
Here, in the

person of Sesus, is a religious Lord whom even haughty
Rome may not safely reject.
1'11is Authori ty carries wi th ita recogni tion of
Bower.

It is no empty claim to Lordship that Jesus

presents in

~rk.

P~ther,

the vitalizing Power com

pels admission of the Authority.

It is the Authority

of a Lan who is conscious of a complete resident Power
wi thin Eiroself.

Hence out trea.tment does not separate

His Power into a distinct section.
1.

":oral Authority.

It is signigicant that the first exercise of this
Authority is related prior to the account of any miracle.
While apparantly the successor to the Prophet John the
Baptizer, Jesus calmly summons to F..i.mself the four lead
ing disciples.

lie appeals to Simon and his brother

Andrew, and sons of Zebedee,

~ameB

and John, to cone with

2

Rim and learn to fish for men.
1.
2.

They obey "straightway".

Bacon: Is ilark a Roman uospel?
llk.l:16-20.

~ere

is a frank reliance upon a doninating person

ality and altruistic program.

The picture is that

O~·R

strong man, who successfully draws men away from their
business and families for a special task.

Regardless of

the size of the business of these men, it cost them effort
to leave.

Only a strong inherent authority living in the

leader could so have drawn them.
1

The same is true with reference to the calling of Levi
2

and of the remainder of the Twelve.
restricted to the Twelve.

Nor was this selection

These favored ones were chosen

out of the large number who responded to that moral authority
He exerted.

"•• . and calleth unto him whom he bims'elf would.

And they went unto him." (3:13-1-.

He had that radiant

personality which subordinates all but the moral purpose of
being.
'~ral

authority springs fron moral integrity.

It is

highly significant that this integrity is challenged but
once.

In 3:22f it is related that a deputation of Jerusalem

scribes attempted to discredit Him by attributing His power
to Beelzebub.

Jesus silences this accusation by pointing

out its absurdity.

And at the same time places Himself in

absolute opposition to all evil by shOWing the true
significance of His casting out of demons.

Implicitly, tie

here also demonstrates His superior power and authority in
the realm of righteousness to whicb the scribes themselves
belonged.
3

This moral authority is shown also in rUS teachings.
1.

2 :T4

2.
3.

3:13-19
1:22; 12:34c

OVer one third of ldark is devoted to these teachings.
give a more detailed consideration of them later.

';:ie

Here

we merely point out that the impression made on His hearers
was that He possessed infinate moral authority.
pression was not local,

This im

but extended wherever He taught.

Perhaps no other testimong is so conclusive in this
realm of moral authori ty, than the fac t tha.t the chief .
1
priest~

and scribes dared not seize Him openly.

men were not devious by nature.

These

They were the most eminent

ly respectible group among the Jews.

But even they did not

dare risk an open contest of authority in the rnorel realm.
Time and again they had sought to catch him in some
moral fault.

He had replied by pointing out what real
2

defilement was.

He refused a sign to the Pharisees, who
3
pretended to desire an obvious Christophany.
He lifted
the question of divorce from the legal to the moral and
4

religious realm.

Jie refused to lay Himself open to the

charge of blasphemy by propounding a moral dil~nilla to the
5
chief priests at Jerusalem.
lie refused to make a legal
6

controversy a moral issue.

He identified the purpose of
7

the Law wi th the righteousness of God. It

There was but one

course left to l1i s enemies, unless they should become ilis
disciples; to take Him secretly and kill Him.

Beside their

moral infamy, liis integrity stands brilliant in authority.
Finally, this rnoral authority is demonstrated by the
intense consternation shovm in the ranks of Satan iby Lis Advent.
1.
2.
3.

i4:l,-2.'
7:20f.
8:11,12.

---'£5-:-' 11 :27=-33
4.

10:2-12.

6.

7.

12:13-17
12 :2.8-~)4

1
l~.rk

but rnention8 the Te:mIlte:.tion.

rv..t the absolute route

of Satan is shovm in his contem]:tuous

c_isr'lissr~l

of thEt

attempt to destroy the Son at the outset of }:is uinistry.
That this route we.s complete, is i11ustr8.ted by the \7ild
fec:.r of the first demoniac to see Jesus c:.fter the terill)tation:
"What have we to do wi th thee, Jesus, thou He.zarene?
thou come to destroy us?

&rt

I know thee, who thou art, the

<)
(~-

Holy One of God]"

Thus graIlhically

~rk

represents the

utter disorganization of the powers of hell.

Again and

again this moral authority is recognized by.the demons.
rhey .must obey Him, and come out.

They obey His orders

3

4

to be s i 1 en t •

They fall down before

Y~m.

They pray Him

5

to torment them not.

His very

ne~e

so strikes terror in

their minds, that they respond to exorcisM by it, even when
6
used by non-disciples.
No other explanation of this total
disruption of

~tanic

power can be offered, than that in

Jesus t person resided a supreme moral authority.
2.

Physical Authority.

Jesus' authority in the 9hysica1
noteworthy.

re~lm

is not less

This is the side which bas caught the attention

of most works upon Iark, since this Gospel is knovm as ex
7

cessiv"e1y given to mire,c1es.

The historicity of l!ark is

att2.cked on this account, as, e.g •• "The eve.nge1ic traditiorJ
consists of so and so many anecdotes, told and retold for
the purpose of explaining or defending beliefs and practices
8
of the contempor~ry church".
We are not conce~ned here,
1.

1:12,13.1:24
1:34

4.
5.
6.

7.

Bundy: Our Recovery of
Jesus, p.85.
8. Bacon: Beginningsof
Gospel Story, p.g.
See also Pfleiderer: Christian Origins, p.219.

2.
3.

3:11
5:17
10:38

ho~ever,

v;ith a defense of Eark's historicity.

This matter

1

is therefore assruned in this discussion.
Jesus' autrlori ty in this physical

re~,lm

is demonstre:.tec

He restores Simon's

by liark by Ills autl10rity over disee.se.

C)
~~

Bother in law from fever to

~ctive

health by a touch.

3

lie

4

cleanses a leper.
He heals a p&r~lytic, end a withered
5
6
hand, a.nd a YIOIn&,n wi th e.n issue of blood long standing.

:ae
8

7

gives speech and hee.ring to one

m.!m.

and sight to another.
9

He

a blind beggar who

he~ls

beco~Es

a di sciple.

Here are

eight of the eighteen mir&cles recorded.
The point is not the number.

These have been selected
10
by Mark as representrtive of no one kno"Ss how ffifmy otheTe.
The significance lies in the variety and Bulignity of the
diseases.

Leprosy. blindness. deafness, paralysis, shrivel

ed menbers, bloody issues-- these are not functional. but
orgE~nic

diseases.

They are not cured by the introduction of

a fc:.:-vorable mental sta.te into the victim.

Such cures can

mean only that Jesus possessed authority in this

real~.

This authority is further exemplifie6 in Jesus' relation
11

to Unature".

In this. He stills ,·,the stona on the LE.ke,

Ee

1 c.

provides food for five thousand,
Ee wa.lks co.lY.~ly out over
14
13
tbe troubled w~ters of the Sea,
and again feeds four t~ousand.
15
He cures a fig tree. ca.using it to wither in mid-seEson.
Such authority is not to be denied.

It cannot be ex

plained away. except by impeacr.:rnent of the testimony.
1.

Ro'bertson=-~Studies

2. 1:30
3. 1:40-45
4. 2:1-12
5.
3:1-6
6. 5:25-34
12. 6:31-44

7.
8.

This

in l.iark's Gospel, p.4?f. Plunnner: Comm.
7:31-37
on :Ec;.t t.. xxxi ii •
8 :22- 26

10:46-52
·10. 1: 34, 39; 3:9f; 6: 5; 6:55; 6:13 &'''C.
11. 4:35-41
13. 4:45-52. 14. 8:1-9. 15. 11 :12-14, 20f.
9.

It should be noted that these IInature" miracles,

C',8

they

e'.re commonly ca11ed, seem to have tE.xed our Lord's strength
the least of any.

Hee:.lin£ tired I-lim, and He wi thdreVl to

1

rest and pray.

A touch by one seeking health took power

2

from F.J.m.

But His mastery over nature seems entirely

effortless.
Jesus' authority over unclean spirits has been
ed under the section on His Moral Authority.
have been discussed here.
was of no mOIDen t.

tre~t-

But it might

Toilim, the distinction Vie draw

Humani ty is a p_o.rt of ra tu re.

But the most noteworthy exhibition of this authority
in the physical realm, in

~rk,

is His raising of the daughter

3

of Jairus.

Dark's comment on this occasion is that which

strikes all whose epprehension is not dulled:
amazed straightway with a great amazement."

"They were
Rere Jesus

invaded a reabn admittedly closed, and broke the closing
bond.

That the girl was entirely recovered is shovm by

His command that they give her something to eat.
Here, then, is the mightiest proof of

~lis

authority,

exclusive of the Resurrection, which is discussed later, that
~rk

gives.

It is of the nature to comple belief.

Even

Spinoza could refrain from fs.i th only by rej ecting the
historical accuracy of Jesus' authority over death.
Yet there is a limit to this authority.
did that limit appear, and that once at

Only once

~;azareth.

Rere it
4

is recorded of Him that "he could do no mighty work. II
r:--6:31

2.

5:30

3.
4.

5:21-24, 35-43.
6: 1-6.

The limitation was, however, not other tha.n that Vfhich
God has placed upon Himself.

Unbelief made the inability.

The integrity of hm1an personality was not impaired by
our Lord's Ince.rnp.tion.

It is the Sai'D.e type of limitr:tion

necessitated by the creation of independent personalities
with the power of choice.
Mark does not record that anyone tried to find an ex
planation foX' this physical cmthority of Jesus.
cise was

80

Its exer

patent, so comnletely deoonstrated, that no one

who lived in His ovm day, when the evidence night most
exhaustively be studied, dared deny it, or discount it b,y
ingenius suggestions.

They could do but one thing: admit it.

The picture I.:"ark gives is the only normal, logice.l one
to be expected.

These "wondersW which Jesus wrought were

not "mere" wonders.

He refused to give such to the Pharisees

who demanded e. thaumaturgical marvel.
are inextricably wrought into the
Jesus.

P2:ther, these "signs"

pe~sonality

and

mess~ge

of

If He is indeed what 11e claimed to be, then they are

to be expected, not decried.
3.

Religious Authority.

lYlark's picture of Jesus' moral and nhyslcal au.thority
is, however, only secondary to His religious &utilority.

lt

is true that this religious authority is derived from many
Bources-- his Person, His Teachings, His Deeds, his Lordship,
especially the latter.

His miracles are not merely wonders

and powers, but are signs.

The total picture rark leaves

with us is that of a Lord of Supreme Authority in Religion.
It is significant that the first impression nade upon

men in His teaching of religion is that he had the manner
1

of

aut~ority.

And it is further significant that in this

same connection, the people understood that a vital
connection between His "new
over demons, existed.

teac~ing"

and His authority

His authority was such as to in

duce obedience, invite confidence, warrant faith, 8Bd
assure belief.
It is the manner, the poise, of the man, rather than
the content of llis message, that we have now to do.

he

is utterly at home with the religious authorities of the
.~

.,.:

nation.

He does not hesitate to call them hypocrites.
3

He calmly refuses their demand for

sign.

E

e elevates

Himself above the chief priests of the nation, in teaching
4

that they will reject Him.

ile assumes the role of Judge
5
ment vmen He found the Temple sanctity abused.
"'i th out
ward calm, He accuses the Pharisees of rejecting their
6

K.essiah, long before

the people are conscious of His danger.

Ee gives a 1st solemn warning to Judas just before the
'7

betrays,l.

He acknowledges with dignity his Nessiahship
8

before the High Priest.

He makes the same admission before

9

Pilate a little later.

The

m~wner

of His teaching and His

bearing thruout nark's story is that of conscious religious
authority.
He defer consideration of the teaching until later.
But it should be noted here also that the content of this
teaching carries with it religious authority.

"Verily I

10

say unto you"
1.
2.
3.

1 :22--'7:6
8:12

is not the word of one who was quoting, or
4..

5.
6.

8:32
11:15-18
12:1-12

'7.
8.
9.

14:21
14:62
15:2

10.

10:15.

who had learned what was being imparted from others, or
who had arrived at a conclusion by careful ratiocination.

one

'i'his is the word of

who knew, by virtue of his Person.

His wardE carry authority.
::>imilarly, the words In.i'hy callest thou me good?
1

none is good, save one, even G<ld,"

carry under the surface

a direct claim to divine authority in religion.
says, in effect:

".My

uesus

advice to you is of value only if

you acknowledge me to be good, even God.
Jesus speaks intimately of the

II

~ingdom

of God.

This

familiarity is too definite and naive to come from any but
either a fool or one who was in position to speak with
2
authority. lie spoke of who might enter.
He told nis
3

disciples the mysteries of the Kingdom.
lie revealed the
4
manner of its growth.
He warned of evil growing up in
5
the ~ingdom.
These are words which can only mean that
He spoke with authority, not as a fool.

Again, His authority in religion is shown by His
mastery of the situation in which He found uimself-- reject
~d

by His peoyle.

After Caesarea Phillippi He reveals Him

self as doomed to SUffering, rejection and death, with
6

resurrection to follow.
gainsaid.

This predictive prophecy cannot be

The escatological 13th chapter likewise bears a

similar import.

only supreme authority in mystical affairs

can explain these teachings.
Perhaps the supreme claim to such authority is in His
7
pronouncement of the forgiveness of sins.
This was a
1.
2.

10:18
10 :15; 10 :G3

3.
4.

4:11
4:26-30

5.

4:30-32

6.

8:31

7.

2:5.

plain eX8rcise of the prerogatives of dei ty.

Jesus

assumes this authority, naturally, with proof, as an
integral part of His rightful Lordship.
This authority is recognized on two occasions by
widely different men.

Peter voices the conviction of

the Twelve at Caesarea Phillippi.

This was after mature

opportunity for observation and reflection.

The dis

ciples had no occasion to foster self-deception.

it

was ra.ther to their interest to discover iiis error or
His fraud, if such existed.

This confession is there

fore of deepest significance.
The other confession was wrung from the sta.rtled
lips of a Roman soldier.

The bea.ring of the victim,

the cries on the Cross, a,s well as the phenomena follow'"
ing uis death, bring conviction to this utterly impartial
1

observer: IITruly this man was the

~on

of God.

II

This

confession is as spontaneous as the other is deliberate.
Both incontestibly attest tUB authority in religion.
Altho treated to a greater length subsequently, it
must here be noted that the confession of demons, and the
attests,tions of God, a.nd the messe.ge of the angel at tiis
resurrection, all add to this general picture of His
religious authority.
One further example of this I resh authori ty of
2

Jesus in religion is seen in liis attitude toward fasting.
Challenged to shoVol cause why His disciples did not fast,
lie explains that they are in the immediate presence of
divine grace, an.d needed no mediation of the fast.

i.

15:M)

2.

2:18-22.

To this sta.tement ;:.,:ark adds the renlcHks about the new
wine in new wine skins, and about the patching of old
garments.

He is nimself the avenue thru

to be effectively reached.

~fuom

God is

Here is an anticipation

of the doctrine of the Great High Priest of l{ebrews.
He is the Messiah, He is Authority in religion.
Finally, He likens His authority in religion to
1

that of a physician in sickness.
for their illness of soul.

He possesses a cure

On another occasion He

reads the same lesson to the disciples, in the famous
saying: "For the Son of man came also not to be minister
ed unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom
2

for many."

This is true autnority.

He dar ed ri sk

contamination by association with evil.

He dared

battle Satan in the world of spirits, that He might
save the souls of men.
4.

Paucity of Social Authority.

The realization that Mark says little or nothing
about the social

author~ty

of Jesus comes as a shock to

our socially minded age.

But with Jesus, sociology is

swallowed up in religion.

He seems to hold that right

religious relations will bring corresponding right social
insight and conduct.
I~,rriage,

He was not a social reformer.

He teaches, is a mystical union, not a
3

legal convenience.

Wealth makes it hard to enter the
4
Kingdom, for men incline to trust in it.
Disci:r,>leship
5
may mean social ostracism, altho eventually it will
bring new social contacts infinitely richer than the

1.
2.

2:17
10 :45

3.

10:2-12

4.

10:23f

5.

10 : 29f.

ones

ab~ndoned

for the Kingdom.

Social

prefe~nent

is

1

not to be desired.

Forgiveness is enJoined, nut by

2
reason of social health, but as a prerequisite of prayer.
Disputed points of economics He evades, throwing the
3

whole responsibility upon the questioners" ..• Present
4

social adjustments are temporary, not eternal.
second great

comn~ndment

The

is social, but its value lies

in its complementary relation to the commandment to love
5

God.

Disciples must expect to be hated of all men, but
6

the religious reward overshodows the social failure.
These six passages contain all that might be termed
social in

~lIark's

ment to us.

picture of Jesus.

We miss the Sermon on the Mount.

the word "brotherhood".
than real.

This is a disappoint
We miss

B.1t the loss is more apparant

Jesus did not contemplate remaking the world

with men as they were or are.

He has place in the King

dom only for those made over, re-born, in Rimself.
desires a perfect world.

He

But He knoWB that perfection

of society can come only thru a regenerate humanity.
5.

Source of His Authority.

It is not difficult to find the source of all this
authority.
below.)

It lies first of all in His Person.

{See

But beyond this, the source lies in His own in

timate relationship with God.

After the first day's
7

healing, He retires to pray, alone.
He seeks to escape
9
8
He "looks up into heaven"
the multitudes l for peace.
1.
2.

3.

10 :43f
11:25
l2:l3f

4.
5.
6.

l2:l8f
l2:28f
13:13

7.

8.
9.

1:35
6:32
6:41.

... .
He speaks of Cerl.aln

and blesses the loaves and fishes.

1

demons who will not be cast out save bJ prayer.
could bave lived thru the

t~emendous

li.~;o

man

strain of GethseTIane

without this thorough training in God's intimacy.
6.

Conclusion.

In these three realms, moral, physical and religious
Qark pictures Jesus as supreme.

It is no delegated

authority He possesses, but innate.
alone does He disclaim authority.

In two instances
One, when His disciples
2

dispute about honors in the

~ingdom.

An d th e

0

th e r ,
3

when they ask for the time of the second coming.
first was not in His power to bestow;

The

the second He did

not know.
Suc~

authority forces the conclusion that nis con

demnation on the ground of blasphemy was unjust.
really was the Son of God.

1.
2.

9: 20
10:40

3.

13 :32.

He
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IV
THE :MESSIAH
Introduction: The Jewish Expectations.
The current J'ewish expectations of the ...::.essiah in
Jesus' time were not those of the OT, but of the later
Habbinic teacL.ings and of the Apocryphal and Pseud
epigraphical1"ITitings.

The Sibylline Ora..cles,

l160

150 Be), the :Pook of Henoch (c.10? Be), the Fourth
Esdras, the Book of Jubilees, the Targums, and the
Psalms of Soloman (40 Be), are the sources of these
1

Jewish ideas of the Christ.
The ideal of all these wri tings may be charc cterized
1

as that of a natiol1a.l renaissance.
a literal
~ingdQm

inter:pret~tion

They are based upon

of the later prophesies.

7he

of God is to be established on earth under the

Son of David, who will rebuild Jerusalem, including the
Temple.

The Reathen will be subjugated, and the

~is-

persion will return to the Holy Land.
The Advent of the

~ingdon

is to be under the leader

ship o.f the Hessiah, or Son of !!Lan, and accompanied by
many ca,ts.strophic "signs"-- lighted torches falling fro:n
.r2

heaven,

dar~ened

sun, and falling meteors.

The redemp

tion of Israel is to oe thru the miraculous intervention
of God thru this son of David.

After he

conquered

r~s

the heathen, he will slay the wicked and establish justice.
his kingdom will not depend upon anuies, but upon right
3

eousness and mercy.
1.

2.
3.

It will be a theocracy.

Charles: Apocrypha and Pseudepigraphy of the OT.
i:)ibylline Oracles, vv.5?3-808.
:Psalms of So 10Ban.

This is the current, orthodox Pharisaic ideal of
the

~.l.essia.h

and the iungdom.

~Che

EingdoIil is

liO ly,

ruled by the Law, comyosed of righteous Jews.

It is

supernatural, even as the delivery of Israel from the
ancient Egyptians.

The uessiah is a

to l.loses, but greater.

le~der

similar

The Gentiles are to be blessed

in having the honor to be ruled over by tne holy Jews.
In

addition to this general conception of the

L.essiah, there is to be discerned a110ther which may be
called the Apocaly:?t.ic .i.deal.
chiefly upon Daniel.
in by a divine

This ideal is based

The future age is to be ushered

judg~ent

uyon mankind, preceded by a

general resurrection of the dead.

'.:.'he llessiah, who

has existed from the begj_ilning of the world, shall
appe~r

at the consummation, and then shall be manifested

the liecwenly Jerusalem, which is the future abode of the
righteous and blessed.
This ideal becel.me strong after the fall of the
cabees in 27 Be.

The

~essiah

~ec-

is no longer David's Son,

but is the ruler of the heavenly regions.

The present

evil .1!..ingdom of the princes of this worlu. will be over
thrown, and the elect will sit on thrones helping the
1
~essiah

govern the new earth.

There seems to be no distinct hiatus between these
two doctrines.

But that of tne Pharisees is more widely

accepted in Jesus' time.
1.

Cf The AssUL1ption of Loses; Daniel; The 4th Esdras.

119

!",,-€ssiahshi~ VlaS

This Pharisaic conception of the
that acc eI)ted by the common !.:)eoi.Jle.
the Holy Ones.

The Pharisees \"7e:'e

They 'were the accepted

re~_icious

le2.d

ers of a nation blindly partial to their I1lee.deI'fjll.
Hence l

the populace :!lail Jesus: "Blessed is he tha.t

cometh in the name of the Lo rd!

Blessed in the 3dngdom

that cometh, the kingdom of our father
vid: "iosanna
1
in the highest~"
Even the di sc j. :pleD cIi d no t understand

...,
')

fully until Pentecost.

_eter, altho selected to preach

the recorded sermon on this day, diu not understand until
3
the conversioli of COL'l1elius.
1.

''':''he Herald.
OUr Gospel opens wi th an aCCOUT:it of a Herald of tne

essiah and the Aingdo=.
is

~.i gh ti

er than I

ITorthy to stoop

t

dO";'Tf1

"There

co~eth

after me he that

the la tch~t of who se sho es I an no t
and unloose.

I

baptized you in
4

...-;ater; but he shall baptize you in the Holy ::>piri t."
,1}lis reference to t12e lum1;do:.n of the _lessiah is
clearly directed to,;"ard the consciousness of the bope
of Israel as portrayed above.

John could only have been

understood by the people as referring to the promised
Hessiah.

True, this hope hael been considered as about

to be answered before this.

It remained for the proBised

One to demonstrate that he is indeed the

~essiah.

La,rk takes the first step tovlard this demonstrc.tion
by recording the estimate of John in the mints of various

people.
1.
2.

That the people at large held John to be

l1K.ll:10
Ac.2:14-40

3.
•

£.!: •

Ac .10 : 1- f~8

-..:....1":":::
~1
•

r'
C1
:', u •

re8t

:prOljhet worthy of 3.cce}Jt2tion is s1::ovm !)y the inlprE:SEion
me.de.

~,e

co~"):!.'e8:::;:i.l'£

rom. <::11 over Judee. men cone

sins and being oQ,'o·cized.

Even the

~':oly

Gi ty

tteir

co~·]tri but

1

ed crowds of rr!2.F.:nitude who acce2Jted. t!:lis

~lcr<:',lcl.

l-iis

preaching was llec:.rcl ever1 in t.he cor::upt court of :!-:erod,
where fear of hiu caused Eerodias to demand and secure
2

3

John's death.

Only a

b.ave so moved a.

v~cious

II

righ teous and. holy man II
queen.

c aula.

Even after tLis de2.th

th'e people at leree held John in no lese regard.

The

Fharisee$. dCJred not derogate John for

~eoTJle.

4:
fec;~r

of the

risees is not to be explain

This attitude of the

ed vllolly by fear of tLe l)eo }Jl e.

The

conviction
5
of the Pharisees in Dnk is giverl voice in .Tolm.
Here it
is recorded the.t t}-Ie Pharisee

ere concerned enough to

question the Eaptizer closely uran 1118
tha t they thought he night be the
~rophet

uns~')o]ten

m.is~)ion,

:.~essia.h.

could have so etirred the

[0

i.ncUcating
ordinary

ug Pharisaic circle.

Jesus Hi.IDself highly reg2:rded 1Iohn.

This is s-een
-6

not only in liark, bu t even more c lec;.rly in. !:a. tthevi.

He

speaks in no uncertain voice: "Verily I say unto you,
Among them that are born of
8.

WOT.'lC?-n

there l1;::.tb not arisen

gre<?',ter than John the Pal1tist •...

silent

regc:~rding

tl

But llark is not
.~1:len

Uris high estimate of Jesus.

the

he.risees ask Eim v!itt vfhc>.t authority he does His work,
7

"e attributes the nesEage ad! John to revelation.
Thus Vie have the testimony of the people, of the

r.

.
3.
t)

,~

1:5
6:24
6:20

4.

11:32

5.
6.

7.

J"n.l:19-25
JLt.ll:ll
1ik.ll:30.

~'::e!'oc"

Pharisees, of

and of Jesus EL:self, to the

divine ni.ssion of Jor.l.Il the
is not to be

li~tly

_.tist.

regarded.

Such eVid.ence
~erald

John is the

of the :!essiab. foretold in the OT and in the ,0}Jular
h0:ge of Israel.

2.

And Jesus is thHt

~.=-E:ssiah.

Significance of .the terns "Son of l::an.

II

It is to be renarded that JOhJl J:ark does not use
the term Son of God, but "Son of L:an", 'when reporting
Jesus

t

~,Jhc.t

cla.ims to the I:essiahship.

significance

had this term?
e may note fi rstof all, that t£li s ti tie we,s
useo. in rlenoch to

desi~nE.te

the Kessiah:

"J:..efore the

sun and the signs of heaven were creG.ted, before the
stars TIere me.de,

the ne..:;:ne (Son of Ec.n)

ViaS

nam.ed before

1

the Lord of S!"liri ts.

II

"This Son of l:an \711om thou Last

seen shall r2ise the kings and the nignty men froIT
ti:eir beds, and the powerful even from their thrones;
and shall unloose tbe bands of the
in pi;eces the teeth of sinners.

pO"'''f~rful,

and break

PJld He shall hurl

Kingo~

from their fhrones and their KingdoTIs, because
_
:2
they praise H~m not, •.•. "
The h€["venly bodies "rejoiced

greatly t prai sing and m.e.gnifying Go d because the. t to
3
them was re¥ecJl ed the nc.me of that Son of Han. II

1.
2.
3.

Henoch,c.xlvi.
ibid ..
Henoch c1 lxlx.26.
Cf. xlviii;
lxx.l; xlviii 7; xl.5,9: &f:..

lY~i.6,7;

lxi.10;

Nor is the terrri exclusively to be found in the
Apoc rypha.

It is also eMployed in. Eze}ci el, 'where it

refers to that propbet.
in Daniel.

hut more eSyecielly it

In Dnl.7:3f'f is a

'DP.SS8.i:r e

~poears

in which the

eterni ty 2,nd univ€rs&li ty of the Kingdom of the "SOl'!
of

re..n" is set forth.

Jhen it is recalled that at

the trial Jesus enploys this term to indicate his
I

coming in the clouds to jUdge,

2nd this is coupled

with tbe teachinG of Jesus when He bEgins to instruct
the disciples as to the nature of His kingdom at
2

Caesarea

Philip~:1i,

the connectioYI SeE-1mS self-evident.

Jesus could a.ssmne that the scribes 'were far!liliET
wi th the term "So n of Jian II as it wa.,s us.ed in the apoc ry
pha.

But as tIlis

te!'~Tl

liessianic, and as the

was

not clea.rly

Apocryph~

t~,ught

&S

uere not clearly in

spired books in their eyes, the significance of His use
of the term seems to be that it would serve to call
the attention of these learned men to His clair.Js, \7ith
out Himself clearly c.sserting His liessiahship.l'hus He
was able to cb..a llenge thei r investigati on.
not believe on this basis.

If they would

Ee did not care to have their

SU'tlpO rt .•
"Us close acquaintance with Dnl 'would serve to
challenge the attention of the disciples in pa.rticulr::r
and the people in general.
regard the

e~ression

They had been accustorred to

in Dnl as

ref€rrin~

to Israel.

bY His personal assmnption of the title, He would challenge

1.-14:62
2.

8 :38-9:1.

1;,:3

the cons:Lc1.er2,tiorJ of them C'-s the former use would at
tract the learned of the nation.
stalker traces three reasons for the use of ttiis
I

tehl by our Lord.

First, Dnl uses the teTIJ clearly as

Messienic; and Jesus knew lamself to be liessieh.

second,

this term half-reve:::.led, and half-conceEled, :flis F'erson.
Third, it emphasized His close kinship with mankind.
This re&soning seems sound, and in full accord with
~rk.

Jesus is represented as determined to

b~ing

men

to the conclusion that }Ie waS llessia1: by the exercise of
their ovm observC?,tion and reason.

£heir conviction was

not to be supern&turally im.posed uron them, hut was to
be the result of their own uphampered consciousness.

A

use of the term "Son of God" would. have at once revealed
Him.

This would have been preferred by those who rely

on authority rather than self-convictio:n for ti:leir
religion.

But it woule; not sui t the nature of the

Christian system, with its utter dependence upon individu
al responsibility.
3.

Jesus' exposi tiO!1 of the terra.
"Je now turn to Jesus'

O\vn

ex~)osi tiol'1

of the term

"Son of l'i'a.n" a.s recorded by Hark.
The first use of the term is on the occasion of ilis
preaching in Cap erm£.UIn , when a mc;..n wi th pe,TB-lysi s was
lowered thru the roof in the belief that Jesus could
heal him.

;.ihen He said to the man,

n Son,

thy

sins are

forgiven," the scribes at once recognized the signific2nce
1.

St~lker-

The Teaching of Jesus concerning Himself.

of this statement.
God? II

".,-1ho can forgivE sins but one, even

Jesus seemeci to be c laimtng dei ty •

Jesus responds to the challenge:

At one e

"Tha.t ye may know
1

tha t the Son of

~:.:a.n

hath power dutl forgive sin s •.•.

he

tt

perfonns an ob.j ective denonstrc:tion of :":essianic power.
'l'his miracle

a direct }'.a,bbinic Gign.

'Vir-,S

It pls.ced

Him before them as clearly claiming Eessiat.ship.

more-- it

clai~ed

But

direct deity, equality with God, which
2

Further, it identified

was a new thought to the Scribes.
the terrlls "Son of

i~anll.

ttessiah, and nSon of God", with

'which He.rk opens his (;.ospel.

If no otber passc..ge ex

isted in tl1e wIlole of :Dark, this would be enough to show
what Jesus meant by the use of the term.

Only God

c~n

forgive sins; t:hi s Jesus lmows; and He forgi vee therl.
I?urther der:lOnstre. ti on of thi s liese iahshi pis given
3

upon the occasion of the controversy on Sabbath work.
Here Jesus distinctly

cl(;,'L;:~s

sur;eriori ty over the Sabbath:

" •• so that the Son of :L2an is Lord even of the sc:bbeth.

lI

lTo insti tution was more zea.lously and scrupulously re
garded than the

~bbath.

its observance a divine
DG.n.

It vms a divine institution,
cow~and.

'0

brea.:..c it defiled a

Its origin was Eossic, is not Patriarchs.l.

deny it seemed to deny the very heritage
Israel.

~nd

To

genius of

Nevertheless, Jesus does precisely this thing.

He not only justifies the

particul~r ~bbinic

violation of

,.'hieh the disciples have been guilty, but advances His ovm
lordshin over
r:2:10
2.
3.

tYe institution as ordaine( in tLe Law.

Edersheim, Life and Times, V.I, p.l?l
2 :23.. 28

This was tantEmount to a declaration of deity.

£or

the Pharisees l1eld the Ten COrnIaB.ndments to -De of diyine
legislation.

Hence, to modify or reDeal the Sabbath

was to claim deity.
can repeal

law.

Only the authority which enacts
7he significant thing just here is

that Jesus sneaks tl:is as "Son of Kan.

It

From these two samples of His teaching, it i8 ev
ident that both tIle "lea.rned" a.nd the disciples uncler
stood who the Son of

~,~:an

was.

li'or Peter confesses
1

Son of man is

what was in the minds of the disciples.
Kessiah.

And He is God, for only God could forgive

sins cmd modify the

~bbath.

Thus the first part of His work is done.

.0Vl

cone s

the extremely difficult part, and the part which failed
to be understood.

He

begins to teach

the~

of his hu

miliation.

That He must suffer, and be rejected by the
2
most religious peo~le of the age.
He must be set at
naught, He must be mocked and scourged, he must die, at
the command of scribe,

~barisee,

and elder.

He must be

3

delivered into the hands of His enemies.

And these

enemies are the very ones who would be expected to espouse

Ris cause.

Moreover, they would deliver

~~m

to the

hated and despised Gentile, for further humiliation and. death.
Such a fate for the rressiah, long promised, and par
tiCUlarly for a

~essiah

such as Jesus claimed to be-- equal

with God, nay, even God ITimself, -- these disciples nor the
populace could not imagine.
1.
2.
3.

8:2g
8:31; 9:12; 10:38
9:31; 10:33; 14:21,24.

It was utterly incongruous that

1~'6

the a.lmigh ty God whom they had known frm71 earli est
a6

C1E.yS

the Lord of Israel, would be so humiliated by His

on

enemies, especially false Jews and hcwghty Romans.

the one hand, they were constrained to believe by the
power of Hi s worlts and the

ci

epth of lii s teaching and the

magnificanc e of Hi s personali ty.

But anai en t J ewi sh

understanding of deity could not reconcile His conduct
wi th Hi s .:..oower.

Jesus repeatedly presses this point, but He does
not wait for them to catch up to this view.

Ae advances

another equally difficult consideration in His
revelation of the Son of

p~n.

That is, that lie is
1

to voluntarily give Ei-mself as a "ransom for l:lany.1I
While this doctrine is tied up with the general teaching
of the Gospel of the Cross, it is none the less special
and applicable to Himself in a peculiar sense.

It is

His ovm self-surrender of life that is to bring redempt.ion
to the fai thful.

l'he long-hoped-for salvati on of Israel

is dependent upon the death of the equally anticipated
Llessiah.
This idea is not only

incor~orated

into His teaching

as to the nature of the fiessiahship, but is built into
that ordinance which He establi shed just before

Gethse~llane,

as lie says: IIThis is my blood of the covenant, \";,hic11 is
2

poured out for many."
Mark do es not record how thi s teaching

WC:.s

rec e1 ved.

However, it is quite evid,ent that it was not understood.
1.

2.

10 :-45
14:24

1:arl<: does not lay any particular theologic8,1 significe.nee
upon the teaching, but merely states this stoneme.nt
fac t.

To -say the. t Lc,rl( here is theologies,l,

is to

2~S

a

1':1i 13

a:9prehend the function of theology, which is to exple-in
the reason for a doctrine or a fRet in religion.

l~ark

does not explain, he states, the fact.
Again, it is inconneetion wi th the assumpti on of
the designation IISo n of l.le,n" that Jesus
resurrection from the dead.

T.Jredi~ts

l".J.s

Ttlis l)rediction is Dc.de

1

after Caesarea Philippi.

'~'he

next occasion of this

teaching is following the transfiguration,

~lich

was

2
not to be told until after Me had been raised.

At the

last supper, .he declared that the Son of ['Lan was about
3
to go (to His death, preparatory to fiis resurrectiOl'l).
That is, it is in His capacity as Son of Zan, or
that He is to

~e

~essiah,

raised from the dead.

Moreover, the Son of Can is to be exalted. He shall
4
be seated at the right harld of Power.
This is a clear
reference to the .L.essianic expectation that
shall sit upon

t:r~e

Annointed

divine throne.

And in tjlis c[:,paeity,
5
the Son of lJan shall ,judge the world.
In t~lis judg7:1ent,
R

lie will gather "Ris elect" to

~tirnself

for their salvation.

But tlw se who have been ashamed of Him, He wi 1J. regard
\vi thsh<1J'le v,'hen He

eOT~eth

in the glory of Hi s fatl'ler and

6

the holy angels.

In this last reference is stated indirectly, but
all the .more strongly thereby, th2,t He is to return to

T.-

..
')

~

·8:~1

9:9

3.
4.

14:41
14:62

5.
6•

13:26,27
8:38.

the earth a second

If

ti~e.

~e

~re

to 2.ccept the

1

as e

"little Apocalypse"

~art

?romises to return in connecti

of

~r-marcus,
~.;i

tll trli s

t

then Ze
eE1iC i"li 1J g.

":'he stc"tement in the trial 01 Lis return viith the

"..
r)

clouds of heaven

has little significance except as

a promise or 'narning that He will ret,nn eyeD thO;J.gh
they kill Uim.
Tne picture presented by
of the long expec ted, PI' ecHc ted

r 1{ of jesus is
.k€ssi&~h

Put it is c::. picture of the :;jon of . i!.an

of

\71:0

pic ture

lS1 ael.
1

is all the

ancient nrophets desired for their "beloved ll&..tioTi, 1;.rith
the addi tione.l grandeur and povier of dei ty Himself'.
forgi ves sin s a.nd 'B,1 t
:But He is

be raised,

2.

81'S

~le

rl1 vine 1 egi slation by c, y;ord.

suffering, rejected, lcilled deity, 'v/ho shall
exal ted,

here and here2.fter.

201111

rlorified In the

i.il16;do~

both

And the ocC,,,,SiOll of this humi-liation

is the. t He might r2,l1S0I:1 :nal1Y.

'.L'he ti tIe IISon ot' God.p- as a!).!"lied to Jesus.

4.

'l'he ti tIe IIS011 of Jod e, is
deity than the foregoing title.

;.T~ore

obviously a cla,lm to

~here

is no hint in

,...ark that this is a generic term, CE\9able of being ap
3
plied to anyone.
Indeed, the title of the Gospel sug
gests that such a

Persor.~ge

is very speci21 indeed.

"Ii th every occ8.sion irt v:rbicb it occurs.

else

IDig~t

be a Son of God doe8 not

occ~r

Tha. t anyone

to

!~rk.

·Shen Jesus copes to be baptized in the Jordan.
the Spiri t o.eE'ceYlded l),lJon Him in the form of c, dove,
1.

Ul(.13

2.

14 :62

3.

1:1.

So

~nd

s~o~e:

God

"This is

beloved Son, in tLee I

r~

1

well pleased."

,eculiar

for He

Y!E

-:'2. t E I'E i

t

Y i s ..

'

,.,.

c.#"'-J 

. t.h eli stinG t [" pprov8.1 of Jesus stc'.t ed.

knwlec1gec1 ,
~ne

;. v:i. n e

Here the

<;11

hel'e,

of Jesus is

n~ture

s but one of

een tIllle

tllOI,..l.i;ji:;l.Uuc

'baptized..

in at the
of

L~oses,

<.:..nd in tile T:;l'E;:;:ence

Transfif~uraticn,

the L.e.\1giver,

.:~nd

Elija1: the PrOlJhet, God

announces that Jesus in the Son of God: "This is my
2

beloved Son: hear ye hie."
is nOvi

c011lli~l1decl

of Jesus.
te~chin~s

2-

To the fo

T

EPproval,

distinct attentiori to the te2,cJ"in,Q:s

To N3.y the. t

~~2. r~:

of Jesus i8 to i

e

eto e s

re

t~c

si~ific~Dce

of

this d.irect divine com.-;ancl.
God has thus bro:::':en the silence of cer.turies,
coial

",.ccorGine to l!2.rlc, to c[·l'
na.ture [md noctrine of Jesus

~ttention

to tne

0

···t these Lre not the only tines \i.r:..en the Gos:;;:el
c.ttri'1)utee to Jesas tYis title.

":he c1E!.:.wn s knO ....f th<?" t

3

Be is Sod's Son.

It is to be noted that

not disclaim the title here.
nckno~ledgement

lie cOJ:l'h":land.s silence, as

i:"evertl1eless. it is a testimony

froI'.1 tl:e vforld of Spirits, and is

tre~_surecl

'7hoever :clark consulted on this point.
.:...

1 :11
"-:I' : 7

'Z.
......

5:7;

3 :11.

does

of Rim from these sourC€G is not likely

to be of much v21ue.

1.
...,

~esus

by Peter or

The use of the ti tie is Egain prOI:liJli:'.nt 1.'1 the

tric~l.

it is the !:l.igh .i.'riest tID. S t hae who2-sks Jesus the cj,i rec t
1

Question, "Art thou the Ohri st, the ::lon of the :Blessed?"
approv~s,

ere Jesus
c1emons~

but

of the

17i

.~

not by silence as in the CEse of

th a direct ansv.rer: "I e..m.
th;.~t

rriest sug;ests

ing to accept Jesus

2.8

'i'he question

1.le miSht have been wi11

tll€ i.!essiah,
""1~!ich

content of the office

II

Jef3US

exce:pt for tile cHvine
d taught of

The priest does not as:i.-c, Art thOli the Cll.rist?

thou the Ghrist, the

of tile

0011

essed?

blas~hemy

ather, Art

To olaim to be

Chr.ist is to be subjected to rigid examination.
claim to be vod is

~._i:L:.1self.

:But to

in the sacerdotal mind.

The words of the soldier at t.i:le foot of the cross,
who i5 moved by the cataclysm of nature at His death, to
2
eXClaim: "TrUly this ~an y~s the Son of God:" have been
discounted as the words of a p&gan, applying them in a
3
heathen sense.
But this Gentile was not the first to
recognize Jesus as more than man.
woman obtQined a cure for her

The Syrophoenician

dGu~lter

no less than the

4,

fa.i thful among the Jeris.

Spi ri tual d_i sc ernment is no t

confined to any

It was enother Gentile cen

turian who

1'.'<::',8

0,f)6

rHce.

instrument.<:~l

in teaching Peter tna t others
5

than Jews Night be Christians.

Perhaps Cornelius re-

~

cf"Llled to Peter '8 mind the decision of this otrler un
nfl_med soldier of

Rome~

and. c[<used him to YJreserve it

r" •

14 :-61
1!5 : 39

3.

D'aco'bus, art on !EE:.rk,

i1-

7 : ~?6f

1.
r;

.
5.

Acts 10.

~l'ew

Standa.rd

'ble Dictionary.

thru ti1iEl Gos:::,el by

L['~r'<,

his "son ll •

Thus Clirect17 does .ref·m.s receivE' &.nd crnrovc t
ti tie "8011 of God.

t th.is is n'Ji.. i';\.lL

II

is l;:mlici t in three otL

c:.ss ....t(2'e:::' in

~ ..~rk.

Jesus calls God tbe F:;..ther of the Son of

ti tie

'l..'lJ€

In 8: 38

~n.

In tt.e

of agony in Ge ths eman e , Jesus praye2 di )."ec tly
1
"ilv Father}"
And in the Li ttle Apoca.1Yl)~e, ~Le

prayel~

to

employs the

distiIl~l:.iFllinr:

terms :G"'atber t:'.nd Son to

,~>

elf aw

P!J1Y to

(i. 0

a•

incid6nt~1

This

title is stronger, if posstble, tha.n t
It

S1101.7S

how thoTOUlthly the ti tIe

W"'.S

use of

t~ircct

t~e

Ci.ssetrio

applied to .Jesus

both 'by :Ca.rk and by t:l:o:?·e to whom !1e 'Hote.
Of the four :p

:Earl~,

11 es in

on e imp11c i tl;:' F-:i IT'" '"

Jesus the ti tIe Son of God.
This is t.te ~arclble of the
3
Vineyard.
Here Je£us' reference to Eir~elf and the
I-riests o..nd seri bes and elc'.el's,
2.r1Cl

:Jlotting to ki2.1 HiEl,

enemies sey the inference.

\78.S

'r/rtO

"l;-;rere rejectin.c "Mim

so evident th&.t even His

The significant st2..teoent

just herE: is the words Jesus puts into the I:iouth of the
lord of the vineyard: "T'ney will reverence Ely son .It
Tlli s wa:;, o.n only, C"nd a beloved son.

Clea.rly, thi s

if:. cleim to the exclusive title of Son of God..

_e :''!'essieh is,

tl1erefor.e, as represe1:1ted by Dlrk,

the Son of God, so approved by God's voice, ecknowledged
by de8lIls, fee.red by tl:e Sa.'1hedirm,

centurian, and imnlie

1.

14:36

r.

r·

1_ '~- .•U-;;(.)
'

3.

12:1-1~~.

rk 's

confessed by

\'l1~ole

trectm.ent.

tl~e

6.

1!ia:rk's i'';:essiEb.
~lha t,

if c:nything, reI2ains in

]~~C!.rk' s

pic tu re of

Jesus as the pronised IJesBiah, thEn thQ,:'; contE.ined in
the teacbing

surroundin~

the

titles, Son of

Son of God?

These two ideas and their il':rolications

t~o

and

~an

really carry the whole essential teaching of the liessil?~hshi p.

Tb e rem2.ining word s are rather in the

TIe. ture

of embellishments.
-fIe ne.y note in the first place that 1f.&.rk's evident
1

purpo se is to produc e beli ef in Jesus as the i1essiah.
But it is to be noted that this in no way detr<J.cts from
the historicity of the GospeL
is strangely objective.
passages.

He does not

And, on the whole,

~&rk

He has no long hort2tory
~or21ize.

He

the events, and shows the teachings

st~tes

the facts,

inherin~

in each.

Thus, the present tiele of the Gospel is a true
2

index to its content.

"Vlhether the present headline

is due to Me rk or to an € c "rly

edi tor, it admi rably

expresses the idea of the Book.

It is the Gospel of

Jesus Chri st, the Son of Go d. "

rk is presenting, not

the life of Cbrist, nor a collection of His teachings,
but a picture of the Eessiab as a Worker and Teacher.

If

this picture will not convince nen, then l.::ark does no
special pleading.
a.p~"'eal,

It is a straightforward, historical

wi th a reasonQble willingness to sta:,ce everything

on the evidence presented.
1.--Bacon: Beginnings of Gospel story,p.xxvii.
2. Swete: Commentary, p.lxxxiv. Cg. ~ernle, Sources of
our Iffiowledge of the Life of Jesus, !).ll:?
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~,e

A vlOrd
l~:ark's

tu tile divine 8.p-:robetion of Jesus in

nicture of Fie

l1essiahsll~p

r;igl1t be in orcler.

As noted a'tJove, God directly eP"9roves I;Tm. at his
ooutism, and cOJIlmands a.ttention to His teaching£' e.t
Put iB

the transfiguration.

is represen ted in I:Iark a.s

dition to this, God
proving Jesus liessiahship
1

at the Cross, when all nature is convulsed at His death.
Hot the leE,st significLnt among these cate-strophies is
that of the rending of the veil in the Temple.

That

l~rk

attri butes something of tIle signif'icfwce to this event as
2
does the euthor of hebrevs is shown in the very mention of
the fact.

ITor is the divine evid.ence of anurov2.1 closed,

until the third de.y, when e.n 8.ngel is sent to inrOTIll the
3
women who cone to the tomb that "He is risen."
~or wou~d

a

revie~

of

rk's picture of the Messiah

be complete 1;vithout mentioning that he knows Jesus as
4
Trophet, who inaugure-tee a new teaching;
and as Priest,
5
and as King, with sUyreme
who ~rovides a ransom for sin;
legislative,

jud.ici~~l

and executive poviers.

His Kingship

6

is acknowledged before Pilate.

The spiritual nature of

thi s Kingdom is taught ""hen the di sc ir,>les sche:ele fo r
7
a,dve~nc €l:len t in Hi s servic e.
Legislative functions are
8
assumed, ~,s e.g., in changing the ~Losaic Code as it deal t

L - 15 :33-39
... Heb.10:19,20
~.
3. 16:6f
4. 1:27

.,

5.
6•
7.

8.

10:45
15:2
10:35-45
10 :2-12.

vii th divorce.

Judicial fV.nctions are cle&.rly 8,ssumed in
1

his apocalyptic,

as well as in the similar passLge TIhen

.-.

~:

e teaches the di sc i ples conc erning ll:i s fe.te at

Jerus2,l~em.

The executive function of goverru-:lent is tcwght clearly when
the liigh Priest asks Him who lie is.

There he looks forward
3

to the time when

He

will sit on the

~hrone.

rk has too notable omissions in his picture of the
liessiah.
l,~e.,tivi ty

The first of these is any reference to the
and infancy.

lithe narratives in

but to say that this nroves that

L~a tthew

a.nd Luke E\re religi ous legends

4

of no historical ve.lue",
silence.
Evidently,

is a dangerous argument from

As an historian, no such judgment can be rendered.
l~~rk

did not give a complete picture of Jesus,

but selected such incidents as would serve his purlose.
may question the value of his

jUd~aent

we

in this regard without

challenging the judgr.1ent of those who saw fi t to include this
omission.
The second omission is that of the first year of public
ministry, if we rely upon John's Gospel as history.

But here

again, it cannot be sbo\vn that lJark has omitted anythinG vital
from his picture of the uessiah.

He has picked and chosen

only certain of the many events which might have been preserved.
1. - 1~3~ : ~-6
2.
9 :38
3.
14:62

4.

Pfleiderer: Christian Origins, p.83.

jj'inally, L.ar:·-;: does not lilhow any "develo;TilentE.l
~~essianic

consciousness" on the pe-:!.rt of Jesus.

The

D'3.ptizer recognized Jesus at once as the One who he
1

heralded.

The dove and the voi c e assigned to

the outset fUll },Jessianic consciousness.

•"

}~i!'1

at

There is no

denial or astonishment on Jesus' part at the feer and
3
4
confession of demons.
The Terrptation,
while not
detailed by

l~~_rk,

is not worth consideration as important
conscio~s

unless made to one fUlly
There is no trace in

~rk

of what He was doing.

of any hesitation on Jesus'

part between the spiritual, material, or eschatological
conceptions of His K.ingdom.

From the beginning He

shows determination to force confession of Himself a,s
5
.l..essiah by His deeds and Teachings.
In this, He is
the patient teacher, not the religious experimenter who
gradually discoverS Himself.

Ra.ther, frOIn thevery

first, liis interest in cc.lling the disciples is to make
6
them "fishers of men. It
liis enemies perceive wLo .!:i,e

-

7

is, and early plot to destroy Him, as he is conscious.
From the time .Mark opens lIis Gospel, Jesus is fUlly
conscious of His ilessiahship.
7.

Treining the 1welve.
HOW,

then, does

~~rk

represent Jesus' work of re

vea-1ing himself to hi s eho sen Twelve?
1.
2.

1 :10
1 :11

3.

5:7

4.

1:12,13

It is well to
5.
6.

7.

4 : 41; 8: 21
1:1'7
3,:6.

note in the first place, that

L~rk

gives large

nrominance to the teaching of Jesus in the first
eight ehapters.
words, as he

He does not record so much of the

spea~~s

to instruct.

of our Lord's desi re and purpose

The first miracle recorded is done cfter
1

the

te~ching

in the synagague.

Indeed, Jesus attempts

thruout the Galilean ministry to escape these v:orks of
2
~ower,

in preference to teaching.

Ee retires to rest

and pra.y; He crosses the Sea; He leaves Capernaum where
He is known as a wonder-worker to go thru the villages
preaching, "for to this end came I forth".
Hence we may say that the miracles were more in
cidental at all times than of great prmunance in his
teaching, aDd work.

~hey

were the

of rllS power,

sig~s

but more than that, were Ilwonders" to call attention to
:3
~is mess~ge

l~us

and validate what ne taught.

we cannot agree with Gould that Jesus

purpose in His ministry.
masterly choosing.

sho~s

no

Rather, His purpose is one of

He knows exactly what to do with

each situation as it arises, without forcing artificial
circtumstences, that lie may lead His disciples into full
apprehension of the Truth.
1he test question in 8:2?ff, is, therefore, a sort
of summary of the situation, to focus attention of the
disciples on a conclusion which they ought by that time
to have made for themselves, on the basis of their own
opportunities for observation.

I.

1 :-21

2.

Robinson: st Mark's Life of
2:10.

3.

~esus,

ch.V.

~he

reason for the cautlon displayed by Jesus in

announcement of His

~essiahshipt

is

~ot

as Gould repre
1

sents, due to a lack of definite conviction or purpose,
but is due to a fear of

pren~ture

arrest.

The crisis must

come naturally, and when He is ready for it.

It must not

come before the training of the Twelve is carried as far as
might be by his earthly ministry.
Thus it is wi th distinct purpose in mind, that .i:ie
2.

begins early to foretell of his death.

'i'he bridegroom

is not merely going to leave,

lie

'I,'1i th this, e.nd similE,!' hints,
3

jUdging by the fragment2.ry

nature of nArk's record,

will be "sn2.tched away".

Jesus prepares His disciples

for Caesarea .t'hilippi, the J'ourney to ,Jeruea.lem, and the
Cross, each in turn preparing fortheimmediately follow
ingstep, until they are ready to stand the crucifixion.
Such clear foresight and patience ".'as the only method
He might use.

~hen

we consider the obtuseness of the

disciples, Wllich lasted until .pentecost and the conversion
of Cornelius, we cannot wonder at the Method of Christ, not
discount the teleological character of His teaching from
the first.

ne had of necessity to plant in their hearts

certain teachings whose application and inner meaning would
become clear later.

rhat this course was indeed successful

is evident from this (jospel, which records those puzzling
events of His ministry wi th an unspoken air of viOnder that
anyone could have been so dull of understanding.
I'.
2.

3.

GOUld, Cozmnentary,p.xxv.
2:20
See, e.g., hcrton: The Cartoon of nt tiark.

\'le may now turn to the considerEtiolj of a specific
incident in which Jesus claims not only kessi&hship, but
deity.

'.rhe young man who has observed his stater-lent re

garding children and tl-,e .rd.ngdoEl, accosts Him on the wa.y
wi th a question: irli{)od Teacher, what SI1&11

1

do that

1

1

may ingerit eternal life?"
Jesus

l

ans~er

draws attention to tiiTIself, not upon

some legal thing to be done.

"r;hy callest thou me good?

none is good, save one, even l..:.od. ,.
cape.

l-lere there is no es

Jesus is here either disclaiming goodness, a.Y1d

bence deity;

2

or lie is claiming goodness, and hence deity.

JOW, uark does not answer the question' in words.
he

sho~s

the sinlessness of

~esus

quite as effectively as

if he wrote & thesis on the subject.
his uospel that

~esus

But

~here

is no trace in

was ever accused of sin.

are at last forced to arrest Him secretly.

His enenies

The trial

makes little headway, until Jesus admits that He is the Son
of the Blessed.

And if He is good, then, He says in effect

to this,young man, He is God.
A more striking fact lies in the further words of Jesus
to this young man.

In answer to his question, He cOlnmands

the youth to observe the second table of the Law, the etnical
3

relations.

And when the youth answers that this he has

observed from his youth up, Jesus does not add a command to
observe the first table, which requires worship of God to

1.

10:17

2.

Schmiedel: art. Gospels in Biblia Encyclopeaia.

the exclusion of all others.
co~mands

But for this series of four

in the Decalogue,'Jesus substitutes following

Himself.

That is. lie 91aces Himself in the :place of God
1
to this soul.
\fuo is Jesus. then, who dares thus supercede the Law

in its most exalted phase, if Be be not God indeed?

If

Jesus means to deny that He is good, then there is no ex
planation for the
youth.

~ingular

omission of His answer to the

But if He means to claim absolute goodness,

then

His answer is perfectly plain.
The answer of our Lord is then not only persuasive,
but at the same time imperial. kingly, autocre,tic.
laying down conditions of entr.y into the

~ingdom.

He ia
not on

the basis of Law. nor of a religious system. but on the
basia of perfect submission to Himself. as One who has a
right to grant or refuse entry into that Kingdom.

Surely

the plain sense of the passage emphasizes the deity of
our Lord, for only God could so dispose of the Kingdom of
God, the term habitually used in Mark.
Moreover, in the subsequent conversation with the dis
ciples, Jesus points out to them what it was that this
young man had refused-- a place in the lUngdom.

And when

Peter replies that they have left all and followed Rim, he
answers that in so acknowledging Him they hadwon wealth
here and hereafter.

That is, He reaffirms to them that

.tIe has a perfec t right to di spose of the Kingdom on the
basis of personal loyalty to and obedience to tiimself.
1.

Morgan: The GOspel according to Mark,p.235.

One final thing ought to be noted in

1~rk's

picture

of the ilessiah-- the reception accorded Him by the
various people concerned.

ue have

mentioned these

attitudes in passing. so ueed devote little space to
them here.
1

The friends of Jesus thought Him insane.

In thi~

opinion His mother and His brethren evidently shared.
They

ca~e

to rescue

P~m

from Ris excitement.

ed that He had gone crazy over religion.

They fear

7his l1eart

searching incident gave rise to the teaching of Jesus
regarding true brethren.
Quite opposite was the teaching of the Pharisees.
who regarded Him as possessed by Satan.2

This was a

more serious charge than mere possession by some demon.
Such possession not infrequently gave the victim a sort
of doubious honor among men.

But to be in le&gue with

the devil was another thing altogether.

It was to ile

serve severest reprimenad. even incarceration.

However.

as we pointed out above. even the Pharisees were Gon ..
vinced against their will. that He was really lifessiah.
Their denial was due to self-interest.
3

Nazareth rejected Him likewise.

They had seen Him

as a carpenter. and refused to see anything else in llim.
Whatever the cause. their rejection cost them all further
consideration on Jesus' part. He left. never to return.
4
Herod did not reject Hi~ exactlYt but felt sure that
He was J"ohn the
1.
2.

3.
4.

3 :21
3 :22
6:1-6
6:16.

~pti

st returned to haunt hi s sl1...U!lbers.
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I-iis

Olm

gull t :oreventeo. investiga.tion.

He was afraid

to fe,ee who,t he felt sure he would CUlscover.
1
Others of the court circle offered other ex
planations-- that .tie must be SOl1.e prophet of the old
time returned to eQrth.
new in their day1

Surely God would do nothing

God's immadiate interest in earth

had long since passed away.
Yet others did not accept Rim.

The man of weclth

found that he could not follow Jesus to the point of
2

giving up his money.

This is hardly to be SUP90sed

an isolated instance.

Every one of these who rejected Him did so for a
phi 10 so ~()hical, ra.ther than for a hi storicEl
reason.

The :harisees never once denied the

0

r eviden tia1
~essianic

nnture of either his \':or}{s or His teachings.
trc;,ry. he was dangerous to theI'l just because
clearly approximll te

tl~ei r

On the con
.i:~e

di d so

own ten ets wi th regard to the

nature of the llessiah.
Of the favorable rec eption of the l:essiah, we may
but note that their

~~~ber

was so great that it caused

the .Fharisees to plot secretly and {';,rrest IIim secretly,
for fear of the people.

?he common people yvould' have

kno\m and followed the I,;essiah, thei r God, he,cL the re
ligious leaders of the tine and the "religious
"pious mysticism" left them alone.
T. -------0 : 15
2.
10 :17-22.

fol~"
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THE GOSPEL OF THE CROSS
Jewish 4essianic anticipations
Jesus' ideal of the Lessiah
Ris problem
The first intimation
The Second Step
Jerusalem: Jesus' apnlication
Obsession: disciples seeking preferment
Ransom: the meaning of Jerusalem
Treachery: the instrument of the Cross
The Ordincmc e of the Cro ss
The defection foretold
Arrangements for the Proof
The actual surrender
The Trial
The Cross
Triumph

,

v
'l.'F~

THE GOSPEL O:t?

CROSS

The Jews lived in the future.i'he tL1e was to
co!"rre v!hen they wOL,ld ha.ve
Aingdon of God.

21.

King i'lho would r.ule the

All the other

nati~ns

would be

blessed in having the privilege of being ruled. by tLis
King- - and inc i den tally tli s Jewi sh offic i~.ls.
was One who was to

'i'here

co~e.

From the Rabbinic teachings we may gather two
domincmt ideas as to the

n;:~ture

of this !1essic'\..h.

:i'irst,

the idea of a Divine-human Personality was foreign.to
their conceyt of the .!lessiah.
the

Annoi~ted

royal,

::lecond, they regarded

One was far above human nature, having e

~rophetic, B~d

angelic nature narrowly divided

1
from divinity.

he was to inaugurate a AinGdom of power

and splendor "l,;vhich would be eternal, l::.oly, and C'.dnini stered
by the faithful of Israel.
'.L'his hingd.om we,s to be launched catastropi:,ically.
It was a supernatural

l ....ingdom,

wl1.ose .iung would over

throw the h£',ted Roman legions wi th superne.turE.l l?l.eans.
The .:c:essiah vias a wonder-\,orker sUlierior to Moses, wi.o
Ii berated the children of Isre,el fr.OID the oppression by
supernatural heavenly inter~ositions. Thus the Fharisees
2
demand a "sign" from this reputed llessiah, simile.r to the
wonders of

~oses,

such as the striking of "'later from a

rock or the slaughter of the first born of the
1.
2.

op~ressor.

:&I.ersheim: Life gnd lines of Jesus the !..:.essiah, I, 171.
8:11-13.
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1.

Jesus' idee.l of the

~~~essi2.h.

But the ideal of Jesus toward
radically different from this.

~'-~is "o,-essiahshi~

is

he is li..ing of the Jews,

bu t he is a Jew who is one Lnw2.rdly.

,oe is to ru.i. e
....

i~e

nations, bu.t liis kingdom is not of tj:lis \'Iorld.

L-

lJile

is

the highly exal ted One, but becones so because Le humbled
imself, becoming obedient unto death, yea, the death of
the cross.

.e is the Lord, "ho is to be oo"beyeci, but Lis

right to obedience is based on Eis moral [lscendancy.

he

has proved .t:is right to reign by r..is abili.ty to serve.
tie has purchnsed tile souls of men and erected a hine;doJ!l
of the Redeemed of finny nations.
It seeL1S that Jesus drew nis doctrine of the -Cessiah
ship di rec tly from t!le Old Tes te.men t, ratIler than from tl'le
current Rabbinic

thO·l~ght.

The Rabbis had eXIX;l.:ilded and

annotcoted the Old ?est2:"01ent teacl.lillg.

",-,hile their doctrine

",as based upon the Lav; and the Frophets, yet the ul timate
deductions dravm therefror:1 in the days of our .Lord 1'1Ere far
from the doctrines contained in the ancient

boo~s.

Jesus
conceDti~~

in a measure would restore in Israel aDore bibical
of the .:.:essiah.
hus v."e may

S&_y

.1i s off ie e on Isaiah
the Suffering

that Le founded
1'2 t~1er tl'~e.n

berv~nt,

conc epti on of

~Li s

u- on the

bi s.

__ e '--ias

esoised and rejected of men.

to be scorr:ed by the p"eople to \imom
suffer death at their hand.

r~e

The l"OUnc.er of

c""
3.

,

~e

<::.. nd_ "fo·,,;l<.;.

-:.~elisioi..\:::;

Ei:nFdolll,

a E TJh eLly -

01
~a5

.... s

n evertl1el ess

~~C

~he

stone

the

"!Li~t

~rtich

to be LL!..:_ €, 0;'1

TIC,S

relisi01

en of

<.:. c~'~c.l~2e

~~i:-3

1.e

dc,y.

the builders rejected.

TJro'b1.e:''1.

2.

l:ii

~on

let us glance at the

S

,

e Ie.eea.
"

probl~

rie to reve2.1 thi s rad ieal di vergene e f

~.:.ow

the bes t

rO;':l

religious and pa trio tic tbought of hi s day, to .i'd s di s
ciples and to the nation) without destroying their con
fidence)

~.nd

wi thout prematurely forcing the destruction

of Hi s body 'l:vhich he se.VI to be inevi tc,ble?
:r:::o people \;7ere ever fwre intensely religious tnan
30 people more stubborn.

the JeYls ..

disa2te~,

persecution,

Long centuries of

stultification,

providenti~l

cuidance, had produced c: rc:.ce deer1y devotee to tteir
teache~s.

God and to their religious
enjoyed the
.~re

iration of tll

univers~l

the holy

The Pharisees
oople.

a religious nation.

grou~ i~

To

'i'hey
~romulgate

any doctrine rndically different from their teccli
t;a:::;

__ tcr.

to irlvi te

cm1fidence of Ris

~e

disci~)le8

lif:iO~1.

const~uctivc~y ~z ~el:

cs

E:e Duet Y,[:;ve sor.1E:thing to 1,7:rich IIe

point the people in
degendenc e.

let~Cler;:;;.

to In'even t to t£_l rej ec t.i on of re-

LS

e must build

destructively.

in these

-'118 l'@vereDce) Ee T;lUst move

:&2 t in bl'eekinrf do

vIi th such cau ti on

(lom1 the

"11ust first.

Fe must

~lace
J

them in every respect.

of their traditiorEl

that is,

:~lif":.ht

reli~io

!=mperi 0 r to

~_l£in,

to

reve-"-

=~e ~~ll18t [,C:~()"1TI~tiGh flOiiiJ~r enG

ti'ie

destroyed before Ee

Tis

~orE

rreE.:".; e.r.d dea
ha~

["~

di.sci:p1es th-

~i

c

st of the cruclfixio

c8.rry

YiOl..La.

be fa tc:,l to the iDiJ-l:;:z:urr ti;Jr: of Hi s

must fi ret

t{-:.:..~h

t}'e:h

hich would gi

b&.I&l1Cillr~
~.

~ll

Ki:lCdo-:'~.

L-e

essential truth, c.nd this

_c. ~~ j. en c e •

170ulcl t:;:.l:e tirfle 0-11

delicete task, a

TCi-7

"bE;

(} Ell C I'; tl",E t

\~'ol11d

~~is

,.,

ti~le.

It

equire tLe ]l,ost

aul

of retice
cause for Eis

s en E''':li es no

arrest, and yet \10111('< Il:.LLe :!erfectl,;i" cleer to His dis
ci nles just wno n.e \vas.
Finally
disp~tch

I

Ee l"'1ust

to be reQdy

lish nIl tLis

2.CC

~hen

short-- the iUrI

IJ. Y1r:l... f;.

Glowly tbet His

.. ieE

r- ..l.

<..... tJ

t

'~l~i

gE

f: l'

tr e i r f

cestroy Ris KinGdom 'l;7}-;i.le it was in erlbryo.

sufficient

'''he t

C['1lle.

0

me

\'7~

s

ave so

lie IJUst not

.rJd.

gl1t

si S

~ith

rc e sand

Ee knEYi the

v<:':lue of tine.
All tilis He :men froli the

The voice of God at His baptis

tim of Ri s :n:.i ssi on.
stc-,rt.

be~irll1ir

of His ministry.

1

if not

" else, told

'2:he clemons recognized

from the

Thi s deno:ni&c confessi Oll iIe do es no t 6eny,. llerel:;,"

silences for the moment.

'tJ is l)U rs tin

:noil'ledR:e

Him with t~e most heroic mould.

ever to flesh

trusted such mom.entous issues.

He must not feil.

3.

The first inti ation.

sta.m.~s

s en

(8:31-9:f:.)

lifot, therefore, until He has leGod the disciples to
an indinendent jUdgment as to His lJessiahship, does

..,.•

1.
(=~

l.:ll
1: :":,4.

He

ventur~

to beins instructing then in the Gospel
1

of tLe Cro ES.

to fo

their o'\m conclusion, on the 1.1:;;.si8 of

deeds and

thm~

If HE has succeeded in [EttinE

tec~chine;s

until then arc they

Qnd -::>er::;ol1Gl1. ty
re~c1y

J

~_is

then c-.nd not

to begin the slov;-, pEinful

TroceS6 of leerning tne n&.ture of this ;=essiui..
But upon the basis of
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the
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UTe
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1.

14:35
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14 :41.
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TIrav~

sleepin~
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I
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Ee rouses tLe El even, End they
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soldier-so
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the

Eis C2.1,,: in tile

sus~icious

the beTIildered disciples, is e. divinE; ce:.lm.
of the traitor is endured.

uolice, 2nd
The kiss

"And they led d hands on

1

him and took hiTt.

II

1!To\V the old spi ri t of arnused rnockery ta.:{es Him.
"Are ye come out &s ag2inst e_ robber, vii th swords a.nd
I was dc.ily \1i th you in the

stEves to seiZE; me?

r,

,::.

temule teaching, end ye took me not ... "

How the

words must have cut tbe hee.rts of the proud Priests!
The trinl.

13.

The

~itnesDes ~re

subornd.

They offer their

testimony before the Eigh Priest, but their testimony
3

does not agree.

Trings are going wrong.

calm in its midst.

Jesus is

He needs not answer this evidently

perjured and contT2dictory evidence.
At last the

F~gh

Priest tclfeG a hand.

Failin~

to

get Jesus to corXli t :!imself under tte testi!!nony of the
hi relin[s, he resolves to cut Ell -legal proc edure, 81d

gets to the point: "Art thou the Christ, the Son of the
4

messed?"

'1'hi8 is the question all along.

They

unconsciously tave feared to bring it into the open, nut
no other way is now open.
1.
~;.

14 :46
14:48,49.

3.

14: 59

4.

14:61.

The answer of our Lord is clepcT
1

"I am.

n

unenuivocEl.

PJ1G.

Eere was the evidence they he.c sought by

such indirect neans, now obtained QG2inst all leg&l
precedent end right, which the c.ccused might have re
fused to answer h&d He so chosen.
,The nigh

At once the asseI71bly was in c..n uproar.

Priest turns e.dvocate, End wi th Oriental venom demands
the death penalty on the gronnd of blasphemy.

.nere

the Annointed One, the Son of God, is adjudged guilty
of ble,sphemy because of

~ii s

ad..;mi ssi on. vii thont o::oportuni ty

to present His credentia.ls:

Indeed. it ym.. s those very

credentials these priests so much feared..
The Gosuel of the Cross carries Jesus on.

~e

has

seen the predicted defec tion of tbe Eleven, even the
violent Peter.

lie is ca.lm in the nidst of the abuse of

those who should have been the first to
He is rejected by Ius

~~il

the

~essiah.

o~n.

There remains the formality of a Roman trial before
the death penalty of the 5anhedrim can be carried out.
"rere a.gain He might have claimed legal protection.
was,

not usually ste..rc.peded by colonials.

:aome

Indeed, Pilate

showed some conscience in the matter, but that of a
degenerete officer of Rome, not that of the old justice
proud governor of a Province.

He nroposes e settlement
2

out of court.

The rabble cries for Jesus'

blood.

The Roman now pronounces the death penalty, Gnd
turns the
1.

2 ..

14 :62
15:11.

~essiah

over to the executioners.

In all of

thi s Jesus ha:= main te.in ed :/Ii S c8.lr,1.

lie is en dUl"'ing

that ,",ihich He kn€w he must if He CaJ1e to Jerusalem.
He is on the road to paying the rEnsom.
of the Cross is
14.
1:......

t~king

The Gospel

its toll.

The Cross.
k does not tell us anything of the thoughts of

the Lord. of Creati on e.s Hi s c rea tu res mock Him and spi t
1

Here is the fulfillment of

upon him and scourge him.

the lest details of what lie had predicted.
the

lE~s t

hard 'flay to the Cro ss.

He is going

The Go,spel of 10 sing

Hi s lif e is exec t'ing the fuller; t meEBure of its demands.
t~en

Vath merciful brevity. our record
to Golgotht't.

brings him

The executioners offer Him a sedative.

but Jesus refuses.

The Gospel of the Cross demands

full p08sessilim of the facul ti es during the ordeal now
ilI'.aediately Cl.t hemd.

The physicE_l courage of tne Lord

is nowhere more evident.
the 1 ess exalted.
ture.

And the mor;;l courage is none

:·Iere is

O'OIiO

rtuni ty to ease the to r

Everything is done but the pain.

But even this

last eXE0tment of the strange Gos:Q€J. is not to be denied.
Be will hang befol'e iris people as a ruler ought, wi th
perception clear.
Now He is on the Cross.
to th e j eel'S of the

1'2. hble,

under the blood now flowing?

~ain

Vfuat is the physical

now turn ed to a howling mob

In scorn they giv€ nim the
2

ti tle He o1J.gh t to w eer in hon or:
r:--T5:l6-20
2. 16:26.

l~ing

of the J ewe.

The

160

honored chief priests join in the mockery.
merciful

wor~s

2is

of salvBtion are recalled, End turned
1

to blasphemous jests.

Again they

demP~1d

the sign they

asked of him long a€,;o: a c& taEtrO"D1lic super-natural
"wonder": "Let the Chri s t, the King of Isre.el J now corne
do'Wl1 from the cross, th8.t we may see and believe.
still they demanded that

C~d

II

act as they deemed it

fitting for God to do.
Then darkness cane.
awed eartb.

~here

these priests

~nd

Three hours it hung over the

now were the jeers?

Whence did

scribes betake theoselves? No one

knows.
Then came the cry of dispair: "illY God, my God, why
2

hast thou farsaken me?"
to the last extremity.

It is the call of flesh driven
Is it not now enough?

suffering not now complete?

Is the

Wnat will it profit to hang

and suffer more?
lis cry naves some
3

a sedative.

~erciful

soul to offer Him again

But Jesus merely uttered a loud voice, of

wha.t indiscri bable aGony and sorro\'V human imaginE,'don
cannot understf..'.nd, and departed.
15.
~he

4

Triumph.
burial does not here concern us, save to note that

every legal precB.ution was teken to insure that the bady
was

EtC

tually deD.d.

plac e and

Ci

The burial permi t Vias given.

l'he

rC'W!1stanc es of bu rial are carefully no ted.

Friends who knew Him saw liin said away.
1.
2.

16:31
16:34

3.

16 :36a

4.
5.

16 :3'l
16:42-47.

Blt the Gmspel of the Cross is not yet finished.
Only half has been

Jesus had promi secl from

ShOI'V11.

the initiation of the doctrine that its promises were
greater than its ex&,ctments.

1;0 one i"lOuld- be Bsked to

give up possession or family or friends viithout finci
ing others, and eternal life besides.
is to save it.

~o

To lose a life

ninister well is to gain eninence.

For Himself, to die woulc:, be in the nature of a r2,nsom
for many.

Ie would not only die, but in three days

would rise e.gain.

He would then offer

demonstr~;,tion

to His disciplesof the truth of the Gospel'of the Cross.
On the third day, tiary uagealene, Lary the mother
of James, and Salome, come to annoint' the body.
Sabbath is now past.

But in the place of the closed

tomb, they find an open gr2.ve.
man.

The

in

the tomb is a young

"Be not amazed: ye seek Jesus the Razarene, who

hath been crucified: he is risen; he is not here: behold,
the place where they laid him!

:at t go,

tell bis disciples

and Peter, He goeth before you into Galilee; there shall ye
1

see him, as he said to you.
Here is the proof.
is identified.

There

tie has kept His word.
the Cross is complete.

II

The tomb is empty.

c~n
~he

The place

be no mistake that He is gone.
other half of the Gospel of

Triumph has come thru ministry.

At this point the record of urmarcus closes.
1.

16~6
') .
•
J (

If

there was once more, it is now gone.
Gospel is complete.

~hat

However, the

the word of the young man

in the tomb is true is proved by the existence of the
Gospel of Mark.

Had he lied, there would have been

no point to the whole narrative.

Our Lord eVidently

did meet the disciples as He said lie would.

lie did

demonstr2te to them the power of the Gospel of the
Cross.

And so effectively was this done, that they

all traveled the same road, e&ch bearing his own par
ticular cross.

VI
TJIE C OlTTROVERSIALIST

Original popular and scribal fQvor
The beginning of controversy
The issue of the controversies
The controversies with the Pharisees
In Galilee
On

the Way to Jerusal em

In

Jerusalem

The controversies with the Badducees
Controversy with His disciples
Conclusion

VI
THE CONTROVERSIALIST
Jesus began His work without opposition from the
people, who were quite willing to listen to some positive
voice in the discord of conflicting parties.

;,;hen

8ealed the man in the synagogue at Capernaum,

e~d

lie

also

Peter's mother-in-law, there was nothing but astonished
1

approval, altho the day was the
\~s

~bbath.

Perhaps this

not the first contact that Jesus had had with the

public.

~he

Synoptics would indicate that there was

some teaching before thi s tble.

however t thi sis the

first incident related by Urmarcus.

Jesus is pictured

as meeting popular a.pproval at the beglnning.
ihe beginning of controversy is attributed by

H~

to

the action of the SCribes, who were observing closely
the work of this Galilean prophet.

',/hile He is teaching

in Capernaum, a man is brought to him for healing, whom
2
He

addresses wi th the words, nSon, they sins are forgiven."

At once the
a,s

~cribes

are convinced that He blasphemes, for,

they say, "Who can forgive sins but one, even (jod?"
The Scribes are thus quick to see the implications of

Jesus' teaching.

if He can forgive sins, then lie must be

not merely a prophet, but something more.
the prerogatives of deity.
1.

2.

1:21-31
2:5.

lie is invading

And they were right in so

concluding.

1n spite of modern critics, forgiveness does
I

belong to uoa rather than to man.

1f they let this

incident pass without challenge, they tacitly admit Jesus
to bear more
right to do.

t;:~an

pro'hetic authori ty.

~hey

This they had no

were right to put him to the test.

Jesus met the challenge, even before it was e.rticulo.t
ed, by an act in which .tte exercised the SaLle authority
by which lie had pronounced the forgiveness of sin, but
exercised now in a uifferent realm-- that of the material
world, which could be tested by the senses of those pre
sent.

1f He coule so far defy the natural course of events

as to cause a pare,lytic to walk,

WilO

the disease as the man before then,

rwas so far taken by
t~en

the conclusion

inevi tably demanded was, that ,de really had the power to
forgive SiBS.
This conclusion was precicely that to which the com
mon people came.

But the i::>cribes, by h::eeplng silence,

had placed themselves in an uncomfortable si tuation.

'i'hey

could not deny, and they d.ared not ai'firm, the obvious.
".Thatever thei r reason man have been, the urmarcus reoords
the fact that this incident, coupled as it was with Jesus'
claim to a ranking more than prophetic, was the beginning
of that series of controversies that was to CULminate in
1.

Admitted by tlolltmann, Life of Jesus,p.203.

His

de2.th.

That Jesus was not in entire syrrlpc..thy;,-o'ith

the hierarchy was evident.

'rhey therefore resolved to

withhold their approval, and as ne unfolded more and
more of Fis teaching regarding the

Kingdo~,

they

beca~e

more and more opposed to Him.
Ur.marcus represents the major portion of this op
position as coming from the Pharisees.

No less than

1

nine controversies

are related as taking place between

Jesus and the Pharisees prior to His last week in the
capital.

The sadducees are represented as coming to
2

Him only once

in controversy.

The Scribes are present

with the Pharisees, indeed, the evangelist does not dis
tinguish carefully between them.

Several controversies

3

during the last week are noted,

together with some few

4

with His wwn disciples.
We may devote the major portion

0

f our study of Jesus

as the controversialist, therefore, to His controversies
with the Pharisees.

The Pharisees were those among the

Jews who opposed tDe

Helleniz~tion

general insisted
co~pvomise

u~on

af the people, and in

the Law and Traditions, refusing to

with Rome.

They looked for a redemption of

Israel from all foreign oppression, and the r€storation
of the Davidic Kingdom.

They beli1eved in a personal
5

~essiah,

who

shouLd lead Israel to this glory.

2.
3.
4.

2:15-17; 2:18-22; 2L23-28; 3:1-6; 3:22-27; 7:1-~3;
8:11-12; 10:2-12.
11:27-33
12:13-17, 13-27, 35-37, 38-40, 12:41-44.
8:32-34; 14:3-9, 27-31, 33-42.

5.

Schechter, Some Aspects of RaJbinnic Theology, p.10l,n.2.

!.
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They were the patriot.i.c pa.rty among the people, who trusted
in God for a new Kingdom.

Anything that looked tov/E}.rd

usurping the place of God in this nation was, therefore,
immediately opposed by these "Separated" or devoted
peo~le.

wIsrael was a nation, not because of race, but

because it had the torah ... a~cordingly, the Rabbis looked
askance upon a government which derived authority from
1

the deification of might (or a man)."
The Pharisees, therefore, after this first encounter,
which indic2.ted that Jesus

WaS

i:nplicitly claining divine

attributes, looked carefully upon His teo.chings e.nd doings.
They soon found occasion to criticise His actions.

For,

after calling Levi, He ate a meal with the new disciple and
2
his friends, the "publicans and sinners. w This act of eat
ing with sinners had more significance in the orient than
3

it has for our day.

To eat a common meal was to declare

frien4ship with that person.

This controversy ends with

a sharp saying on the part of Jesus: "They that are whole
have no need of a physician, but they that are sick •.• "
This irony was not lost on the Pharisees.

Nor, what was

worse for their peace of mind, upon the people!
Shortly after this Jesus is asked why His disci,les
do not fast during an extra-legal fast, which the Pharisees
were observing.
traducers.
1.

2.
3.

Here again Jesus turns the tables on his

He declares Himself the "bridegroom", and

Schechter, op.oit., p.106-7.
2:15-17
Robinson, St liE.rk'e Life of Jesus, p.38,39.

that fasting will be observed when such occasion
presents itself.

Further, lie takes occasion to remark.

His teaching is not such as will be contained in old wine
skins.

The sacramentarianism of Judaism will not be
I

sufficient to contain His religion.
But this was not

disturbing to the Pharisees as His

50

neglect of the Sabbath.

At this point the question of the

interpretation of the Law touched practical life.

The

traditions of the elders had laid down strict regulations
as to what man might or might not do on the Sabbath.

And,

when these proved iInpossible to keep, a curious system of
casuistry was developed by mea.ns of which many of these
2

regulations were evaded.

But Jesus would have nothing to

3
do with all this formality.

The sabbath was made for man.

The people readily admitted this principle.
no objections to His sabbath work.
sect of the Pharisees.

They raised

But not so the strict

Accordingly, when there happened

to be a man in the synagogue the following Sabbath with a
4

wi thered he.nd,

they watched Jesus to see Vlha t woul d be done.

The question with w/dch Jesus confutes the..>n here cannot be
answered.

II

Is it lawful to do good on the sabba,th day?"

As they could not

re~ly.

This event drove the

Jesus healed the man.
Fh~risees

into

SB

alliance with

the Herodians, the lax party religiously, which shows how
keenly the Pharisees must have felt the power of this
1.

2:18-22

2.

Headlam. The Life and Teachings of Jesus the Christ.p.196

3.
4.

3:1-6.

2:27

prophet who was

e"~)~Jealtng

to the pe0:Dle for le&.dership in

I

religion.
From thi s t irae on, Jesus appenred no more in the
2
synagogues. Evidently he wa.s excluded.
i'he powers of
J-erusale7i1. had given the word.
preach in the

o~en

He

air, and does.

W2.S

free of course to

But He was not in good

standing wi th the Sc ri l)es and thei r synagogue.
The controversy now e-hanged from a C-c.lilean to a Jeru
salem source.

The next and all following controversies

seem to h2.ve been :9rosecuted by Scribes sent
Headquarters.

dO~Vl1

from.

"And the se ri bes that ca.1ne do'WYl from J el'U
3

salem said, He hath Beelzebub."

This was an accusation

intended to destroy liis influence by admitting the actuality
of Hi s miracles, a.nd the seeming wi sdom of His tea.chings.
The devil, they said in effect, is simulating good in order
to :more effectively controvert righteousness when he has
led you astray.
'.&e a tti tude of Jesus is now al tered campI etely toward
the Iharisees.

In the beginning, he ha.d recognized the

right to challenge so revolutionary a teaching es
His in claiming to forgive sins.
tigation 'be made.

He

th~t

of

it was right that inv1es

did not bla.me them, but demonstrated

to them rlis power.

But noVl, L.e is angered at them, for
4
they have hardened their hea.rts.
And the Seri bes from

Jerusalem are patently not seel:.:ing informD.tion. but opportuni ty
1.
2.
3.

3:6

4.

3:15.

Burkitt, The Gospel aistorJr' and its 'i're.nsY:lissioYl,p.80.
3:22
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to discrefl.it .dis work at any cost.
despera.te strai ts in shown by tLe

'I'hat they were in
'weG~kness

of the solution

they ul timately offered to explain the wor\:s
ings of the prophet.
severe.

Jesus'

re~ly

~md

teach

is corresDondingly

To spoil the goods of a strong man, one must

first bind him; one does not serve the devil by Qividing
1

the Satanic kingdom.

Then He subjoil1s to this refutC'.tion

of their accusation a stc'tement. 'without comment,
the nature of the sin of
the devil.

uttributin~

to

the work of God to

This cannot Qe forgiven.

the war in to the en e7'li es' terri tory

HS

This was cc.rrying
·~'!i

th a Veni2:eanC e.

The Pharisees now fo . . md themselve;:> not in the uosition of
accusors, but of accused, and with the uncomfortable feel
ing tha.t they 1'11".d very li ttle of

cr: s e.

After this encounter Jesus seems to

h~ve

TIitbQravm

from the "'Oublic eye. and to haye sent out the Twelve on
their mission.

rut before long anot:ter occasion of con

troversy is found..

Again it is the Jerusalem Fharisees,
J::~im.

together with some ::icribes, who find f2.ult VlitL

'l'h.is

3
time the Question is with regard to defilement.
defilement was not thut of a mere f0!71Hlity.
eeption did not exist C'lUong the Jews.

This

Such a con

The righteous man

was he 'rlno observed all the .Law, [;.!ld the tr8.ditions of the
4

elders in ad.dition.
he did.

~-le

sho\ied. his good cha.racter by what

Thus, to neglect the' . . ·. ashing of tLe hands before

1.

3:25-~?

.:

3:29
7:1-?3
ersheim, Life end ~ioes of Jesus the _essirJl,V.II,p.10f.

.
3.
4.
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tl'

Cnce, houever,

1~1.

,Te~

n

a1J!)1'o:;, ~Ji ed

P}l::',.·;'t f.8eB

-::lee..

tLey

They Ti€l'e
defe~t.

hat suffered

neG. wtereby they night "be c'.ble to rec orn i:-: e

One
~s

tIessieh.
1

from beaven ll ,

If He would only concede to then e, "Ei:sn
such &s the traditions of the elders had said

the I.:essiah \7oulc1 exerci:=e, tben they night }Jlea..t1 the.t they
ny.

convinced, and join His co
longer deal with then 8t all.
~as

still

~~

effort to

~ake

This

cra~ing

for

~

sign

Jesus into the kind of licssiah

vihich they thouCht Ee ougl1t to lie.
ru~tly

But O"Llr Lord wouleL no

The ':cecord

SEyS

ab

that He flatly refused them, and "depcorted II to the

other side (of the l£.~ce), leaving the holy ones stCil1ding
speechless on the bank.
It is after this that Jesus warns His disciples about
the leaven of the Pharisees and Rerodians.

The tvo parties

were hostile to each other, but Fore hostile to liimself
-nO. to the spi rittlE 1 fed. th Wilich He no,\'o' proc laimea as
essential to righteo1J.snesE: in God ts sight.
!Juring the last neel( other controvc::'sies
On e

"1788

C.Te

relc~ted.

wi th the Phari sees, vlho nov! approaeh in the gui se
2

of s tuden ts seeking to }:mow in trice. te pro DIems in the
1.
2.

8:11-12
10:2-12.

La'.:.'.

brOlJ.i~lj.t

The first of the Qt:.€stions
divorce.

r.efort: llir'1 is th,it of

l'fone of the Re.bbis 8.ctul"_lly

~0ro{;P)itcd

divorce,

'out differed vlio.ely n,s to the grounds on Yir'!ich it might be
gr'anted.

The La.. .?

unc~uestionably

sc-.!1ctioned it.

Jesus swept away all this char:cteristic

But

legRlis~,

2nd

:;le.ced His prohil:>ition of divorce on the ground5 of the
rric.,ge,

an institution of God, wl:.ich ct.n::ot
1
ere as p6rha,s in no
therefore be dissolved by man.

na,ture of

8.S

other CD-se is the di ff erenc e betv7een Jesus :,md the Sc ri bes
pictured.

~&:. rrie.ge,

relC'..tiollship.

the institution of God, is a spiritual

E"Vcn the 'Le,w recogniz.ed t1tis :primC',ry

f~c:"

and allowed divorce as a protection to woman, because of
the hardness of heert of the Jew.
Unalbe to answer,

the Fr-arisees corLe to Him when He

has entered the city, and

as}~

HiM about His e,utbority for

teaching and doing as He does.
Jesus l?I.aster again.

This controversy shows

I!'or j:ie at once turns te,bles upon then

by requiring them to give an estimate of John.

liThe bap
2

tism of J<?hn

J

\-vas it from hec'.ven or from men?11

This ",as

too much for the lEarned scri bes from the SanhecJrim J Vlho
dared not offend the disciples of John, for they were too
numerous in the !JTovince.

The im::-'lication iS J of course,

tha t Jesus' authority is from the S&ll1e
John, with the accentuation
:&.!'ltist.
1.
2.

10:2-12
11:27-33.

th~t

aOEre €

&8

the,t of

Jesus iSBUperior to the

Then the

Ze~.lot

p<.'.rty of the Ph2.risees CcD:l.e to Eim

with another question, tha.t of the 1'.'ribute to ?ome.

''::his

'Vias of course one of the most vexed problens of that
fiercely independent people.

Eitt.er to accept the legality

of the Tribute, or to deny it, would destroy Jesus' position,
vii th the JeYlS on the one hand, c.nd y;i th tri.e Hor.·;e:ms

other.

',,'i th

consunr~e.te

tlle

0,,1

skill, Jesu.s not only disl)OSeS of

the dilemma. but lays dOVID a

of the relation of

~rinciple

1

Church ana state which is imnregnable.
:bText in order, 8.ccording, it would seem, to a pre
arranged plan, the Saddusees propose to Him their stock
objection to tfjl.e doctrine of the future life.
would she be ynLO had married seven tikes?

Vlhose't/ife

Jesus silences

them by quo ting frm-.l the OT to the ef fec t that there is
indeed such e life; [',nd then lays down the principle

th~t

life is wholly on the spiritual plane, so that their
?

question does not
In

a~,ly.

the meantime the Scrihes had been saying that

Jesus could not be tt.e

~,:essiah,

for the promised ontl' is

3

to be the "Son of David".

That is, hessiah is to be of

the Royal type, a King over the renel'Jed Israel, Ii ke hi s
ancestor.

They pointed out that Jesus was a Galilean, and

thus could not qualify a.t all.

To all this accusation

Jesus replied by hiting as usual at the center of the
problem.
1.
2.
3.

To an orient&l nothing could be so incongruous

12:13-27
12:18-27
12 :35-37.
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Yet, Jesus pointed

~on.

as a Father who was subject to his

out, this is the very si tuatior: vkich David t.hlself LaO.
I

predicted in his psalm.

Wi thout

sto:p~ling

Question of Judean bl rth, 1?nc estry, or

to argue tt.e

esch~.tolof,i.c8.1
:;~ere

Jesus silenced these critics of Ds claims.
Jesus is not attemptinG to

far for teFching. They
ha~s

~ust

te~ch

them.

They

rillQ

first bE silenced.

cJims,

2"gain
gone too

:hen per

And if not, then

they will be in a mood to listen.

at any r&te, to silence then will give Jesus command of the
people.
So far \7e hcwe noted only the controversies which Jesus
had Witl1 the grOtJps more or less o·t enI:lity vlith :tUm.
it would no t be unj ust to !,ote that he engRged in a f
passe.ges at arms witt. his eli sciples.

llit
eVl

The only differen,ce

bet1·'[een these controvErsies and the others was that the
disciples VJere willing to hear 'what Ee sc.id.
they too

woul~

Otherwise

have been cast aside.

\Jhen Jesus fi rst nnnounc ed the Gospel of theCross,
he met wi n.:. determined onTIosi tion on the

rt of Peter,

2

who went so far as to "rebuke him.

II

Peter

ViaB [:l.C

ting

precicely as the Seri bES, who "iere hoping for a restora
tion of the ancient glories of Israel.
not recorded.

i'ha the s & i dis

llit the anSVl€r of the Lord is just as

sharp a reproof as ever a.ddressed to the Phari sees.
I.
2.

Fs.IIO:I; lik.12:36
8:32.

"Get

thee behind me. :3Cl.te.n; for thou mind-est

l'~ot

the trdngs

1

of God. but the things of men.

II

'1'0

c211 Peter Sata,n

was not a mild epi thet. but &n im!Jutct';'on
Vii th the e.rchenemy of

~_essiah

0

f lee.gue

and the l\.ingdom.

It was

as severe a condermation as that meted to the Pharasees.
whom He called hypocrites.

His reaction to this defection

on the part of Hi 5 disciple was the same a.s that vnich He
di splayed against the ca.ptious accusation tha t he was e.
sinner Himself.

That is. He at onc e called in the

people. E'.nd began to tee.ch them that He must be rejected,
the very point for which Peter had rebuked Him.
So it Vias when

HE.

was ee.ting at the Louse of Simon,

in Bethany, and the woman annointed Him.

To the protesta

tion that this was a waste of good money, Jesus replied
that the value of deeds is not to be determined by any
materialistic or

con~erIcial

standard.

The act rte definite
2

approved.

'iShe hath done what she could.

II

Her act is

to be related with credit to her, wherever the Gospel shall
be preached.
Almost within the realm of controversy, yet with a
note of pathos is Jesus' prediction of the scatterine of the
disci:9 1 es j.nd Peter's especial denial.

3
In this inst&nce

Jesus enters into no argument to show that his position is
correct-- that is to be demonstre.ted all too soon.

B.1t the

same confidence is to be noted in this instance as inall
1.
2,
3.

8:33
14:8
14 :27-31.

former situations.
ground.

Jesus is absolutely sure of his

Peter is of course just as certain.

~he

issue

proved Jesus' contention.
The final contention with the disciples was in the
Garden just before the arrest.

nere He strives to give

them something of His own anxiety over the situation, but
in vain.

Finally He gives over the attempt.

"Sleep on

I
no~,

and take your rest •.• "

Here alone in all His con

tests with men, does lie seem to be unable to be

vi~tor--

and. then His defeat is nore apparant than real.
Once more

~~

presents Jesus as a controversialist, in
2

the scenes of the trial.

Before the Sanhedrim, Jesus

maintains a provoking silence, while the suborned witnesses
prove too TIuch or contradict each other.
High

And when the

Priest takes matters into his own hands, and forces

a direct answer to the question, "Art thou the Christ, the
3

Son of the Blessed?"
troversy:

"ram:

Jesus has the last word of the con

and ye shall see the Son of Lan sitting

at the right hand of power, and coming with the clouds of
heaven."

This encled the trial, for the JUdges turned

into a mob demanding his death at this statement.
His calm word proved too much for the opponents.
8.re convicted by their ovm vehemence against him.

Again
i'hey
They

procure His death, but the controversy eventually ended in
ni s victory.
~or

did the inquisition before Pilate prove more

1.- 14:33-41
2.
14 :56-63
3.
14:61.

1

successful.

Jesus' answer to .Filate, "Thou sayest."

afforded that official no grouncs for convic tLm.
the condemnation
nor for the

iffiS

Je~ish

,;:)0

no reel victory for the Roman law,

accusers.

~he

issue now lay in another

realm, that of the resurrection soon to be.
Jesus hac'i to assmne the work of a controversialist
during most of His career.

~irst

TIith the local scribes

and J:'hari see s. then wi th the help from Hea.dquarters in
Jerusalem, then with the

~adducees

and Zealots in the city

itself-- in all the8e contests Jesus falls into no trap
that is laid for EiJ111l, but on the contrary involves His
inquisi tors in hopeless confusion.

'fhey. not He, are

continually placed in an uncomfortable posi tion.

~Ii th

His own discip:l.es, too, lie had occasionally to enter the
lists, and prove His right to command.
successful as before.

Here He was as

And the arrest and trial proved

nothlng against ,!"lim or llis claims to 1iessiahship •
thus earned tiis title to

~ing

in every test of

knowl edge, a.nd wi t to whi ch lie was subj ec ted.

1.

15 :2.

.tie

WiSUOfl,
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VII
THE plmSm:AJ,ITY

'the effec t of the

LTO spel

of l,:lark upon the reader

who asks the nature of the Person of our Lord is re
markably unanimous 8.mong all classes.

';";hile cri tics

may by various processes deny the truth of the lliJ,rcan
definition of the

~erson,

all agree th&t

~ark

presents

a combination of the divine and human inextricably
1

woven into one in

~he

personality of Jesus.

•

That the Urmarcus has thi,s Sl;lllle peculiari ty is also
admitted.

Bacon, for exa:nple, in his latest work, finds

three "tradi tions" independently preserved in Hark, which
he calls the Hellenistic, or

5up~rnatural;

the "strong

Son of God" or Adoptionist; and the universalistic "80n
of Man" Christology of the Transfigure.tion; the two latter
2
being two fo~ns of the Jewish tradition.
That these "tradi tions ll are in Urmarcus ma.y be
readily admitted.

fut that they 8.re '''independent II do es

not fi t the Cil"Cilllstances of the composi tion and dL..te of
Urmarcus 'which we have found. to be reQ.ui red in our
inductive study in Part

r.

Urmarcus is too en,rly, for

the Christology to be "composJte" as B;,.con thiYilks.

And

its literary fOrM is too rough for it to be a conscious
effort at harmonizing divergent ideas of the Person.
Actually, it is unfe.ir to take anyone of these ide;C\,s
1.
2.

Bacon~~g., in Is MB.rk a Ronan Gospel? p.85-90
Bacon: The Gospel of lJark,p.2?1-242.

and make it an indication of divergent view s in the
time when }Ik wrote.

A modern tre8,tise 'which takes

cognize.nce of various elements or G.spects of its sub
ject is not thereby pe!1alized by the stigma of "composite"
authorship.

:Nor should the Urmarcus t cleto.rly a very

early, compact, stylistically united document professedly
setting forth a selective argu.ment on the nature of
Jesus. be so regarded.

We are to examine, then, the Urmarcan presentation of
the Person of our Lord, to see the historic Jesus as
this earliest document presents His personality.
Perhaps the most striking feature of this presentb.tion
is its vivid note of the human side of our Lord's Person.
This emphasis made

the Gospel of Cerinthus and all

l~rk

Adopti oni st theologicms.

Jesus in thi s Go spel is the

carpenter of IIa..zareth, whose family is well kno'\''m in that
1

village,

and who had himself labored there.

His friends

at Nazareth, perhaps His kinfolk, think IUm demented when
2

He begins to preach.

There must have been Ii ttle of

remark in His life up to that IJoint.

He requires food

and shelter. lodges with his friends, lives the ordinary
3

life of the current rabbi of His dRy.

While He

Vl<1S

strong in body, yet He grew tired, strength flowed from
4

Him, He slept, lie 'wi thdrew to !'est.

His touch is of

5

such quality to be remembered.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6:3,4
3 :20-35
2:1,15; 11:12
2:38; 1:35; 4:38; 5:30
1 :41.

TIere is a strong picture

of a living hUInan personaU. ty.
-Other touches fill the pages of this Gospel.

He

I

needs the solace of prayer.
the nature of these

~rayers,

Occasionally, we are told
as when He prayed before

casting out demons, or in the Garden when lie asked that
He might be released from the Cross, or on the Cross
when He cried to God in distress of soul.

m10ther in

dication in mk as to His human limitations is found in
His admission of ignorance as to the time of the Second
2
Advent.
Similarly, lie has no power to dispose of seats
3

of honor in heaven.

Again, He asks question, apparantly
4

that lIe may discover what He seeks to know.

He speaks

distinctly of His own human will as contrasted with that
5

of God.
Besides these negative proofsof His

humanity~

as

seen in Hia limitations, Mk offers positive proofs aa
seen in His attractive human traits.

He is pictured

as one who had compassion upon the people at large and
6

indeed upon all with whom He came in contact.

This

sympathy extends not only to the earnest seeker for the
Kingdom among the Pharisees, but to the scorned Gentile
7

woman whose child was ill.

He has eo deep appreciation

8

for others.

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

He has courage, such as can hardly be dup-

1=-35; 6:46; 9:29; 10 :17;
13:32
5.
10:42
7.
5 : 30; 8: 5; 9: 16.
8.
14:36.

11:24; 14:35-39; 15:34.
1:41; 6:34; 8:2
12:34; 7:24-30

14:3-9.

licated, as He sets out on the course which lie knows will
1

He has the courage to

lead to crucifixion.

2

re~ail1

silent

lIe had patience of the most

under unjust condemnation.

remarkable kind in the midst of perverse misunderstanding
3

His willingness to reQson with anyone
4
~ost religious leaders
who would listen is most unusual.
of rti s Go.pel.

have appealed to their mystic revelations, have relied
upon commands and :prohi bi. tiops.

\"/hile these Qual i. ties

are not lacking in Jesus, yet the impression He leaves is
that of reasona,bleness.

lfothing ge.ve Him qui te so much

pa,in as sin.

~t

5

He grieved

this ata te in men.

moved by love toward men;

was

lie

7

6

but could be provoked"

and some

8

times angered.

9

Painful emotions stirred His heert.

~ii

s

human soul is the seEt of Ris perception and of His re
10

ligion.

ESl)eci~tlly

attre.cti ve is Lk t s picture of Him
11

as the friend of children. whom fie picked

A

UD

keen wit played

upon the ce.rping OplJosttion of His enemies.
gathere£4 over him in overwhelming

in His a.rms.

mea~ure

13
i.l.hi 1 e anxi e ty

just before ilis

arrest.
liere is certainly a strong picture of a strong. real
human personaJ.i ty.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

'l"here arrpe2.rs to be no C'J'[Jologet ie in

8:31·9:2
14:60; 15:4
8:17-21
3:~3-28; 7:8-13; 12:35-37
3:5; 14:21; 8:12
10:21
8 :21

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

3:5
1 : 43; 6: 6; 10: 14
G:8; 14:34; 36
5:41; 9:35-37; 10:13-16
7:25: 30
2:17
14 :~;3ff.

terest in this represent8,tion, but the objectivity of
the man with u true story to relRte •
have noted i:is ready human syri11x,thy, out

.;Ie

s~ecific

reference should be cited,

grants the request of the

~)erhnps

.s ,\,,'hen lie tolGrantly

Syro~boenician

wOillan;

o~

vmen

He tenderly red Bes the "Ii ttle De.ughter"; or when He
meets liary

,gaalen e VIi th the fami 1 iar address wilich

called recogni tion to her mind after t11e resurrection:
1
ry~

"

(In.20:16)

Perm!ls the connecting link between this human
person6',li ty and the di vin e si de of IIi s Person is seen in
s strange Gbility to read the hearts of men.
1

of Hi s enem es,

l;i!lether

2

or of Bis disciples,

thoughts they harbor.

He knows the secret

This mystery of mind-reEding seer:1S
3

to be a fp,irly well authentic1 ted psychical fact.

But

no experiment in modern times under the beet of conditions
has duplicated the accur2i.GY wi th WIlich J

minds of tho se aroun d Eim.

eGUS

knew the

If tel epa thy be the solution

of the mystery, Jesus Jmevl more about it thc:m the best
modern investigators have been able to discover.
The case for ras divine nature, however, reats in
LJrmarcus on more substr:.r:Jtial foundDtions tha.n tIlis. lie
4
has supernetural authority,
both yJitli respect to divine
law and to future power.
he ca.lmly pronounces sins for
5
6
gi ven.
·'e lcnovl1s the fu.ture.
SOl3!e of t:-r~i s kno"V'Iledge
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

2:8
8:17; 9:34
Lurchison, The C2.se for a.nd c:.gai.nst Psyci.:ic Research,
ch.XI!.
2~ : 28
2 : 5,10
2:20; 8:31; 9:31; 8:38; 10:39; 13:2; 14:27; 10:45; 14:24.
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could be tested in .tiis Ovm dey, oS ':J}}en ~~e foretold 'when
l~i'l1.

and to YJhat degree ,1JeteJ:' would. deny

Other !Jropbesi es

remain to be fulfilled.
It is true that there are no birth or L1f"ancy stories
in UIT.l2.TCUS.

3J.t to Hrgue fron t:1is silence that lili: did

not ;,::no\'7 of theL1 Ylould, 'be a false argu:fJent fro,1 silence.
indeed,

that

.w'~

i!:new of such stories is evident fro:] ,;._is
1

references to liis hlU1ErI descent.

'The rE'E.:.son for their

o!:li 58 i on woul d seer1 to be two-fold.
in the Introduction, the Chri
iliar to tluJse for who'

As 'we have

l? cycle had :made them

, is 'wri ttng.

Lk's Gospel is that of a.ction rattler

flection,

~11 dicc~ ted

And,

since

n that of re

they would not be strictly in place here.

Indeed, Dc

flaS

no ciefini te Chrlstology to offer.

lie certainly is not docetic, for tIle tr::::its of human
personality are too

m~r~ed.

~or

is he adoptionist, in

spite of giving prornincmce, to the B?ptism, Transfiguration,
and Ex2.1 ta ti ::)11.

.~

should

f~ll

into one or other of

these classifications, aCGo:::-dlng to ];lode1'n theories of
the development of Christology.

That :ne does not do

SO

is a comolete luystel'Y unless "re admit that lJe pro-oably
represented this side of Jesus
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T~'!wef:,ej!te(l

l'be Inc2.ru'.+,iolJ ts furt:r'E,r
title "Son of Ds,vj.d.
riuri~c

e

in

tional

iE,

t.

~:eSf:'5.Ll1:Lc

by the blind man

~

Un~..c.rcus•

title currerJt
~he

of

T
.
t verlCO.

Je::::us use:=: t.::-:€,

i
• ,
'.
__ ef '
~s C-.Q.ure8SC'C'..

sucb.

~'",f..,

1

And when Ee

it is addressed to the Pb;ori.secs
re~)uC1iCl.tion

1):.' tb.e

Son ai' D<".virl '..,', [; -to !.'e

lortes of tl"!.€ :::.ncient Kinzdo1'1.

title, accordine: to

~~:

eX9rEGBiv~

JeEus' lifctiDe,

Isrrel.

~OTIe5 o~

... tore tl-

J,'h.i.s

H

in

nStS

it :Ur'u.ielf

t.l1e lleorle, in

V1f'.

C',

"C{~e

Je\7isl: idea that the title "Son of DFVi.C"i."
:2
Jesus do eE. no t
expresses 8..11 tb.Et is in the r;:es~1inhshiy.
of

here deny :His line2,ge, but Jie does not use it in defen:::e of
~esoiahsLiu.

His
....

The

~essiah

is more than, altho not less

Son of l*?vi d •

'1

Thus the n0rticulcr Dhase of the

ssi

~

;1

i

G

expresF,ed by tills tttle i,s that of t.he B.oyel est.s.te and
function.

As sl:.ch,

Je~ms

could clo..im tLe ti tIe \it"icll the

omans Y;rote 8.bove Eis hec:d on the Cross: "The King of the
3
Jews."
Here ag~in the idea of Incern&tion is pre~ent.
sp.ritu~l

For, His Kinsdon was a
King, of course, such
God, as the

J

<;.

Kingdom, 2nd He

conc€'8tion identified I-lim. with

e\7S und ersto ad, for the spi ri tual K.i.ng of

Israel iles non e other than
have God as its Ruler',

Y;'i

til

J~hy;eh.

lL.'nE'.n

The theoc :t'Elcy
SO!}

lO:41f1'
12 :35-37
15:26.

mi~<,h t

of David under

Him; but if t112,t Son of' Ds:vi.d. cl<:.imed sriri tual
1.
2.,
3.

D

re~lm,

then
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no one ImE:''! better tJ'mn e. .JeY; the.t the i· l lplicc-·tioll 1'iaS
that this Son of !)r:.\Tic3 wre not only.....iE.n, but :'.··lOrc.
A final
Church

hat of the

y'

is in

co~ce~tion

of Christolof,Y

Sufferin~

c~rrent i~

Servc:.nt.

c:lso, altho not In '-,ords.

An(

the ITT

t~:.if'

id.e.c

7he- '\7hole Gos:';el of

the Cross, wi..l.ich '-'ie 1:ave considered before, is Oc.:.B8Q on
Jesus disttnctlv clai:::.1s c::.t O!1e
1
poiYlt that He is to givE" Fiis life Instec:d of T>1UllY.
At C'.n
this idea of the

other time, He

~:essi8.h.

s~ys

th8.t :rIe is to suffer and. pour out 11is
r.

t.

l:ilood on berm,lf of nr'.ny.

Agctin, lie says of tlle Son of Lan
3
tlwt Ee muct "Suffer runny thin:,;~s a.nn be set 2.t n2Ugnt. II

Thus the idea of the suffering Serv;;-·

is in the b2.ckgroul'1d

of ...Jc, altho tl1e reft:rence is not specifically cited.

the 1

nity of the Serv2.nt if: evident.

fit just

the divine nature of the Servant must be
Unn.e.rcus,
e.

Son of

:~nc1

The incarnc:tion,

Jl.1RrCUS, 'but no
~o
~E

n,

Slrrn

u~,

.son of

then,

id, are one [,nd the
f~'.ct

by Ur-

of its mystery is ei.ven.

the Personality is presented in 1ili

an or,g:a..ni sr.'! wi tb two sid es, on e

divine,

sure!ly

. tted, for in

then, is accepted as a

eX~lanati.oll

<:'.8

Surel;}.'

htun~n

e.nd tIle

0 th(~r

joined in chenic21 synthesis, i~dissoluable without

involving the destruction of the picture.
t ran sc en den tly hUrJ,<>..n and irnmE' n en t ly d i v in e .

1.

10:45

2.

11:24.

The Person is

Fin2.11y, be it noted the.t in tilis Gt.rlstoloLY tbe,re
is no developlnent, no "G-ttairL::nent of divinity", no

11:f.'0

gressive deification, to be seen in the :oe,:,son2.1i ty of
Jesus as shown in 'Urr1l2,rcus.

lIe is divine "\;'heTI

}-~e

is in

troduced at the :B?.ntisY:l, lie 2Cts as divine tIlruout Iiis life,
He is so ne.m.ed

i11

the Trc.TIsf l.curation, lie

ci ts thi s

station B.t the Trie.l, l;e !trses in consequence of
natu:re.

is

divi)1t~

Indeed, Deissmann would extend to the whole of the
I

Gospels this same 19ck of development.
more developed than

~-;js

hunani ty.

His divinity is no

:de is not rflore or less

human, nor more or less divine; but altog:etheT both in

1.

The Religion of Jesus cmd the Faith of Faul,p.:28.

ODE'.

VIII
HIS RELIGIOlT

Jesus as the connection between Judaism and
Chri stiani ty
Jesus the Jew
Conformity to Judaism in general
His defense of His Judaism in controversy
His attitude toward the OT
Hi sat ti tude toward the o'ral Law
His independence of the

~w

His dependence on the Law
I\faster of Law
Servant of the

~w

VIII
HIS BELIC·ION
'iii thOl~t

iTo uicture of Jesus is COIiWJlete
ination of :ilis :nerzonC'.l reli£ion
fore now tur!] to such inquiry.
UrmB rcu~,

lived?
y,rhich

[.'.:2

f'.

m8,n.

an

eXC:J'~'.-

.. e there

C,ihat, ECGordinc to the

is Jesus' oym religi on, the religi or: vy}; ich rle

This cr,,:::'.ptel' is not concerned vlith the religion
l{e

taught faT £lis disciples.

That relieion is the

1

Christian faith.

But Jesus was a Jew,

e was not a

Christian, :rJ:e was the Christ.
Such a distinctioD is not incongruous.
between two

gre~t

streG~s

Jesus stood

of revealed religion.

one side

Viae

JUd2.isr.l, into which fie

nhicb Ee

W2.E

trCiined.

VT<?S

On tl:ie

born, a.nd thru

On the other is Christianity,

rrhich He founded, growing out of Judaism, yet containing
new revelatiol'lS of the Fr:..ther, e. child
paren t.

greate:~

than its

To Jesus v;as given the difficul t tG,sl: of living

according to the La,,",, while prepa.ring for a. new religion
. .; ,hich was to sunercede that Ii1w.
Jesus "lIaS not cor:1e to destroy tlle La,V,f.
He lived

loyal 'Jew.

The

Un~arcus

welcomed into the Synagogues,

~here

Accordingly,

pictures Him as being
He tcught, tbruout

1

Galilee.
,J?.. d

The Synagogue

the invention of the Pharisees.

He been other than a loya.l Jew, :r::e would have been

excluded at the first.
1.

w~s

l=e "'"a,s not one of the

1:39; cf. 1:21; 3:1; 6:2.

'a!!lne-ha

'e.res, that group of Jews who ienored or violrtecJ. the ,"!:Jro
visions of tbe
snovrn

E:.S

1;:::.\'-.'.

l'1'lruout Urr.12rcus, the Scri beE, are

wctcl-dnp; closely both Lis

ings, for
found none.

B.. etions

"Dossible viole..tion of the

1;:;,\7.

e.nd Eis teach
But they

They v:ere obligen to conreSE. thenfJelves

worsted in controversy;

~nd

they were forced to aQmit the

judgment of tee peo-91e that this

l~an \7<:S

a pro-phet of

blaneless life.
'fhe general fa.Gt thRt Jesus so lived is furtl1€T
proved by the events of the last week of His life.

Here

he is to be seen daily in the Tenple, using its porches
for tee.ching, cleensing it from profanation, calling it
1

the seat of

C~d's

dwelling eJnong men.

was th2t He threatened to destroy the

7-iliile the
~eIDple,

char~e

yet the

form of the 18.ngu2.. ge nekes it cleer that He j-'£:ferred to
the divine judgment to be executed against the peoyle
2

rather than any ECt aga.inst the Temple <?s such.
rther, while
Jesus to ok part

2

.;,~lc

relates only one festival in which

t JerusC'.lem, it is eviden t thEt the

disciples had visited the Holy City with Him before.
ii'or, they are seen to be familiar wi th the city, cmd wi th
1.

9:27; 9:15-18; 12:35; 14:49.

2.

14:58; 15:29.

the

COUll

tryside, inc luding :Bethany, 2nd vii th tl-le gene:,pl

feo"tures of the celebrEtion of the Pf'.ssover.

J'hey InC'.ke

1

seemingly accustomed prepc.rations fori t.
strEmgers to the ci ty.

They [Ire no

'l'he remark on the huce stones

of the Tenple is not one of wonder at seeing it for the
.

c

J

•

first time, but one of wonder that it !r.8Y ever fall.
The fact thE.t Jesus

VIC,S

haoitually addressed

20,S

Rabbi is a correlative fe,ct whicb shows His Jewish life.
The Q.uestions which He treC),ted, the coming Kingdora of
God, the nature of the resurrection, the matter of divorce,
the most important cornmanfu1ent, the fasts anct keeping of
Sabb~ths,

all of these were of interest to Jews.

dercling wi th them, lie sr..ows Himself a Jew.
a larger vision; lie is a Prophet,

In

True I He has

the like of \7hich had

never been heard; but still, a Jewish Prophet.

It is

distinctly significant that Jesus did not preach among
the Gentiles, nor send Eis disciples to them.

tie was

a Jew.

One minor fact, mentioned incidentally by urmarcus,
would alDBe be decisive on this question,
other evidence.

~ere

there no

The Evangelist speaks of the people Vlho

tried to touch His germents, and mentions especially the
3
tassel, or fringe, of bis garment.
Lhis same word,
kr8Jspedon. is the word used in the LXX in detailing the
4
dress of Jews.
In the time of Christ, "The zizith in
1.
2.
3.

-14:12
13:1
6 :56

4.

Dt.22:l2; Nu.15:37.
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fa.ct served as a Jew's urliform 't'lhereby he
and distinguished from a Gentile.

VILS

recoenised

Rence a Jew

~ust

not

sell a fringed garment to a non-Jew unless the fringes are
1

removed. It
Again,

~TIlen

Jesus fealed-the man of leprosy, lie com

_.anded the !l111n to observe the instructions of Hoses in such
2

,natters.

In this case He

S110\7S

Himself fa.::lilie,r wi th the

Law of Leviticus, and employs it with a2/proval.

Had He

been opposed to the Law, or outside the pale, He would
hardly have done this.
Jesus thus is represented in Urme.rcus as a Jew.
then, was His attitude tomlrd the OT Scriptures'?

What,

Fortul1s.te

ly, this question is settled by a s11ecific stcteJ:lent of our
Lord in the

U~~arcus.

In Quoting Ps.IIO:l, Jesus uses the

words "in the Holy Spirit" as the state in which David
3
wrote the passage.
This is the CODDon Rabbinic desianation
Now, the Psa~s were the least regarded
4
of the entire OT.
It is therefore eVident tlk~t if Jesus
of inspiration.

regarded them as inspired, the rest of the OT may be re
garded as similarly inspired.
A.rJother incident is recorded in 17J:Jich the Sadd.ucees
ask Him about the future life.
citing as a proof text
1.
2.
3~

4.

fro~

Here Jesus res"Oonds by

the OT, in which He folloVls the

Jewish ]hcycl. V.p.522.
1:40-45.
1ik.12:36
Bransco!!lb, Jesus and the Law of l1oses,p.120.

1

The proof

tradi tionG.l Ra bbini c exe8esi s of Sa ripture.
of future life is

t~e

inspired

statm~ent

of the OT.

Siroila.rly, Y!ben He is c'.caused of viol:·ting the

SE:.bt~ath

tins Hi f.3 di sc i pIes to pluc:.;: crain, ~e cites the
2
e
pIe of Dc.vid.
In cleansing the Temple, Ee quotes Isaiall
3
When lie taught tile essential truth of Lie
2nd Jeremiah.
4
When He tau.ght
marriage relation, He quoted Gen.l:27.
by

per)~'li t

the Go spel of the Cross, He derived His a.ssurance

the

frol;·i

5

OT.

The sUffering servant of Isa.iah Ii vee. in His ovm

When He 'would pray on the Cross,
6
the opening 'Words of the 22nd Psalm caue to His mind.

Person, as He cleErly Sa'll.

In teaching tbe nature of the Kinsdon of God,

guarantee eterna.l life, Jesus employs the Ten
When

as~~ed

~hich
CO~l~

shull
7

ents.

the grec'.test cO:-:L'.anct:nent, Jesus quotes Dt.G:4f,

typically Jewish

co~cept.

10
Thus, Jesus speaks of the corar.::a.ndment of God,

.nd the

11

word of God,
OT.

as a Scribe or a Pharisee r;ligl1t spe:...k of the

In a word, He uccepts the Je\7ish reverence for the OT

and its message as indeed the very word of God.
All this is significent in picturinb His religion.
1-.- 12:26f, quoting Ex.3:6
2. 2:26, quoting 1 San,27:1-7
3. 9:17, quoting Is.56:7 & Jer.:8:11
4~
10 :6
5. 9:12; 14:21
6~
15 :34
7. 10:19

8~

12:28-34
3: 35
10~ 7:8"
11. 7:9,13.
9.

He

miGht l12.ve been a Phe.risee so fe'.r us His e;enere.l recognition
of tLe lola:\,,;

ES

3.uthori ty in reli;;io:-;

\iaS

is a:t.:i.ple evidence that He was a Jew.
jJi.~lt

rnent \7e1'e desired, .it

be addecl

concerned.

If any further
th~t

There
~:rb--u-

at Eis trial, no

charge of disrespect to the Law could be made.

He was a

blasphemer, tbey c!:lnrged, but could fin,;. no Qisrespect for
..Eo ses or the 'orop}\etE••

But whi;tt was His
vast system that ho,cA.
of the OT?
peopl e Cl.t

~ttitude
[;l'O"\-/Yl

The Pharisees
lc~rge

toward the Oral Law, that

up around tlle Y,1ritten provisions
acaeptecl it unquestioningly.

The

thO"\J.gh t them espec ial J.y holy becau se of tL.i s

ceremoniali S2.1.

Adherenc e to the oral Law

of P'narisQism.

:Put it v:.:,-o o.lso largely Lccepted by most

1

of the Jews.

1.'"

l-le

the soul

.

Did Jesus accept this general attitude?

In sO:.1e .:leo.sure,
L a\-7.

YlaS

....

l~e

see:7lS

"....'

par~lC1IJ<.;;,tea.

111

dependent upon the ore.l

"De

L2..V!.

to rle.ve accepted.

m'

leIl})le

•
•
m:.crlI1CelJ,
~

'e i'orbad

c~rryi

tt~e

01'&.1

1 . 1 '.. eloe
"ri:1C,,1

vessel,s

thru the Te11lple, v!hich was a violntioD of the o redo cocie.
3
It was I"ii s cllston to give thanl~s 8. t .ne,.l s.
'l'ni s vra on 0 t
requireCt in the -rrri tten Law, but
The sinrring of a hyl:lIl

e, t

'~m:5

sc.tl1ctionecl by 01'0,1 Lm'l.

Ute clo se of t~-.e Passover l,',[a£: a

4

custom of the 01'0..1 Law.

From these illustrations, it TIould

seen that JOesus can:i:'on1ed to the customs of the
to the usual
1.
2.
3.
4.

cerel~oYlies,

under ordinary

hoore, Ju~aism, I., p.251ff.
11:1.6
6:41; 8:6; 14:22
Coben, JEL, XLiJIII,p.82 (1929).

ti~les,

cirCU:=lstc~nces.

and

SO~"letine[

in the

JeDUS c"-.:Jpea1e(; c'.iI'ectly 10 the

(~l~e~tion

ori:.~l

Le.-\i,

r)

C

Lv~

"Is it 181',1'1)1 to 6.0 eood on U::.e Sab:.,c:.th day,

1
ar

to cLo_ 11<:: TY1 ? II

lie

i?,p~')e[Llea.

The written Law forlx.d

to tl"le oj7al

done on tIli S

y.:or:c.

B..l.t

';'hic}; lJCrLLitte6. Goocr to lJE:;

1.<;'.\7,

Thus Jesu.s is rlOt

(18y.

£~11

}!:r'o}Jliet \7ho is <::.s1<:

c~

ing for a rcstoT&tion of the written as 09Tosed to the oral

Law.
J?u t,

Jesus a roina!'i lly cited nei tiler Le:w; He tC:'UCh t
~~

H[~lL:.chQ.

not as t'he scribc:o', no::, Ecoordinc: tLe

His

references to tile Los.V! ure incideILt.l, usuaJ.ly in
versy.

His

religious

aI)~~)ec.l

of

SCYJse

co::~tro-

is to reason, to the COIl,science, to tlIe
flCD,

re.t1ie~c

tried to find OT grounCi :i"or

thexl to the Law.

'3

t';~eir

lUt Je£uE ter.:..ches in a fresh,

The Sc1':1. bes

,,;hole t:r,s,6.iticJlJE.l scheD6.

Ul1h<::~-'},iCred,

['\.ut1Jori t(;.. . tive,

4
unconsciously Kingly, Banner.
a Jm";-i sh Rabbi,

e:::-;:pouTIcUng the

Jccu~
Lc:~,:!.

did Dot aspire to be

He waG

"'tel' of tne

indeed, the only complete J£<.ster tb.e Ls-.w ever h&d. in

L?.\'U,

tn.8.t He not only
its

prece:pt~'.

the

C'~"urch,

suo}!.

I)ej~fectly u.nders~;.;ood.,

lut His chief concern

'tut:pe:::-fectly lived.

"'I;:;t;~S

to

}}1'6In'.)7e

for

BO He Ghres little 8,tte:ctior, to the U'.'r.' as

It was Ris mission to live it, not teacL it.
Hov;ever, sine e He y;as <lcc'lJ,secl c.t Y2.riOUD timeEi ot" SOi'"le

viole-.tion of the L.,.w, such

il1cid.e~JtE

G.re deoervin8 of in

vestigation on their several merits.
The first accusation recorded in

U~arcus

r;--z; :r.. 6
2~

1:r24

3.
4.

Cohen, &rQ.kot, xA~f.
Gilbert, Jesus and His Bible,p.120.

wat: tl18.t of

1

eating ,',,'i th :9uLLicane and

on the IJrinciple of' sepLratiull oi'
simJers.

The

eilL-;eI'~:

F!lari s2,i

sinne:("::~.

~:H;

sm

",72..[,

eree ted

ricttcous

&rll;.

~he

-',i'(',re excluded fron soci":.l corlta.:;ts,

!larrh;'se, puhlic offtce, wd t};e rj.cht to vii tness in COUl't.
]Lven cor:1T.lerCe \yi th tLm'1 1,'las restricted.'I'o e['.t v,'i -'ell the;').
,.

..:,

violateu the vlhole ideal of PhC':.ri sai Sill. or sepLntis;:'l.
However. it

W8.S

Lot 2,g2.inst the Law to e<;. t \vi th theu.

D1 t the eX6Dpl e thus set VIas con t r r.y to t11e i d0",1 of the
I::1w.

One might e[ct Y;it?; sinners YJithout violating the letter

of the Law, but not without violating its spirit.
thi s of vihich Jesus was accused

It was

the c2uesti on of the

iYl

Pharisees: "How is it thr:ot he eateth and drin1:eth \dth }.mb
3
lica-ns e.nd sinners?"
This m.LD riho claimed to be 2. pure
IJ:ro-phet, Vii th

G.,

superior message, how could he thus 1 et

dovm the bars?
The E.nS\7er of' Jesus is clear

2,i1c1

to the point: "They

that are whole hc:.ve no need oi' a physicicm, but they tha.t
are sick: I canle not to call the r.iGhteot1s, but sinners. II
4
The ironical note see~-:s cle~.r, in spi te o·'~
.... i.~lE.
rut
Yihether ironical or 11ot, tb:e point serl',lE-in to our
here is. that

J~~~~oe_~ ~ot

in__j~st.if,ic~i.tion

cite the

!.ali,:,

discussiol~

noY.' its ,sJ-Iel19_e,

of His cours_e. He Occul;ies a place above

both the or.al and the i.·';Y'i tten LaVi.

He undelI'Gtands whet He

is d..oing.

tc-!~,:':

He is not to 1)e teken to

by Pha.risees.

He

1 ~- 2: 13-=-1?
2~
Abre.hams, Pharisaism c:md the GoSl?€ls. ist Series,p.54-6Ij
3. ;;: :16
4. liontefiore. The Synaptic Gospe1s. 1. .p.57.

198
has "coi'1e" \vi tlJ e.

I)Ur~-JoDe.

sinners to Go·':liness
reliGion.

;:;~r;CI

L.~e c<:'..llL!~

That pUr:!.'OS(; is

&'lvatiu!·:.

This is c.

:lifo\".

of

note in

Even Eonteiiore' 8.dr1i ts th8.t "to deny tlJe cre:::t

nesS and origirw.. lity of Jesus in this connectL_,Yl, to deny
that He ouened & new chanter in nen's
~

~

~ttitude tow~rds

sin
1

and sinners, is, I think, to
.And

beE~t

the l':teaCl e.[;ainst ;;:. viall."

seys tlw.t while tile Rabbis were

Abre.h<1l~s

&.. I!xious

for the return of the sinneT J they \Tere "inc lined to

El\'i<--~Ys
le~,--ve

the ini tiati ve to the sinn er •..• T"ne P.a bbi s c:.t tL.c:;ced vice
from the preverl ti ve 8i de; they 2irled at
WOi'!en

chi:~.rJte

and. honest.

l:eepin~

lJ.en and

Jesus approacbed it frolll tile cur
2
c~ishonest

e"tive side; he 2.ined. c;,t saving the

and the unch.Cl.i.Jte.

In the prosecutioY; or tilis .!Jurl)OS€, then, vll:ich t1:es€
Jelitish COlillTIente.tors have deeneu to be I:1erely the calling of
sinners, or, as

~e

deeM it,

prep~rin~

the way ror His Church,

Jesus is willing to he tecr...r.lc2.11;? righteous Lcco!'cUng to the
La"l, E'.t the

ris~'=

oi' viole-tine; U1e Phe.risaic idea.l of the L··

If the Phari see S wOl"lC be Hl.€ticulous, He would lJeet therl on
t,hat gro-Lmu..
reason for

llit He does not dEign to &;ive tbe:':l Ris ree-l

t~us

courtine the "sinners."

The inc iden t yt}';_i cb. recount

~e

He is still a Jew.

controversy over

f~sting

3

is of

si~ilar

im)ort.

Tne fasts involved were not legal

either according to the oral or the

~ritten

Law.

He nay be

a good Jeh nnd ignore them.
However, the quer.:tiol1 of SC.bb8,th oos€::,vance brings us to
l~

liontefiore~ S)~optic C~spels,L.,p.55

2.
3..

AbreJ:ar.1s, i at Ser i es', Plw,ri sai sn (7-.nd the Go spel s, p. 58
2 :18-20.

11

the be2.rt of the problem.

"Tile tvJO fundamentc.l obserY
1

anceE of JudaisI:.'1 are circumsisioD

&n,~

the Sa.bbath."

defini tion of i'iOr:.c forbidd.en o:n the Sc;.. obe,U~

The

nost Dinute.

YiCJ.S

-'lbether 6.esigxjed to alleviate tbe origillv,l he.:cslmess of the
~,w.

or to increase it, matters not

Rims elf Tli tl~ tLe

LEo\'!

c:.p]Je~cl

by .:o,D

be~e.

Je~us

justifies

to DeviC,' S CX2Ilpl €, ,,-.nd

'oy citing the expressiOlc of t:he cO:'JIilo..nd: "The Sabbe.tIl

'rll.e co:::crriLrJd reads: "Observe th.e Sao1x:..th, for

111ao.e for r:mn."

it is hoiby for you."

This inte!'pret<:.tiofl is c:bsorl)€(L by
0'")
4

later Judgis1!l (;,,:;) U;oe ortLodox

inter:pl'et~
. . . tion.

maintains Hii::lself as blan.eless before the

Thus Jesus
:t~e

LaVI.

does not

diopute the scribal definition of ';,ork, hut cites the
c;~gaionst

WEB

the Law, e.n6 clJooses the

hUillC.i11.

LHY;'

tc,Tia.n p.urpose LS

beirig the re2.1 c:!esign of tilis cOL.lnand.lllent.
However, it if: to be noted
HiDs.elf superior to the Law, i ts

th~.t

here He ,dso declal'6s

1;:"~G.ter,

tl1e Phar'isees thcct "The Son of 'an ,is
L'1 His

PT:21

of

Sa.bbG.th.

t1l€

by fran:'.cly telling

L01~(i

of tlie Saoc)C';..th."

good tirle, Ee "{Jill 8-o01ish even tl".!ls recoGnition

-a.nds, I-Ie v.rill

Ee is

Jew ill flesh.

8.

e~·:c!'ci~]t:

iif'.c.en occ8,sion de

Lorclshi'p over Se.1Jcc:.th.

In the OtbE' S2.. bb8,tl~ controversy litLle is D:c1d.ed to tllis

tre<::,tment.
Je su s viiI 1

In reS};Ol1se to the silent
(0

queE;t:Lo~:

as to 'ivhat

'iii th the ..Ii the red hand in the S;ynagogue, He

propounds a questlon to the Phc.risees: Ills it 12-..\Tful on the
Sao1Jath day to do gooo.
1.
2.

l~ore,

Judais~,

01'

to do han:'l?

to cave a li:c'E. or to

II,p.16

Branscomb, J'esus and the Law of l:oses, p.142.

:::00

kill?1I

The Phc',risees

1':.;( ~.

Scb~at~.

save a life an the

It

pelt unST1ET.

:Ell t

tJ~_e

c:,eta of Ie-bar merel:./ "becE.u::;e ti;.ey (:ight

deeds.

eli d

L2.\i

·06

y.:elJ. to

1,:;;;.8
1: 0

t

clE..ssed as good

Evidently, the J11arl r:,iU] t};c '\i:Lt}:.e::.'e6. hanG.

-;ait until SU1'lday to be cured.

Je~;:us'

:Bu t

.;Jermi t

~'.1iGht

qu e ~"' ti 0.: c 1 eL rly

puts His ovm answer: to 0,0 c;oocl, anel to se .... e a life, a.re in
principle one

E:.n(

the se,I::le.

If

0ne

i s r i Sh t , t.b e

0

i';:U:3 t

th e r

of necessity also be right.

T.hus the conclusio!!, to which "18e are. forced is, that
~as

Jesus

not in o:p:;osi tion to the La\v.

\,ithout the Scribal

he.lc~chio

He 8.cCe!)ted. it, but

ir.!te:cpretE.tion.

not designed to hinder, but to help, man.

The

~s

'T

•

Jesus Vias a

good Jew in thus obeying Ule ComDD.l1Ciments.
The queotion of G.ivorce

ViaS

debLted fran eE:,rly tinles.

and in the tilne of Jesus vms the s . . ,bj ect of di spute be'c\feen
the school of' Hillel, \'[hich per1nitted (.ivo,rce by the husocmd
on any groun ct, D.nd the 8chool of Chw...'lID.ai, vrhi cll nermi tted
1

divorce only on t::.e ground of adultery.
come to Jesus \':i th tl\eir question,

1mlen the Scribes

tlIs it lmvful for

~.

man

2

to l:ut

a,\'/ay

his wife?".

this d.ispute must ·lje held in mind.

Ou.r tiue sti on £lere, is, Y!hc:. t
toward the Law in an sVlering

tt~i s

8. tt

i tude di d JeslJ: S di splay

questi all?

The first part

of His reply is a counter-queEtiol1, "Vulat did ]i.ioses cornm.and
3
you?t1 The CJ.nswer vias oevious. J!~oses permitted divorce.
Jesus noV! explained the temporLry nature of tins COi'D/lan.

I.
,...,

.::..

3.

lfunteriore, Synoptic Gospels,I.p.226f.
10:2
Dt • ~~4 : 1 , 3.

It was

~i vell

of heart,"

~)er{'ci ss i

by

o~ ~ccount

on, on [_CCOUTI t of t1tl-,ei r hc.. rcn e so

of a rude, primitive

rut the real purpose of God
fles11.

~lan

Hence,

joined together.

l'ic;,S

st~te

tllc',t the tViO

of society.

~~igh

t "be one

has no right to G.brog<.:"te Y;}l<.:.t Goe. has
Divorce is not

justific~le.

To prove

this, .Jesus ci tes Genesis, thus cO'J.ntcrbG.lencill& the teD}1
orary Law with the origine,l, perm8.nent pro'VisiorJs of God.
Thus .Jesus, while a .Jew, is superior in His undel'stLndine
of the L8:",1, 2,nd on Hi sown c1.uthori ty 8,broE;<:'" teiJ tl-,e te:-.1por£,ry
per.mission in favor of the
of the Lav,'

WLB

~eluanent

Law.

The

re~l

cesign

to preserve the imr.;,u tabi Ii ty of the home •

.Jesus here sbows Himself a .Jevl of even nore strict type than
ei ther of the Pharasaic schools.
o~posec

decree of God, as

to the

He

e1::ll~1'~asized

the origin8.1

tempor~ry pe~ais~ion

of

hoses.
The

te~ching

Divorce is sin.

of .Jesus with feference to divorce is clear.

To marry a divorced person is to

co~~it

adul tery, a.s He explain ed to Fi s eli sciples when they E.slced
1

Him about it.

But ttis appliesto the gJilty party.

In

His view, adUltery per se dissolved the nG-rriage bond.
innocent p<:..rt is free.
permissible.

1~or th['~t

The

party to re;:larry is then

He therefore associ&tes

F~~self

nith the school

of 6hannuai, which adnits dlhvorce on grounds of adUltery.
But this
Pharisees in

~as

not the question specific&11y before the

a~ing

the question.

They hoped to trap .Jesus

in to some di sagreemen t \".'i tIl the LarJ.
ci tine the older,

~':lOre

:rIe avo ids th i s t re.p by

fund['.r.a.ental Law, but gives no comfort

to the Pharisees," by iL""::J.edi2:..tely a-orogating, in His
1.

10:10-12.

01'.'11

rihht,

a1 tho wi th Bi tical c:.pprove,l, the very nrovi si iJD o.".,bol.i t '.'lhich
l"I1US, Ee again

the tVIO scho 01 s had Deer] D,rGueing.

prove~

Himself to be a C:;ood Jew, living by tt.e Law, but .:;.t t:t.e
sa.m.e time L::aster of the:. t

La-Vl.

\Ye nov.' CO··:1e to the Eost diffict:.2.t yal't

0:

Jesus' re

lationship "Vii t[._ the LaYJ, the controversy that <:.rose over tlle
1

washing of hc,nds before eE.ting.

The clisl)ute

2_ m2~tter

cere?"~:onial

of Cleanliness, but over

\""i<:'.G

not OVGr

purific:::.tion.

This ri te ;;n?s enjoined upon the Levi tes by the Law, ·out not
upon the Jews as a TIDole.

However, la.rge numbers of the

Pharisees had voluntEj:'illy assurned this :9ractice, in aceo rd
2

ance with the general principle of separation.

The practice

was therefore an extension of the TITitten anc the orsl Law
"00 th,

to include ordinary meals. and' to include laY111en as
3
well e.s priests.
EO\,JeVer, it was on the basis of this ex
tension of the oral Law that the Inarisees attack the prac
4

tice of Jesus' disciples of neglecting the lustrations.
they refer here specifically to the tt'aditions of the elders."
Jesus' reply clearly indicates His position regarding
the oral Law.

He does not deny

lie does not abrogate it.
be good.

t~at

it might be beneficial.

The tradi tions micht in themselveB

rut He proceeds to attack the .pharisees on the

ground that they have follo\'led slavishly the tradi tions of
men, wi th 'Coo Ii tt1e regard to the corm'nandment of liod.

This

is another way 0:1.' saying tha.t the importan t thiJigs after all
1.
2.
3.

'7:1-23
Loore. JUdais.m, lI,P.156-161
Branscomb, Jesus and the LaW of

4.

7:5.

~oses,p.158

is the wri tten rc_ther than the
~w

provisions of tne

orc~.l .I..aVl.

'1'0

extend the

to classes for which it was not in

tended does little honor to the I.a.w.

Further, when such

extensions are oDserveu, while the weightier matters of the

Law are ignored, as the Pharisees condone in the practice
of Corban, following the traditions becomes positively
harmful.
Thus, as a rna tter of the

La.'\"1,

Jesus here maintains Ei s

posi ti on as a good Jew, loyal to' the IDYi, as given, .in its
original signification, wi thout the exten::J1011S provided by
Rabbinic theology.

As liontefiore admits, "observance of

the human traditions has led to the violation of the com
1

mands of God."

Nen

beco~e

too interested in trivial things,

and leave undone the great matters.
B.1t in assailing the Pharisees on this point, Jesus
has set liimself against another and cherished dogma of the
Pharisees.

That is, that the oral Law is basically the

unbroken tradition of the elders or scribes.
this authority,

w~s

To thus deny

to deny the principle of the orcl Law,

and thus vitiate the whole Pharisaic position.
and tiresome series of quotations by

~lich

The literal

the scribes sought

to give authority to their teachings is entirely repudiated.
In this, Jesus is still a Jew, but of a different spirit from
that of the Scribes.

Ris succession is rather prophetic

than Ra bbini cal.
\'li

th reference to the reTIlc..inder of the pass8ge under

consideration, we have noted in a prior chapter than this
1.

Bynoptic

Gospels,I,~.145.

section deals with whc::,t we have c8,11ed Eis "e.nticipi.tory
te3,ching. II

Modern Li beral Judais:1l

G.tte~:1~)ts

to annex

this part of Jesus' te2.ching, without a±nitting His right
to

Lordshi~.

The principle contained in vs 15 is said by

llontef'lore to be

Ifworth~r

to ste.nd side by side vii th Hosea

6:6, and is to my mind one of the

~ost

truly

origin~l

sayings,
1

if not the most originel saying, in the Synoptic Gospels."
However, he finds this a IIdifficult saying" in its con
text, and is obliged to do many thines to the text to rid
it Of its logical implications.

This difficulty is avoided,

and the congruity of our Lord's

teachin~s

preserved, if we

note that the teaching was given to the disciples after the
departure of the Pharisees, and that it clearly looks for
ward to the

~Ungdum.

The editorial COlnnent of urmarcus,
2

"This he said, making all meats clean,"

is clearly for the

edificc1.ti on of the Church" for which, as we have seen,

1:~

is writing.
The reli gi on of Jesus we,s tha. t of Judai sm,

therefo re,

but not that of Pharisaic Judaio.m, nor that of the sadducees,
nor of any other sect among them.

He conformed to the

Law, vro.s admitting a.s a Rabbi in the Synagogues, won respect
a1TIong the people as such,paid His Temple tax, and participated
in the rites of the Passover at Jerusalem, all as an orthodox
Jew.

He

accepted the Law as inspired, the word of God, in

which He included the Psalms, as well as Pentateuch and
1.

2.

Synoptic Gospels,l.p.166; cf,p.130.
?:19.

Prophets.

he found in the .La\.,.. the essen tic,l traini21g

for entry into the

Ki~gdom

of God.

lie approved the Ten

Commandments, and cOrn:r.Iended them to t110se who would seek
the lungdom.

.de lived so well under thi s Law ,

dared profer charges against Rim, even in the
of the Trial.

that none
he~ted

days

'\/ith reference to the Ore.l Law, this too

He accepted to the degree that it uid not obscure the inner
and true meaning of the vrritten Law.
as a

l~ster,

he observed it, but

reserving the right to abrogate it when it

proved harmful to nen.

'i.'he only times when He came into

conflict with the ora.l Law was when that instrument

W2.S

tortured into a means of avoiding the true implications of
the original Law.

But, further, even the wri tten w.w :fie

regarded as b'eing in ;.Jlaces temporary; in which cases He
did not hesitate to change it.
Jesus was a Jew.
only part of His work.

But the living of His religion was
The Ur.marcus does not

att~npt

to

show us how a good Jew ought to liver altho it does in
cidentally show us how a perfect Jew did live.
J·udaism. lay Christianity.

Beyond

Jesus was a Jew that .he might

earn the right to found the greater religion, of which He
is Lo rd.

IX
THE

A~Gu~TATION

IN

URGA~CUS

The Significance of Ur.marcus, the

e~rliest

historical document on the Person of Christ
The ma.rch of events in Urmarcus
The wealth of analogical discription
The un-Jewish elementa in the picture of the
'-essiah
The Jewish elements in the picture
The indivisibility of the Person
The historica.l significC>J1ce of the contradictions
in Christology in Urmarcus

IX
Ii'ATIOlT IN UPJ,1ARCUS

THE ARGT

The
not

e~rliest

~erely

Gospel, first edition of our

a life of Jesus.

Na7.areth, the Son of God.
tre~tise,

historical

~

is

It is a picture of Jesus of
It is not intended to be an

except in-so-far as history is called

in to assist in presenting that picture.
be called

~ark,

study in personality.

It

~ight

well

It, exists for a purpose,

that of demonstrating why Jesus was acknowledged by the
primi.ti.ve Christian cO::1F'lunity as the Son of God.
"erein lies the significance of the study we have now
connleted.

Jesus is definitely a historical character, as
1

has been

demonstr~ted

cornnletely by

~oden1

criticism.

to have arrived a. t thi scone lusi on is no t enough.
an historical che.racter, then what :",'ict'J.re
e of

Ei~?

:~ad.

If lie is

that e2.rli<:H1t

What did they think of Rim, in the davs before

dorcrna had time to form, before tradi tions obscured 11is
ure, before the
to Him?

But

con~unity

What, in short,

fii~-

beGan to assign the oriRin of rites

WDE

the nature of this man?

"wnom

se,y ye that the Son of :.iP.n is?"
SupTJose that all ';:e knevl of Jesus was what is in the
Urmarcus, the ea,rli est do C UJ'1l en t dealing wi th Him?

Yi'ha t i s

the total impression of the varied richness of tlwt brief
treatment?
1.

e.g.,

Whe.t
C~_se,

We.S

Jesus to Li s ovm time?

The Historicity of Jesus.

Jesus in the
of God.

UTrlC'.TCUS

apyroved

is unl'li staJ{ably

e hungers, thirsts, tires, rests, sleeDs.

he

is move by emotions of life--love, anger, pity, cOJnp£'5sion,
wonder, severi ty, indignation, tenderness to\7c.rd cLildren.

'·e feers the Cross, .He prays.
know.

He le&rns,

lentless ener

~erceives,

thin~s

Same

He cioes not

hears, nuestions.

is re

drives rim long cistances, fills His days

wi th ter.:cb.ing and Mini stry.
.:.le

C

re8, tes a sti ramo

tie di sturbs

C

amfo rt.

peo~le

which cannot be ignored •

lie confutes the lOC2vl

attracts the a.ttention of the .Se.nhedri-::1.
from Eerod.

s.

he

lie draws fire

He drives the desecra:ters out of the 'i'emple.

e fills Pilate v!ith \7onder.
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